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Abstract

In this thesis the development of a street-scale air quality modelling system for the city of Barcelona

(Spain) has been presented, evaluated and applied to an impact study. Air pollution is known to

cause detrimental health effects in cities and specially on the most vulnerable population. Having

access to reliable air pollutant concentration data at street-level in urban areas can be crucial to

mitigate the problem. Aiming to produce more accurate air pollutant concentrations at street-level,

we coupled a mesoscale air quality modelling system (CALIOPE) with an urban dispersion model

(R-LINE). The developed modelling system, CALIOPE-Urban, incorporates novel methodologies to

combine regional- to street-scale models. It has been evaluated using NO2 and Black Carbon (BC)

observations in an heterogeneous set of street geometries. As application of the new system we have

studied the impact of excess diesel NOX emissions from diesel light duty vehicles (LDV) in Barcelona

city.

We faced two main methodological challenges that led to the developmental efforts in this thesis.

First, the Gaussian dispersion model R-LINE was initially developed for open roads while Barcelona

is a very built-up city, where a diverse range of geometrical patterns cohabit. In order to apply R-

LINE over Barcelona its meteorology has been adapted to street canyons. Second, CALIOPE outputs

from WRF and CMAQ had to be adapted to drive pollutant dispersion and provide background

concentrations to R-LINE, respectively. As a consequence, we developed a new methodology to

calculate background concentrations at roof-top level that considers upwind grid cells in CMAQ

avoiding to double count traffic emissions, and a vertical mixing parametrization to combine them

with street-level freshly emitted pollutants. The vertical mixing parametrization considers urban

geometry and atmospheric stability to calculate surface level background concentrations. In order to

estimate turbulent parameters within a street canyon we built a new method to estimate local surface

roughness specific for each street. These enhancements and the system evaluation helped us to gain

understanding on the urban processes governing air pollutant concentration dynamics in Barcelona

city.

In the first evaluation, the ability of CALIOPE-Urban to simulate NO2 concentrations has been

investigated. We aimed to give a more accurate representation of NO2 spatio-temporal variability

across Barcelona city with CALIOPE-Urban than with the mesoscale system alone. The temporal
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variability has been evaluated using measurements from five traffic sites and one urban background

site for April-May 2013 and we have found that CALIOPE-Urban gives a better agreement in traffic

sites. The evaluation of the spatial variability has been carried out using 182 passive dosimeters that

were distributed across Barcelona during two weeks for February-March 2017. CALIOPE-Urban has

also shown a more realistic distribution than the mesoscale system. We have learnt that the highest

NO2 concentration levels occur in heavily trafficked street canyons that are not well ventilated and

near the ring roads of the city. When exploring the main error sources, we have discovered that

CALIOPE-Urban gives stronger underestimations under stable conditions than under more convective

conditions. Overall CALIOPE-Urban has given a better performance than the mesoscale model,

demonstrating that the combination of both scales gives a more precise representation of NO2 spatio-

temporal variability in Barcelona city.

In the second evaluation, CALIOPE-Urban skills simulating BC dispersion in Barcelona city have

been investigated. We have evaluated CALIOPE-Urban results using measurements of horizontal and

vertical BC concentration profiles from an experimental campaign. The novel observational dataset

contains 29 horizontal and 4 vertical BC dispersion profiles measured with a time resolution of 30 s in

heterogeneous urban settings in 2016 and 2017. We have observed a deep fall-off on the measurements

of horizontal dispersion profiles within the initial 5-10 m and a very homogeneous vertical profile.

At the horizontal profiles, we have found that the model reproduces the profile shape well and a

pronounced fall-off within the initial 5-10 m, which is steeper in the observations. The model has

generally reproduced the homogeneity of the vertical observed profile well. We have identified that

our methodology to estimate vertical mixing gives a better performance in street canyons than in

open roads. Using observed values from background concentrations and wind speed and direction

has produced a better agreement with observations in the BC profiles compared with using uniquely

mesoscale model data as inputs. The model showed more improvement correcting wind conditions

in the horizontal profiles, and background concentrations in the vertical profiles. In addition, we

have found that CALIOPE-Urban is significantly sensitive to emission temporal resolution. We have

estimated the intra-hourly variability of emissions and applied it to perturb the emission input to R-

LINE. We have observed that BC modelled concentrations cover a wider range of values that contains

the observations in one of the horizontal profiles measured in an open trafficked street. We have

investigated the temporal variability of the BC vertical profiles finding that the observations give a

higher variability than the model, which has underestimated BC concentrations in the rush hours.

We have learnt that R-LINE is able to reproduce the BC dispersion profile generally well when it uses

sufficiently accurate inputs of emissions, meteorology and background concentrations.

In the application, CALIOPE-Urban at 20 m horizontal resolution has been used to study the

impact of excess diesel light duty vehicles (LDV) NOX emissions on air quality in Barcelona city in

comparison with CALIOPE at 4 km and 1 km resolutions. Diesel LDV NOX emissions are known
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to surpass the legal limits (i.e. the standards) in real-world driving conditions. Our hypothesis was

that impact modelling studies over cities that are based on modelling data of pollutant concentrations

at around the kilometer resolution result in under-estimated effects as outcome compared with those

using high-spatial resolution. We have defined two modelling scenarios for Barcelona city in 2017: (1)

the Baseline as the NOX emissions under real-world driving conditions, and (2) the Standard limits

as our best approximation of NOX emissions that diesel LDV would ideally have if these vehicles

were compliant with the EU legal limits. We have used as period of study an air pollution episode

in November 2017 with very high NO2 concentration levels. Results have shown that NOX traffic

emissions in Barcelona city would decrease about a 30% if diesel LDV would comply with the EU

legal limits. As a consequence, NO2 concentrations at street-level have been discovered to be reduced

about 14% using CALIOPE 4 km, 17% using CALIOPE 1km, and 20% using CALIOPE-Urban. We

have noticed that the NO2 concentration activation levels of the protocol for air pollution episodes

from Barcelona City Council would not have been exceeded if the diesel LDV would have complied

with the standard EU limits.

Hence, the four works carried out in this thesis produced very useful results for better understand-

ing street-level air pollution dynamics in Barcelona city. CALIOPE-Urban development provided

a robust methodology to produce high-resolution pollutant concentration data at street-level. The

model evaluations indicated that the new coupled system is more accurate than its predecessor,

CALIOPE, in Barcelona streets in general and specially near traffic. The application on the impact

of excess diesel LDV NOX emissions over Barcelona proved that if a higher resolution model like

CALIOPE-Urban is applied to a health study it can produce a more pronounced health impact result

than mesoscale models. The methodology of CALIOPE-Urban, which has been developed in this

thesis, may be replicated for other cities in the future if the required input data is available.
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Resumen

En esta tesis se presenta, se evalúa y se aplica un nuevo sistema de modelización de calidad del aire

a escala de calle para la ciudad de Barcelona (España). Es un hecho conocido que la contaminación

del aire causa efectos perjudiciales para la salud en las ciudades y especialmente en los sectores de

la población más vulnerables. Para mitigar este problema, es importante tener acceso a datos fiables

de concentración de contaminantes en el aire a nivel de calle en zonas urbanas. Para obtener el nivel

de concentración de contaminantes del aire de manera más precisa a nivel de calle, hemos acoplado

un sistema de modelización regional de calidad del aire (CALIOPE) con un modelo de dispersión

de contaminantes del tráfico rodado (R-LINE). El sistema de modelización desarrollado, CALIOPE-

Urban, incorpora metodologías novedosas para combinar modelos que resuelven procesos atmosféricos

desde la escala regional hasta la escala de calle. Hemos evaluado CALIOPE-Urban en un conjunto

heterogéneo de geometrías de calles utilizando observaciones de NO2 y de Carbono Negro (CN).

Hemos aplicado el nuevo sistema al estudio del impacto sobre la calidad del aire derivado del exceso

de emisiones de óxidos de nitrogeno (NOX) provenientes de los turismos y furgonetas diésel en la

ciudad de Barcelona.

Esta tesis nos ha presentado dos desafíos metodológicos principales. Primero, el modelo de dis-

persión gaussiano R-LINE se desarrolló inicialmente para zonas abiertas, mientras que Barcelona

es una ciudad muy urbanizada, donde conviven edificios y calles con una amplia gama de patrones

geométricos. Para aplicar R-LINE sobre Barcelona, su meteorología se ha adaptado a calles con edi-

ficios a ambos lados (tipo cañón urbano). En segundo lugar, hemos adaptado las salidas del sistema

CALIOPE provenientes de los modelos meteorológico WRF y de transporte fotoquímico CMAQ para

facilitar la dispersión de contaminantes y proporcionar concentraciones de fondo a nivel de calle en

R-LINE. Para llevar a cabo esta tarea, hemos desarrollado una nueva metodología para calcular las

concentraciones de fondo por encima de los edificios que considera los valores de concentraciones de

CMAQ, evitando contar dos veces las emisiones de tráfico en el modelo regional y urbano. Además,

hemos desarrollado una parametrización de la mezcla atmosférica vertical para combinar las concen-

traciones de fondo con contaminantes recién emitidos a nivel de calle. Ésta parametrización considera

la geometría urbana y la estabilidad atmosférica para calcular las concentraciones de fondo a nivel de

calle. Para estimar los parámetros de turbulencia dentro de la calle, hemos creado un nuevo método
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que estima la rugosidad superficial específica para cada calle. Estas mejoras y la evaluación del sis-

tema nos han ayudado a comprender los procesos urbanos que rigen los flujos de concentración de

contaminantes del aire en la ciudad de Barcelona.

En la primera evaluación, hemos investigado la capacidad de CALIOPE-Urban para simular con-

centraciones de NO2. Nuestro objetivo ha sido proporcionar una representación más precisa de la

variabilidad espacio-temporal de NO2 en toda la ciudad de Barcelona con CALIOPE-Urban que con

el sistema regional CALIOPE. La variabilidad temporal se ha evaluado utilizando mediciones real-

izadas en cinco zonas urbanas expuestas a tráfico y en una zona de fondo urbano durante los meses

de Abril-Mayo de 2013. Hemos hallado que CALIOPE-Urban ofrece una mayor precisión cerca del

tráfico. Para la evaluación de la variabilidad espacial hemos utilizado las medidas de 182 dosímetros

pasivos distribuidos por Barcelona durante dos semanas entre Febrero y Marzo de 2017. CALIOPE-

Urban ha mostrado una distribución más realista que el sistema regional también comparando sus

resultados con estas observaciones. Hemos aprendido que los niveles más altos de concentración de

NO2 se producen en los cañones urbanos con mucho tráfico que no están bien ventilados y cerca de

la circunvalación (las rondas) de la ciudad. Al explorar las principales fuentes de error, hemos des-

cubierto que CALIOPE-Urban produce subestimaciones más profundas en condiciones atmosféricas

estables que en condiciones más convectivas. En general, CALIOPE-Urban ha producido un mejor

rendimiento que el modelo regional CALIOPE, lo que demuestra que la combinación de ambas escalas

proporciona una representación más precisa de la variabilidad espacio-temporal de NO2 en la ciudad

de Barcelona.

En la segunda evaluación, hemos investigado la capacidad de CALIOPE-Urban de simular la

dispersión de Carbono Negro (CN) en la ciudad de Barcelona. Hemos evaluado los resultados de

CALIOPE-Urban utilizando mediciones de perfiles horizontales y verticales de concentración de CN

obtenidos durante una campaña experimental. El nuevo conjunto de medidas contiene 29 perfiles

de dispersión horizontales de CN y 4 perfiles verticales de CN medidos con una resolución temporal

de 30 segundos en entornos urbanos heterogéneos en 2016 y 2017. Hemos observado un profundo

desplome del nivel de concentraciones en las observaciones de los perfiles de dispersión horizontal en

los primeros 5-10 metros (m) y un perfil vertical muy homogéneo, que cambia poco a distintas alturas

dentro de la calle. En los perfiles horizontales, hemos averiguado que el modelo reproduce bien la

forma del perfil y la caída pronunciada en los 5-10 m iniciales, aunque esta caída es más pronunciada

en las observaciones. El modelo generalmente ha reproducido bien la homogeneidad del perfil vertical

observado. Hemos identificado que nuestra metodología para estimar la mezcla atmosférica vertical

ofrece un mejor rendimiento en los cañones urbanos que en las zonas abiertas. Queriendo conocer

la sensibilidad del sistema, hemos aplicado directamente valores observados de concentraciones de

fondo y velocidad y dirección del viento como entrada al modelo de dispersión urbano. Esta prueba

ha producido una mayor precisión en las concentraciones del modelo en comparación con el uso
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exclusivo de datos del modelo regional como valores de entrada al modelo urbano. En particular,

el modelo ha mejorado al corregir las condiciones del viento en los perfiles horizontales y al corregir

las concentraciones de fondo en los perfiles verticales. Además, hemos encontrado que CALIOPE-

Urban es sensible a la resolución temporal de los valores de entrada de emisiones de tráfico. Hemos

estimado la variabilidad intra-horaria de las emisiones y la hemos aplicado para perturbar la entrada

de emisiones a R-LINE. Los resultados nos han revelado que las concentraciones estimadas por el

modelo de CN cubren un rango más amplio de valores que contiene las observaciones en uno de

los perfiles horizontales medidos en una zona con tráfico que no está delimitada por edificios. Hemos

investigado la variabilidad temporal de los perfiles verticales de CN, encontrando que las observaciones

manifiestan una mayor variabilidad que el modelo, que ha subestimado las concentraciones de CN en

las horas pico de tráfico. En general, hemos aprendido que R-LINE es capaz de reproducir el perfil

de dispersión de CN bien cuando utiliza entradas suficientemente precisas de emisiones, meteorología

y concentraciones de fondo.

En la aplicación, hemos utilizado CALIOPE-Urban a 20 m de resolución horizontal para estudiar

el impacto del exceso de emisiones de NOX de turismos y furgonetas diésel en el aire de la ciudad

de Barcelona en comparación con CALIOPE a 4 km y 1 km de resolución horizontal. Desde 2011,

se han publicado numerosos estudios que indican que las emisiones de NOX procedentes de turismos

y furgonetas diésel superan los límites legales (es decir, los estándares) en condiciones reales de con-

ducción. La hipótesis de este trabajo ha sido que los estudios de modelización de la calidad del aire

que analizan el impacto de la contaminación en ciudades que se basan en datos de concentraciones

de contaminantes a una resolución de alrededor del kilómetro, producen efectos subestimados como

resultado en comparación con aquellos trabajos que usan una resolución espacial alta. Hemos definido

dos escenarios de emisiones de tráfico rodado para la ciudad de Barcelona en 2017: (1) el Baseline que

simula las emisiones de NOX en condiciones reales de conducción, y (2) el Standard limits que mues-

tra nuestra mejor aproximación a las emisiones de NOX que tendrían los turismos y furgonetas diésel

idealmente si cumplieran con los límites legales de la UE. Como período de estudio, hemos utilizado

un episodio de contaminación del aire en Noviembre de 2017 con niveles muy altos de concentración de

NO2. Los resultados han demostrado que las emisiones de tráfico de NOX en la ciudad de Barcelona

disminuirían aproximadamente un 30 % si los turismos y furgonetas diésel cumplieran con los límites

legales de la UE. Como consecuencia, hemos descubierto que las concentraciones de NO2 a nivel de

calle se reducirían en aproximadamente un 14 % usando CALIOPE 4 km, un 17 % usando CALIOPE

1km y un 20 % usando CALIOPE-Urban. Tambien, hemos aprendido que los niveles de activación del

protocolo para episodios de contaminación del aire del Ayuntamiento de Barcelona de concentración

NO2 no se habrían excedido si los turismos y furgonetas diésel hubieran cumplido con los estándares

legales de la UE.

Los cuatro trabajos realizados en esta tesis han producido resultados muy útiles para comprender
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mejor la dinámica de la contaminación atmosférica a nivel de calle en la ciudad de Barcelona. El

desarrollo urbano de CALIOPE ha proporcionado una metodología robusta y consistente entre escalas

para producir datos de concentración de contaminantes a alta resolución en las calles de Barcelona.

Las evaluaciones del modelo nos indican que el nuevo sistema acoplado es más preciso en general en

las calles de Barcelona que su predecesor, CALIOPE, y especialmente cerca del tráfico. La aplicación

sobre el impacto del exceso de emisiones de NOX de los turismos y furgonetas diésel en Barcelona

ha demostrado que si se aplica un modelo de mayor resolución como CALIOPE-Urban a un estudio

de impacto en la salud, puede producir un resultado de impacto más pronunciado que los modelos

regionales. La metodología de CALIOPE-Urban, que se ha desarrollado en esta tesis, puede replicarse

para otras ciudades en el futuro si los datos de entrada requeridos por el sistema de modelización

están disponibles.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Urban air quality modelling

Persistent exposure to high atmospheric pollutant concentrations in cities causes detrimental health

effects [e.g., Sunyer et al., 2015; Barone-Adesi et al., 2015]. For example, in 2017 16 out of the 28

European Union (EU) countries reported NO2 exceedances of the annual air quality limit value (40

µg m−3) mostly at urban traffic monitoring stations [EEA, 2019]. In this context there is a need for

pollutant concentration data at street level in urban areas that enables individuals and communities to

mitigate the problem by, for example, walking in less polluted streets or reducing traffic in school areas.

However, both the poor density of air quality monitoring stations and the resolution of mesoscale air

quality modeling systems (on the order of 1-km grid resolution), do not adequately represent the

pollutant concentration gradients that typically occur near heavily trafficked streets [Duyzer et al.,

2015; Borge et al., 2014]. Urban dispersion models can estimate these gradients but their use has

been typically limited to historic periods partly because the needed background concentrations and

meteorological input have been approximated using observations [Vardoulakis et al., 2003].

In order to overcome these limitations, coupling off-line the regional and urban scales by downscal-

ing the regional model using a dispersion kernel has been successfully applied in some cities [Mensink

et al., 2001; Beevers et al., 2012; Moussafir et al., 2014; Isakov et al., 2014; Jensen et al., 2017; Maiheu

et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2018; Hood et al., 2018; Fagerli et al., 2019]. For instance, Hood et al. [2018]

coupled a regional climate-chemistry model with 5 km horizontal resolution (EMEP4UK) with the

fine-scale model ADMS-URBAN to simulate air quality over London in 2012. They compared the

coupled system results with the regional and the fine-scale models run separately. Authors found

that both the fine-scale model and the coupled system performed better than the regional for NO2 at

both annual mean and hourly concentration levels due to the explicit treatment of traffic emissions

within the city. In addition, Jensen et al. [2017] estimated annual NO2 concentrations at 2.4 million

addresses in Denmark using the street canyon model OSPM coupled with DEHM for regional back-
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ground concentrations and UBM for urban background obtaining a good correlation in Copenhaguen

(r2 = 0.70) against 98 measurement sites for NO2 in the year 2012. Maiheu et al. [2017] covered a

broader spatial context, estimating EU-wide NO2 annual average levels at 100 meter resolution with

a regional model coupled with a dispersion kernel-based method. The approach does not produce

hourly concentration levels and approximates road-link level traffic emissions by distributing the re-

gional grid cell traffic emissions to each road-link based on road capacity. Hence, it provides more

spatial detail than previous EU scale NO2 assessment studies, but more specific methods are required

to resolve air quality in cities. In this sense, there is a lack of air quality urban forecasting method-

ologies that can be applied to a diverse range of cities and that consistently resolve at least some of

the major challenges already identified by the community, i.e., 1) downscaling regional meteorology to

street level as required to drive pollutant dispersion; 2) obtaining background concentrations from the

mesoscale system avoiding the double counting of traffic emissions. Additionally, we consider vertical

mixing with background air a key process to be resolved when coupling the regional and urban scales.

Different approaches to downscale mesoscale meteorology are found in the research literature.

Brousse et al. [2016] applied the Weather Research and Forecasting meteorological model (WRF)

using the Building Effect Parametrization [Martilli et al., 2002] over Madrid considering WUDAPT

Local Climate Zone data [Bechtel et al., 2015]. This approach increases the mesoscale model’s ability to

resolve urban processes but does not reproduce the specific meteorological conditions in each street as

required by dispersion models. Kochanski et al. [2015] used a simplified CFD (QUIC) in combination

with WRF to estimate wind conditions at street level. Hood et al. [2018] estimate an urban canopy

flow field at the same resolution of the regional model. This calculation is based on the variation of

surface roughness within the city. This approach includes the variation of some atmospheric stability

parameters (e.g. friction velocity) but it neglects the variation of vertical mixing with background

air depending on atmospheric stability and urban geometry. On the other hand, Jensen et al. [2017]

do not consider atmospheric stability within the street canyon model OSPM and within the vertical

mixing with background air. The approach presented here to downscale mesoscale meteorology to

street-scale describing wind conditions and atmospheric stability in each street can be a promising

solution to drive dispersion models and vertical mixing.

Background concentrations can be obtained from observations or mesoscale models, which are

commonly used in forecasting applications. However, coupling mesoscale and urban dispersion models

can lead to a double counting of traffic emissions. To avoid double counting, Arunachalam et al. [2014]

multiply urban background site observations by an estimated ratio between two mesoscale air quality

simulations. The first run contains all the emission sources and the second neglects traffic emissions.

Lefebvre et al. [2011] and Stocker et al. [2014] run first the urban dispersion model at mesoscale grid

resolution with only traffic emissions and subtract its result from the mesoscale model simulation,

which includes all the emission sources. Then, street-scale model outputs are added to the result from
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the prior computation at finer resolution. Although, these methods avoid double counting emissions

they do not explicitly account for vertical mixing, a process that occurs at the intersection of regional

and street scales. Urban air quality models such as SIRANE [Soulhac et al., 2011] have already

implemented vertical mixing depending on local meteorology.

1.2 Main objective

The main objective of this thesis is the development of a modelling system that allows the estimation

of air pollutant concentrations at street level in Barcelona city (Spain) by coupling the mesoscale

air quality modelling system CALIOPE (http://www.bsc.es/caliope/), providing background con-

centrations, meteorological data and road-link traffic emissions, with the R-LINE dispersion model

adapted to street canyons. This objective has been reached through four specific objectives: the

mesoscale to street-level coupling has been developed adapting R-LINE to Barcelona geometrical

conditions resulting with the new multiscale system CALIOPE-Urban (presented in Chapter 2); the

model performance has been evaluated using observed concentrations of NO2 (presented in Chapter

3) and BC (presented in Chapter 4) within Barcelona streets, and finally, the modelling chain has

been applied to estimate the impact of excess NOx emissions from diesel light duty vehicles (LDV)

on air quality during an air pollution episode in Barcelona (presented in Chapter 5).

1.3 Specific objectives

As developmental effort in this thesis, to achieve the main objective a set of system enhancements have

been implemented: an adaptation of R-LINE to dense urban areas (e.g. street canyons); a background

model to estimate background concentrations at roof-level; a parametrization of the vertical mixing to

estimate background concentrations within the street that considers atmospheric stability and urban

geometry; and a local surface roughness parametrization to estimate turbulent parameters within a

street canyon. Thus, as specific objectives of this thesis, two evaluations have been conducted aiming

to understand the adequacy of CALIOPE-Urban results in comparison with the available observa-

tions and to understand the influence of uncertainties within the mesoscale model components (e.g.

meteorological or background concentrations variables). In both works, the configuration presented in

Chapter 2 has been applied to simulate air pollutant concentrations within the spatio-temporal con-

text at which observations were measured. In the first evaluation, dealing with NO2 concentrations

our aim has been comparing the mesoscale system, CALIOPE, giving outputs at 1 km resolution with

the multiscale system, CALIOPE-Urban, providing high-resolution (i.e. up to 10 m) concentrations at

street-level. This aim has been extensively studied thanks to the availability of hourly measurements

at six sites during two months and two-weeks averages at 182 sites spatially distributed to cover the
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entire city. Measurements were conducted by the research group IDAEA-CSIC. In the second eval-

uation, our objective has been assessing the ability of CALIOPE-Urban to replicate observed Black

Carbon (BC) concentration gradients both horizontally and vertically in different streets in Barcelona

city and to investigate the impact of model input uncertainties on modelled concentrations. The mea-

surements used in this work were a novel set of observed horizontal and vertical BC profiles measured

in Barcelona city by the research group IDAEA-CSIC, which are restricted to an heterogeneous set

of locations in the city with measurements taken during periods ranging from 30 minutes to 4 days.

Finally, as application effort of this thesis, we have studied the impact of excess diesel LDV NOX

emissions on air quality in Barcelona city using CALIOPE-Urban and we have assessed the added

value by using high spatial-resolution NO2 concentration estimates for impact studies. Barcelona

has a very high vehicle density (approx. 5500 vehicles km−2) and the majority of passenger cars are

diesel (65%) [Barcelona City Council, 2017a]. Our hypothesis is that the impact of excess diesel NOX

emissions, which has been associated with 38000 PM2.5 premature deaths globally [Anenberg et al.,

2017] in 2015, may have a significant impact in Barcelona city.

1.4 List of publications

This thesis work has produced the following publications:

Peer-reviewed papers

• Benavides, J., Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: CALIOPE-Urban v1.0: coupling R-LINE with a mesoscale air quality mod-

elling system for urban air quality forecasts over Barcelona city (Spain), Geosci. Model Dev.,

12, 2811-2835, https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-12-2811-2019, 2019.

• Amato, F., Pérez, N., López, M., Ripoll, A., Alastuey, A., Pandolfi, M., Karanasiou, A., Salma-

tonidis, A., Padoan, E., Frasca, D., Marcoccia, M., Viana, M., Moreno, T., Reche, C., Martins,

V., Brines, M., Minguillón, M. C., Ealo, M., Rivas, I., van Drooge, B., Benavides, J., Craviotto,

J., and Querol, X.: Vertical and horizontal fall-off of black carbon and NO2 within urban blocks.

Science of the Total Environment 686, 236245, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2019.05.434,

2019.

Papers in preparation

• Benavides, J. et al. (unpublished): Impact of excess Diesel-related NOX emissions on air quality

and health in Barcelona. In preparation.
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• Benavides, J., et al. (unpublished): Modelling street-level dispersion of black carbon in a

compact city. In preparation.

Papers in proceedings

• Benavides, J., Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: Local traffic contribution to black carbon horizontal and vertical profiles

in compact urban areas. 37th International Technical Meeting on air pollution modelling and

its application. Air Pollution Modeling and its Application XXVII: Proceedings of the 37th

International Technical Meeting (ITM), Hamburg, Germany, 23 - 27 Sept. 2019.

• Benavides, J., Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: Potential impact of a low emission zone on street-level air quality in Barcelona

city using CALIOPE-Urban model. 36th International Technical Meeting on air pollution mod-

elling and its application. Air Pollution Modeling and its Application XXVI: Proceedings of the

36th International Technical Meeting (ITM), Hamburg, Germany, 14 - 18 May 2018.
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Conferences & Workshops

• Benavides, J., Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: Local traffic contribution to black carbon horizontal and vertical profiles in

compact urban areas. 37th International Technical Meeting (ITM) on Air Pollution Modeling

and its Application, Hamburg, Germany, 23 - 27 Sept. 2019.

• Benavides, J.,Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: CALIOPE-Urban v1.0: Coupling R-LINE with a Mesoscale Air Quality

Modelling System for Urban Air Quality Forecasts over Barcelona City (Spain). The 2nd Street-

in-Grid (SinG) Modeling Symposium, Paris, France. Invited presentation. 2019.

• Benavides, J., Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: Potential impact of a low emission zone on street-level air quality in Barcelona

city using CALIOPE-Urban model. 36th International Technical Meeting on air pollution mod-

elling and its application. Air Pollution Modeling and its Application XXVI: Proceedings of the

36th International Technical Meeting (ITM), Hamburg, Germany, 14 - 18 May 2018.

• Benavides, J., Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: CALIOPE-Urban: Coupling R-LINE with CMAQ for urban street-scale

air quality forecasts over Barcelona.11th International Conference on Air Quality - Science and

Application, Barcelona, Spain, 12 - 16 March 2018.

• Benavides, J., Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: CALIOPE-Urban: Coupling R-LINE with CMAQ for urban street-scale air

quality forecasts over Barcelona. 16th Annual CMAS Conference, Chapel Hill, NC, USA, 23 -

25 Oct. 2017.

• Snyder, M., Benavides, J., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: Adaptation of meteorology and R-LINE to street canyon micro-climates:

application in Barcelona city Spain. 16th Annual CMAS Conference, Chapel Hill, NC, USA, 23

- 25 Oct. 2017.

• Benavides, J., Snyder, M., Guevara, M., Soret, A., Pérez García-Pando, C., Amato, F., Querol,

X., and Jorba, O.: CALIOPE-Urban: Coupling R-LINE with CMAQ for urban street-scale air

quality forecasts over Barcelona. 16th Annual CMAS Conference, Chapel Hill, NC, USA, 23 -

25 Oct. 2017.
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1.5 Organization of the manuscript

This manuscript has the following organization: in Chapter 2, a description of CALIOPE-Urban

is shown. In Chapters 3 and 4, the two evaluation studies using either NO2 observations and BC

dispersion profiles, respectively, are presented. In Chapter 5, an assessment of the influence of model

spatial resolution on estimates of NOX exceedances derived by diesel scandal is shared. Finally, our

general conclusions and future works are discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2

CALIOPE-Urban: coupling R-LINE with

a mesoscale air quality modelling system

for urban air quality forecasts over

Barcelona city

CALIOPE is an air quality modelling system developed by the Barcelona Supercomputing Cen-

ter [http://www.bsc.es/caliope/?language=en] with the main objective to provide high-resolution

mesoscale air quality forecasts over Spain. Our aim in the present thesis is to produce more accurate

air pollutant concentrations with an urban street-scale modelling system than with the mesoscale sys-

tem alone and give a more realistic representation of air pollutant spatial distribution and temporal

variability across the city. The new coupled system, CALIOPE-Urban, estimates hourly concen-

trations by coupling the CALIOPE mesoscale air quality forecasting system, providing background

concentrations, meteorological data and road-link traffic emissions, with the R-LINE dispersion model

adapted to street canyons. To achieve these objectives a set of system enhancements have been im-

plemented over Barcelona: an adaptation of R-LINE to dense urban areas (e.g. street canyons);

a background model to estimate background concentrations at roof-level; a parameterisation of the

vertical mixing to estimate background concentrations within the street that considers atmospheric

stability and urban geometry; and a local surface roughness parameterisation to estimate turbulent

parameters within a street canyon. This methodology, even if specifically developed for Barcelona city,

can be extended to any other city where the road transport represents a main source of air pollution

if the necessary datasets to run the system are available.

Barcelona has a very high vehicle density (approx. 5500 vehicles km−2) and the majority of

passenger cars are diesel (65%) [Barcelona City Council, 2017a]. Located in the north east of the
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Iberian Peninsula, Barcelona is surrounded by the Mediterranean sea, two rivers and a mountain

range. Due to its coastal emplacement, during the warm season, transport and dispersion of air

pollutants within the city are dominated by the breeze blowing in from the sea during daytime and

from the land during night-time. This pattern persists under the presence of high-pressure systems

accompanied by clear skies and warm temperatures in the summer season. In contrast, the winter

season is dominated by north western advection, typically cleaning the atmosphere of the city [Jorba

et al., 2011]. The morphology of the city is characterized by a mixture of highly dense building

neighbourhoods with more open-space areas. Streets with aspect ratio ranging from 0.5 to 2 are

typically found across the city as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Map showing the street segment aspect ratio (0.25 or greater) in the Barcelona city. The grey line limits Gracia old

district and the black line Eixample district. The street segment colours represent the magnitude of the aspect ratio.

In this chapter we introduce and describe the methodology to couple the mesoscale air quality

forecasting system CALIOPE with the Research LINE source dispersion model [R-LINE; Snyder et al.,

2013] to provide refined street-scale air pollutant concentrations. Figure 2.2 depicts the workflow of the

new CALIOPE-Urban system. We have chosen R-LINE for this thesis because it incorporates state-of-

the-art Gaussian dispersion curves [Venkatram et al., 2013] and is an open source model. This feature
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is relevant from both the academic point of view (i.e. model improvements may be shared openly with

the scientific community) and from the model performance perspective (i.e. deeper understanding of

the code may facilitate the model adaptation to local conditions and its optimization).

Figure 2.2: CALIOPE-Urban workflow. Models are represented by circles and data by rectangular shapes. CALIOPE is left

untouched. Meteorology and background from WRF and CMAQ are combined with urban geometry to create inputs for R-LINE.

R-LINE dispersion is left untouched, after adjusting meteorology and surface roughness for local urban geometry.

2.1 Mesoscale air quality forecasting system: CALIOPE

CALIOPE integrates the Weather Research and Forecasting model version 3 [WRF; Skamarock and

Klemp, 2008], the High-Elective Resolution Modelling Emission System [HERMESv2.0; Guevara et al.,

2013], the Community Multiscale Air Quality Modeling System version 5.0.2 [CMAQ; Byun and

Schere, 2006] and the mineral Dust REgional Atmospheric Model [BSC-DREAM8b; Basart et al.,

2012]. The mesoscale system is run over Europe at a 12 km × 12 km horizontal resolution, Iberian

Peninsula at 4 km × 4 km, and the Catalonian domain, including Barcelona, at 1 km × 1 km.

CALIOPE results have been evaluated in detail elsewhere [e.g., Pay et al., 2014].

In our system, WRF uses the Global Forecasting System (GFS) model initial/boundary conditions

from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) to forecast the mesoscale meteo-

rological conditions. Three nested domains are designed to provide a final high-resolution run over

Catalonian domain. In the vertical, WRF is configured with 38 sigma layers up to 50 hPa, where

11 cover the planetary boundary layer (PBL). Our WRF setup utilizes the Rapid Radiation Transfer

model for long-wave radiation and Dudhia for short-wave, the Kain Fritsch cumulus parameterisa-
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tion, the single-moment 3-class microphysics scheme, the Yonsei University PBL scheme, and the

Noah land-surface model based on the CORINE land-use data from the year 2006.

For the mesoscale model, pollutant emissions are obtained from the high resolution emission

model HERMESv2.0 gridded up to 1 km × 1 km and temporal (1h) resolution. HERMESv2.0

estimates atmospheric emissions for Europe and Spain according to the Selected Nomenclature for

Air Pollution (SNAP) and taking the year 2009 as the reference period. Emissions are estimated

for nitrogen oxides (NOX), non-methane volatile organic compounds (NMVOCs), sulphur dioxide,

carbon monoxide, ammonia, total suspended particles, PM10 and PM2.5 fractions. The final model

output consists of hourly, gridded and speciated emissions according to the CB05 chemical mechanism

used by the chemical transport model CMAQ. For Europe, HERMESv2.0 implements a SNAP sector-

dependent spatial, temporal and speciation treatment of the original annual EMEP gridded emissions

[Ferreira et al., 2013]. For Spain, the model uses a bottom-up approach for pollutant sources including

point (e.g. power plants, industries), maritime (e.g. ports), air traffic (e.g. airports), agricultural

machinery (e.g. tractors and harvesters) and road transport. For the rest of pollutant sources a

combination of top-down approaches (i.e. residential/commercial combustion; energy consumption

statistics combined with a population map) and downscaling methodologies (i.e. use of solvents,

extraction and distribution of fossil fuels; specific spatial proxies and temporal profiles assigned to the

Spanish National Emission Inventory by categories at third level of SNAP) is adopted. The results

of the HERMESv2.0 model have been used to support several air quality evaluation and planning

studies [e.g., Baldasano et al., 2014; Soret et al., 2014] as well as emission inventory intercomparison

exercises [Guevara et al., 2017].

The chemical transport model used in the CALIOPE system is the CMAQv5.0.2. It uses the CB05

gas-phase chemical mechanism, the AERO5 aerosol scheme, and an in-line photolysis calculation.

CMAQ vertical levels are collapsed from the 38 WRF levels to 15 layers up to 50 hPa with six layers

falling within the PBL. We use as boundary conditions for the European domain MOZART-4.

2.2 Street scale dispersion model: R-LINE

R-LINE is a near-road Gaussian dispersion model [Snyder et al., 2013] that incorporates state-of-

the-art Gaussian dispersion curves [Venkatram et al., 2013] to simulate dispersion of road source

emissions. The model resolves either numerically or analytically the integration of the contributions

of point sources along a street segment [Snyder and Heist, 2013]. The first option is more accurate and

the latter spends less time computing dispersion. The analytical version is best suited for near-ground

level sources and receptors. In order to estimate NO2 concentrations, R-LINE incorporates a chemistry

module to resolve simple NO to NO2 chemistry with the Generic Reaction Set [GRS; Valencia et al.,

2018] considering the chemical reactions in Table 2.1. The GRS chemistry mechanism solves the
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photochemistry of NO2 assuming clear-sky conditions. Thus, it does not consider cloud effects on the

NO2 photolysis rate, one of its major limitations. Particle matter components (e.g. BC) are treated

as inert species, assuming that these pollutants experience no chemical transformation within the

timescale of concern (seconds to minutes).

R-LINE has been applied to estimate exposure to traffic-related air pollutants in a large scale study

in Detroit, United States [Isakov et al., 2014]. However, to our knowledge it has not been applied to

European cities, where street canyon morphology dominates. Hence, in order to apply R-LINE over

Barcelona its meteorology has been adapted to street canyons as described in Sect. 2.3.1 and the

background concentrations are obtained from the CMAQ model considering local meteorology and

urban geometry as described in Sect. 2.3.3.

Table 2.1: Chemical reactions in the Generic Reaction Set (GRS). ROC are Reactive Organic Compounds, RP is meant for Radical

Pool, SGN are Stable Gaseous Nitrogen products, and SNGN are Stable Non-Gaseous Nitrogen products.

ROC + hv −→ RP + ROC

RP + NO −→ NO2

NO2 + hv −→ NO + O3

NO + O3 −→ NO2

RP + RP −→ RP

RP + NO2 −→ SGN

RP + NO2 −→ SNGN

2.3 Coupling CALIOPE with R-LINE

CALIOPE and R-LINE are coupled offline: first CALIOPE is run over Europe, the Iberian Peninsula

and Catalonia and then R-LINE is executed for Barcelona city. This approach addresses two main

challenges that have already been highlighted in the research literature: (1) downscaling regional me-

teorology to the street scale to drive pollutant dispersion and (2) obtaining background concentrations

from the mesoscale model without double counting traffic emissions in regional- and street-scale mod-

els. In addition to these challenges, we consider it relevant to couple meteorology and background

concentrations in a consistent way, taking into account atmospheric stability and urban geometry

when estimating background contribution within urban streets. Here we describe our methodology

when coupling the models to mitigate these challenges.

2.3.1 Meteorology

Most buildings in Barcelona have lower heights than the WRF bottom layer (40.6 m depth). WRF

results are assumed to represent over-roof wind and stability conditions because its midpoint height

(20.3 m) is similar to the average building height (bh) in a typical neighbourhood of Barcelona (e.g.
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Eixample district; 20.7 m). WRF is executed consistently with the forecasting air quality system

CALIOPE, giving a constant surface roughness (z0) equal to 1 m over the urban area. In order to

apply R-LINE over Barcelona, its meteorology has been adapted to street canyons. We have developed

a methodology to estimate specific z0 based on urban geometry (e.g. building height, street width).

Once z0 is adjusted, the displacement height (dispht), friction velocity (u∗), convective velocity scale

(w∗), PBL height, and Monin-Obukov length (L) are re-calculated [Cimorelli et al., 2005]. The

increase in z0 generally leads to a larger dispht, u∗, w∗, and PBL height. Therefore, L is less stable

and atmospheric conditions are more convective. Ultimately, these adjustments have an effect on the

way the winds are profiled and on the rate of dispersion of the roadway emissions within the urban

area.

The geometrical parameters used for z0 calculation are divided into two categories: (1) averaged

over an area of 250 m × 250 m (planar building density, bd; average building height, bh; and building

height standard deviation, bhdev); and (2) specific aspect ratio (ar) for each street segment consisting

of street-averaged building height divided by street width. The geometrical parameters are calculated

from a Barcelona City Council dataset containing 2-D geometries and number of floors for each

building [Barcelona City Council, 2016], assuming 3 m height for each floor.

To estimate specific z0 for each street segment we propose a new morphometric method inspired

by previous studies in the literature. z0 is composed by the WRF’s background roughness (z0bg) and

the one estimated locally (Eq. 1), which incorporates building height influence through the range

parameter scaled by two parabolic ratios based on aspect ratio (arr) and building density (bdr).

The range parameter (Eq. 2) and z0 increase with bh following most morphometric methods [e.g.,

Macdonald et al., 1998]. In addition, range and z0 increase with an increasing bhdev. This assumption

is based on Kent et al. [2017], who compared nine methods to estimate z0 concluding that methods

considering height variability through bhdev (i.e. a higher bhdev brings an increase of z0) provide

better results [e.g., Kanda et al., 2013].

The parameter C multiplying the equation for range calculation is an empirical constant set to

1/20 after calibrating the system with the NO2 measurements used in this work for CALIOPE-Urban

evaluation. The displacement height is calculated following R-LINE methodology given a factor of

displacement height (facdispht) equal to 5 (Eq. 3) as suggested by Snyder and Heist [2013].

z0 = arr · bdr · range+ z0bg (2.1)

range = C · (bh+ bhdev) (2.2)

dispht = facdispht · z0 (2.3)

To model the influence of building density and aspect ratio, we use Oke [1988] finding based on

wind tunnel and experimental studies. Oke concluded that over-roof air roughness and satisfactory
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dispersion within the street canyon are maximum under similar geometrical conditions. Specifically,

showing that an ar equals 0.65 and a bd equals 0.25 gives maximum roughness for overlying air and

optimal dispersion conditions in the street canyon.

In practice, z0 increases with an increasing ar to a maximum of ar = 0.65 and decreases for ar >

0.65 (Eq. 4). Additionally, an increasing bd produces higher z0 until a maximum at bd = 0.25 and

decreases for higher bd (Eq. 5). We model these ratios using parabolic shapes ranging from 0 to 1.

Both urban characteristics are modelled using one parabola to the left of the maximum and another

to the right due to the unsymmetrical distribution of the parameter values within Barcelona city (see

Fig. 2.3). The parabolic ratios will be maximum (i.e. equal to 1) if the roughness effect is maximum.

The ratios are prevented from having negative values by setting a minimum of 0.

arr =

1.0− 2.3 · (ar − 0.65)2 if ar is <= 0.65

max(0, 1.0− 1.38 · (ar − 0.65)2) if ar is > 0.65
(2.4)

bdr =

1.0− 16.0 · (bd− 0.25)2 if bd is <= 0.25

max(0, 1.0− 8.1 · (bd− 0.25)2) if bd is > 0.25
(2.5)

Figure 2.3: Scatter plot showing aspect ratio and building density relation in Barcelona city.

In addition to the z0 adjustment, we adjust the wind speed and direction to more closely repre-

sent the winds blowing down the street as constrained by the buildings, which is called "channelling"

[similarly to Fisher et al., 2006]. We have adapted R-LINE to incorporate the orientation of roadways

(and thus the buildings) where the wind direction follows the street direction. This leads to a recalcu-

lation of the wind direction and speed for each roadway before emissions are dispersed within a city.

Wind speed channelling is parametrized following Soulhac et al. [2008] who showed that mean velocity
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along a canyon for any wind direction is directly proportional to the cosine of the angle between street

direction and over roof wind direction (i.e. angle of incidence).

wsch = wsbh ·max(0.1, abs(cos(θ))) (2.6)

where wsch means channelled wind speed at roof level; the wind speed at roof level (wsbh) is taken

from the WRF bottom layer in metres per second and θ is the angle of incidence. The minimum value

of the right component is set to avoid an unrealistic zero value for wind speed. Its value of 0.1 is defined

in line with Kastner-Klein et al. [2001], who showed that the minimum longitudinal mean flow velocity

component at canyon top is equivalent to 0.12 times the above-canyon wind speed for perpendicular

over-roof winds according to their wind tunnel experiments. Then, to estimate wind speed at street

level a logarithmic profile incorporated within R-LINE that is based on similarity theory [Monin

and Obukhov, 1954] is used. In this work, we assume that recirculation flows within street canyons

are negligible because R-LINE computes concentrations averaged over an hour, when recirculation

and vehicle induced turbulence are assumed to contribute to a well mixed, more homogeneous air

mass driven by variable wind conditions. Additionally, evaluation of the potential impact of including

recirculating flows across the canyon is not possible without multiple simultaneous meteorological and

pollutant measurements at a fine temporal scale, which are currently not available for the Barcelona

city.

2.3.2 Emissions

During this PhD work, CALIOPE-Urban has relied on the road-link emissions for each hour provided

initially by HERMES v2.0 and lately by HERMES v3.0. These models are briefly described in the

specific chapters where we applied them. In order to produce emissions in grammes per metre per

second for straight street segments as required by R-LINE, we converted the digitised road network

curved segments in HERMES to straight segments with no intermediate vertices using the Douglas-

Peucker algorithm in the QGIS simplify geometries tool [QGIS Development Team, 2017].

2.3.3 Background concentrations

We use the upwind urban background scheme (UBS) to avoid the double counting of traffic emissions

when coupling the mesoscale with the street-scale model. The UBS makes a selective choice of CMAQ

cells as sketched in Fig. 2.4 to estimate over roof background concentrations. For each hour, a polygon

covering upwind air masses (white) is created. In the figure, the average distance traversed by air

masses during an hour (10.8 km) is estimated for WRF’s bottom layer wind speed (3 ms−1 in the

image). Squares falling within the scheme polygon represent CMAQ cells and their colour refers to

cell pollutant values (e.g. NO2 at peak traffic hours may be higher within the city than over the
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Mediterranean sea). Grid cell values falling over the scheme polygon are inverse-distance averaged

to produce the background estimate of the scheme. Under calm conditions, only the upwind cell is

chosen. This method is inspired by Berkowicz [2000], who apply a similar concept based on air mass

trajectory to develop a background model.

Figure 2.4: Upwind urban background scheme concept.

Background concentrations are required at each receptor in CALIOPE-Urban. Urban dispersion

models are typically run at a very high spatial resolution (e.g. 20 m × 20 m). Running the UBS every

20 m would have a high computational cost due to its spatial computations, and background con-

centration values are not expected to vary substantially over tens of metres because CMAQ produces

results with 1 km × 1 km spatial resolution. Hence, we first run the UBS to produce background

concentration values at CMAQ grid cell centroids; then we apply a bilinear interpolation method to

provide background at very high spatial resolution.

In addition to the UBS we implement a background decay method to calculate the surface level

background concentrations assuming that the UBS provides the concentration at rooftop level. To

calculate street level concentrations of air pollutants, their vertical distribution is solved first using

the background decay method, applied uniformly to all pollutants. Then, if NO2 is estimated the

GRS chemical mechanism is solved. The relationship between rooftop and surface level concentrations

is assumed to depend on atmospheric stability, localised surface roughness and urban geometry (see

Figure 2.5 as an illustration of the background decay concept). In the research literature, the influ-

ence of atmospheric stability on vertical mixing within a street canyon has been demonstrated using

experimental measurements [Rotach, 1995] and wind tunnel experiments [Salizzoni et al., 2009], and

it has been implemented in some dispersion models [e.g., Soulhac et al., 2011; Kim et al., 2018]. The
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ratio of wind speeds at surface and rooftop levels (wssfc/wsbh) estimated by R-LINE using similarity

theory [Monin and Obukhov, 1954] is used as a proxy for the vertical mixing. Using this ratio, we

calculate facbg that represents the adimensional vertical mixing variable that is multiplied to rooftop

background concentration to obtain surface level background concentration at a given height. Wind

channelling does not affect the ratio wssfc/wsbh because we assume that channelling equally affects

winds at surface and rooftop level.

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the background decay method concept. Building height is approx. 20 m.

In order to diminish the effect of afternoon underestimations from the regional system near traffic,

background levels under convective situations are enhanced. We consider the upward heat flux at the

surface (hflux) as representing convective conditions for values higher than 0.30. This value is set to

exclude slightly stable night hours with low positive hflux values mainly caused by the urban heat

island [i.e. Barcelona city has been found to be 2.9 ◦C warmer than its periphery by Moreno-Garcia,

1994]. The following parameterisation is used for cases with bd higher than 0.1,

facbg =

1− F + wssfc/wsbh · F if hflux is > 0.30

wssfc/wsbh if hflux is <= 0.30
(2.7)

where F = m + abs(0.25 − bd), with m being an empirical parameter set to 0.35 after system

calibration with NO2 measurements; hflux is upward heat flux at the surface (W m−2). Surface

background concentrations for convective situations are maximum for bd equal to 0.25 consistent with

the z0 estimation in Sect. 2.3.1. Conversely, we assume that for bd close to zero, surface background

concentrations tend linearly to rooftop level background concentrations. The threshold bd = 0.1 is

based on Grimmond and Oke [1999], who set it as an inferior limit for real cities and show that below

this value an isolated flow regime governs. Within this regime, street level and over-roof air is well
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mixed due to the low building density. Hence, for cases with bd equal to or lower than 0.1, facbg
tends linearly to 1 following

facbg =

1− 5 · bd+ wssfc/wsbh · (5 · bd) if hflux is > 0.30

1− 10 · bd+ wssfc/wsbh · (10 · bd) if hflux is <= 0.30
(2.8)

Equation 2.8 shows linear variations between the point at bd = 0 and facbg = 1 and the point at

bd = 0.1 with the corresponding facbg value from Eq. 2.7.

2.3.4 Execution setup

We have run CALIOPE-Urban for receptors as far as 250 metres from roads with sufficient annual

average daily traffic (AADT) [i.e. 2000 vehicles per day following Jensen et al., 2017] and receptors

further away directly receive CMAQ values interpolated. The 250 m limit is chosen as similar but

less restrictive (i.e. to allow longer distances under stable hours) than the one used in Beevers et al.

[2012], who used 225 m for London. To smooth out the variation between system outputs, we define

a transition area (i.e. 140 to 250 m) where receptors are given concentration values weighted by

distance. For temporal and spatial evaluation runs, we locate receptors at the specific coordinates of

the measurement sites.

To obtain high-resolution concentration maps for the entire city, we set the spatial context as the

minimum rectangle where Barcelona municipality is contained and extended it by 250 m buffers that

include the highways surrounding the city (Figure 2.6). The context is covered by a regular receptor

grid of 10 m or 20 m resolution. R-LINE execution loops over each hour, road and receptor to estimate

the contribution from each source to each receptor.

Figure 2.6: CALIOPE domains for EU, IP, and CAT (a, b, c), and the CALIOPE-Urban domain over Barcelona city (d). The

panels depict NO2 concentration at surface level. The black dots in (d) represent the location of the monitoring stations used in

this work.
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Chapter 3

Evaluation of CALIOPE-Urban using

NO2 observed concentrations

3.1 Introduction

In Barcelona, chronic NO2 exceedances have been recorded since the year 2000, and according to the

local public health agency about 68% of citizens were exposed to NO2 levels above the annual air

quality limit value in 2016 [Agència de Salut Pública Barcelona, 2016].

In this chapter we present the evaluation of CALIOPE-Urban as described in Chapter 2 over the

city of Barcelona, Spain, using NO2 concentration measurements. The mesoscale system has been

executed using the operational forecast configuration. We compare the estimated temporal variability

of NO2 concentrations from the coupled modeling system with those derived from CALIOPE and with

ambient street level measurements (i.e. five traffic sites and one urban background site) in April and

May 2013. Its spatial variability is evaluated using a 2-week measurement campaign that deployed

182 NO2 passive dosimeters across Barcelona in February and March 2017.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.2, a description of the observations and the model

configuration used is given; in Section 3.3 the results are presented and discussed; in Section 3.4 our

conclusions are finally reported.

3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Observational datasets

We use three datasets of observations to evaluate the performance of CALIOPE-Urban to reproduce

the temporal and spatial variation in NO2 concentrations within Barcelona city. Fig. 3.1 shows the

locations of measurements used in this study, which are described below.
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Figure 3.1: Passive dosimeter and monitoring site locations used in the evaluation of CALIOPE-Urban in this work. Red dots with

a yellow border represent passive dosimeters (spatial performance) and white numbered dots depict monitoring site emplacements

(temporal variability). White dots numbered 1 (Palau Reial), 2 (Eixample) and 3 (Gràcia-Sant Gervasi) are air quality monitoring

sites and 4 (213 Industria Street), 5 (445 Valencia Street) and 6 (309 Industria Street) correspond to mobile units.

3.2.1.1 NO2 temporal variability: Street canyon campaign and permanent XVPCA

network

To evaluate the NO2 temporal variability we use hourly NO2 concentrations reported by the official

monitoring network in Catalonia (XVPCA) and from an experimental campaign conducted using

mobile units in April and May 2013 in Barcelona [Amato et al., 2014]. The official monitoring

network has 10 stations in Barcelona and only two of them (i.e. Gràcia-Sant Gervasi and Eixample)

are considered representative of near traffic conditions and provide NO2 hourly levels. Measured data

from 3 sites of the official network are used in this study: Eixample and Gràcia-Sant Gervasi (traffic)

and Palau Reial (background). Both traffic sites are located in complex wide areas where several

streets intersect (see sites 2 and 3 in Fig. 3.1 and in the description of Table 3.1). Palau Reial

station (i.e. site 1 in Fig. 3.1) is located in a medium bd area of the city, 300 metres away from

a heavily trafficked street. This dataset is complemented with observations from an experimental

campaign where mobile units placed at the parking lane of several street segments measured air

quality parameters at 3 m height. For this study, we used data gathered every 30 minutes and

aggregated to hourly levels for homogeneity at 213 Industria Street, 309 Industria Street and 445

Valencia Street. These streets present a marked canyon pattern (see sites 4, 5 and 6 in Fig. 3.1

and description Table 3.1) where the aspect ratio is approximately 1. In Barcelona, different street

geometrical patterns cohabit. For example, the Eixample district (see Fig. 2.1), which has the highest

number of inhabitants and the greatest population density (33000 inhabitants km−2), is characterized
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by a marked street canyon pattern. Most of its canyons are about 20 to 25 m high and 20 m wide

(i.e. ar=1 and higher than 1). Experimental campaign sites are considered traffic sites in this work

because they are exposed to similar AADT and traffic density (td) compared to official traffic sites as

shown in Table 3.1. We apply Eq. (3.1) to obtain td over an area of 1 km2.

td =

n∑
s=1

tfs · ls (3.1)

where td is expressed in vehicles per square kilometre per second, s represents the street segment, n

is the number of street segments over the circular area of 1 km2 centred on the measurement site, ls

represents the length of the street segment s in metres and tf represents the traffic flow passing a

transverse section of the street segment s expressed in vehicles per second. To obtain tf , AADT is

divided by 3600 · 24 and multiplied by a temporal factor (i.e. 1.47) representing a typical factor for

the morning traffic peak in Barcelona.

Table 3.1: Morphometric and traffic description of measurement sites used in CALIOPE-Urban evaluation. The measurement

height of the official network sites and the mobile sites is 3 m. AADT from the nearest street is considered. The traffic density (td)

is estimated following Eq. (3.1). The Palau Reial td is not included because it is an urban background site not directly exposed

to high traffic.

Site ar bh (m) bd bhdev (m) z0 (m) AADT (vehicles d−1) td (vehicles km−2s−1)

1. Palau Reial 0.12 14.6 0.12 6.4 1.27 3900 -

2. Eixample 0.00 21.1 0.40 8.4 1.03 41000 5666

3. Gràcia-Sant Gervasi 0.38 17.2 0.45 7.1 1.68 12700 3884

4. 213 Industria Street 1.00 18.1 0.38 8.3 1.94 15200 3003

5. 445 Valencia Street 0.86 19.5 0.32 7.2 2.20 32500 5978

6. 309 Industria Street 1.03 17.0 0.31 8.1 1.97 12900 3320

3.2.1.2 NO2 spatial variability: Passive dosimeters campaign across the city

With the objective of representing the NO2 spatial variability, 212 passive dosimeters were located in

Barcelona from 28 February to 15 March 2017 as depicted by red dots with a yellow border in Fig. 3.1.

In every square kilometre of surface there were at least two dosimeters, representing the background

and traffic conditions at 2.2-2.5 m height. The 100 background dosimeters were placed more than 10

m away from the road and the 112 traffic dosimeters were located less than 3 m away from the road

and at least 25 m away from intersections. To ensure the equivalence of measurements to standard

conditions, these were corrected through comparison with reference equipment from several sites of the

XVPQA network. After a preliminary inspection of the location of the dosimeters, we discarded data

from 30 dosimeters to avoid results that could not be interpreted for several reasons (e.g. dosimeter

and simulated road at different heights; highway covered by a tunnel near dosimeter location that is

not considered in the emission inventory; lack of emission sources near dosimeter).
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3.2.2 CALIOPE-Urban configuration

3.2.2.1 Emissions

HERMESv2.0 provides hourly NOX and NMVOC road transport emissions at the road link level,

which are used by the R-LINE model algorithms to account for NO2 near-road chemistry [Valencia

et al., 2018]. The road-link emissions of HERMESv2.0 have been used directly without any mod-

ifications to reduce model errors. Road transport emissions (i.e. exhaust, evaporative, wear and

resuspension) are estimated combining the tier 3 method described in the EMEP/EEA air pollutant

emission inventory guidebook (fully incorporated in version 5.1 of the COPERT IV software) with a

digitised traffic network that contains specific information by road stretch for daily average traffic,

mean speed circulation, temporal profiles and vehicular park profiles. We note that HERMESv2.0 uses

COPERT IV, which does not incorporate revised emission factors of NOX related to the "dieselgate"

[Anenberg et al., 2017]. Hence, NOX emissions from traffic may be underestimated. Input activity

data are obtained by combining different datasets, including traffic data from the Barcelona Automatic

Traffic Counting Equipment and vehicle composition profiles derived from a remote-sensing campaign

performed in different areas of Barcelona during 2010 [Barcelona City Council, 2010]. In Barcelona,

higher levels of traffic emissions are found in the city centre and in the highways surrounding the city

(Fig. 3.2).

Figure 3.2: NOX emissions in grammes per metre per hour in Barcelona city at 7 UTC on 11/4/2013 and location of the two fixed

monitoring stations used to estimate NO2/NOX ratio. White circles with letters inside represent the stations: tr is Eixample

traffic station and bg is Ciutadella Park urban background station.
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We have estimated the NO2/NOX ratio following Carslaw and Beevers [2004], which produces

an approximation to the NO2 primary contribution. This method relates total OX (NO2 + O3) to

total NOX (NO2 + NO) at a traffic monitoring station subtracting OX and NOX from a background

site in order to remove the effect of background and to only calculate the contribution at the traffic

site. As the traffic station we used the Eixample site and as the urban background station we used

Ciutadella Park (see Fig. 3.2), which is located upwind of the dominant wind direction. Figure 3.3

compares OX to NOX in Eixample after subtracting the background represented by Ciutadella from

the beginning of October to end of February for the years 2012 to 2016. The photochemical season

(April-September) is not used to avoid greater scatter than it is found in the winter months as shown

by Clapp and Jenkin [2001]. The OX slope value of 18.9% is considered an estimate of the potential

primary NO2 contribution from vehicles at the Eixample traffic station. This value is consistent with

studies conducted in other cities with a large diesel vehicle fleet [e.g., Carslaw et al., 2016; Wild et al.,

2017] and is assumed to represent the NO2/NOX ratio in Barcelona in the present work.

Figure 3.3: Scatter plot showing daylight mean OX and NOX relation of the difference between Eixample and Ciutadella stations

from begin of October to end of February for years 2012 to 2016.

3.2.2.2 Impact of the local parameterisation

Aiming to understand the impact on accuracy of the local parameterisation for background and

meteorology and the impact of using the analytical approach for dispersion, we have run CALIOPE-

Urban with different configurations. In Table 3.2, we describe the different scenarios that have been

run. As seen in the table, the CALIOPE-Urban and the CALIOPE-Urban Analytical configurations

make use of the developed local parameterisations for background and meteorology. In contrast, the

CALIOPE-Urban-nl (non-local) configuration does not apply the local parameterisations for back-
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ground and meteorology. Instead, it uses as background the UBS output without vertical mixing and

it omits the use of wind channelling and specific stability parameters for each street segment based

on local z0. We show this configuration’s results in order to understand if the new implementations

in this work contribute substantially to improve the system’s ability to simulate NO2 concentrations

in Barcelona. R-LINE dispersion algorithm options (i.e. analytical and numerical) are described in

Sect. 2.2. For meteorological options, we refer to Sect. 2.3.1. The background method is described

in Sect. 2.3.3.

Table 3.2: Description of the execution setup. Execution time is for the entire city of Barcelona during 1 h running CALIOPE-

Urban (i.e. only the urban system, after CALIOPE run completion) over 11251 street segments and 965458 receptors at 10 m ×
10 m spatial resolution.

Configuration Name Dispersion algorithm Meteorology Background Execution time

CALIOPE-Urban Numerical Local Local 88 min

CALIOPE-Urban-nl Numerical Non-local Non-local 56 min

CALIOPE-Urban analytical Analytical Local Local 44 min

3.3 Results and discussion

Section 3.3.1 presents the temporal variability of NO2 concentrations estimated by CALIOPE and

CALIOPE-Urban compared to observations at the six sites described in Sect. 3.2.1.1. Section 3.3.2

describes the results in terms of the spatial variation during the 2-week passive dosimeter campaign

described in Sect. 3.2.1.2. Model performance is quantified using performance measures as described

by Chang and Hanna [2004] and using assessment target plots [defined in the FAIRMODE initiative,

Janssen et al., 2017]. The performance statistics used here are the geometric mean bias (GeoMean),

the fraction of model results within a factor of two of observations (FAC2), the geometric standard

deviation (GeoSD), the correlation coefficient (R), the mean bias (MB) and the root mean square

error (RMSE). The mathematical expressions of these statistics can be found in the Appendix A.

3.3.1 Temporal variation of NO2 concentrations within urban streets

The scatter plots of Fig. 3.4 compare CALIOPE and CALIOPE-Urban outputs with observations

based on hourly, daily mean and maximum modelled concentrations in the six sites described in Sect.

3.2.1.1 for April and May 2013. In general, CALIOPE-Urban shows a greater agreement for hourly,

daily means and maximum concentrations but tends to underpredict daily peak concentrations at sites

not exposed to very high traffic intensity (i.e. sites where urban background contribution predominates

like Gràcia-Sant Gervasi). During the study period most daily maxima (i.e. 56 %) occur at morning

or evening traffic peak times (i.e. 6:00-7:00 or 18:00-20:00 UTC) when atmospheric conditions are

typically stable and traffic intensity is high.
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Figure 3.4: Scatter plot of hourly (a,b), daily mean (c,d) and daily maximum (e,f) modelled concentrations against observed

concentrations with colours representing monitoring sites for CALIOPE (a,c,e) and CALIOPE-Urban (b,d,f). Purple represents

Palau Reial, the urban background site. The other colours represent traffic sites as described in Sect. 3.2.1.1.

Table 3.3 shows the model performance statistics computed with hourly data, including CALIOPE-

Urban-nl run. We compare CALIOPE-Urban and CALIOPE-Urban-nl to assess the difference in

performance derived by the use of the local developments described in Sect. 2.3 from Chapter 2. All

systems perform well at urban background sites and only CALIOPE-Urban gives good agreement with

observations in traffic sites. The greatest difference between CALIOPE and CALIOPE-Urban system

performance is produced at the 445 Valencia Street site due to its street canyon morphology (ar =

0.86). At this site, the mean transport is well resolved by the channelled winds, and its high AADT

produces a high increase in traffic emissions within R-LINE. CALIOPE-Urban-nl largely overestimates

NO2 concentrations at this site for several reasons: it directly uses the output of UBS for background,

instead of applying the vertical mixing that reduces background at street level specially under stable

conditions; z0 is given the WRF value (z0 = 1.0), which is much lower than its locally estimated

value (i.e. z0 = 2.2, see Table 3.1) that enhances dispersion decreasing concentration levels; lastly

pollutant dispersion is not channelled within the street, so higher contributions of nearby streets may

be expected.
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Table 3.3: NO2 model evaluation statistics calculated at six sites (described in Sect. 3.2.1.1) for hourly concentrations during

April and May 2013 for CALIOPE, CALIOPE-Urban and CALIOPE-Urban without local developments (CALIOPE-Urban-nl).

Bold numbers represent model results with better performance for each statistic and site.

Site Method FAC2 MB RMSE GeoMean GeoSD r

1. Palau Reial CALIOPE 0.73 -1.23 24.11 1.10 1.25 0.55

CALIOPE-Urban 0.72 -8.70 21.57 1.28 1.22 0.57

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.67 3.61 26.34 1.28 1.22 0.55

2. Eixample CALIOPE 0.60 -8.57 35.14 1.35 1.35 0.34

CALIOPE-Urban 0.86 9.38 26.70 0.83 1.11 0.55

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.61 39.53 54.92 0.57 1.38 0.45

3. Gràcia-Sant Gervasi CALIOPE 0.55 -10.95 31.95 1.38 1.39 0.47

CALIOPE-Urban 0.79 -7.39 25.11 1.07 1.19 0.52

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.66 6.00 35.91 0.91 1.43 0.38

4. 213 Industria Street CALIOPE 0.52 -19.13 35.13 1.79 1.54 0.44

CALIOPE-Urban 0.78 -13.62 26.55 1.30 1.17 0.57

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.75 1.57 31.12 1.04 1.26 0.54

5. 445 Valencia Street CALIOPE 0.50 -21.94 38.31 1.85 1.53 0.43

CALIOPE-Urban 0.92 2.92 23.26 0.94 1.07 0.56

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.79 23.72 42.29 0.75 1.19 0.47

6. 309 Industria Street CALIOPE 0.64 -7.41 28.49 1.36 1.33 0.53

CALIOPE-Urban 0.84 -4.60 22.72 1.05 1.13 0.53

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.78 11.60 31.13 0.83 1.24 0.58

Conversely, CALIOPE-Urban underestimations at 213 and 309 Industria Street and Gràcia-Sant

Gervasi may be due to an unrealistically low AADT level on the street segment close to the site. We

work with AADT data that are based on the outputs of the traffic model used by Barcelona City

Council that may be underestimating traffic. Another explanation may be an underestimation of local

background levels within the area mostly during the afternoon. The afternoon underestimations in

the mesoscale system could be caused by an overestimation of the mixing that produces a too low

background NO2 concentration level. This issue is difficult to correct because background concentra-

tions used in the system are dependent on mesoscale concentrations, which are underestimated during

daytime. In Table 3.4, same statistics are computed for daily mean results, finding results similar to

in the hourly analysis.
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Table 3.4: NO2 model evaluation statistics calculated at six sites (described in Sect. 3.2.1 from Chapter 3) during April and

May 2013 for CALIOPE and CALIOPE-Urban daily mean concentrations. Bold numbers represent model results with better

performance for each statistic and site.

Site Method FAC2 MB RMSE GeoMean GeoSD r

1. Palau Reial CALIOPE 1.00 -10.97 15.44 1.30 1.08 0.84

CALIOPE-Urban 0.95 -8.72 13.85 1.29 1.07 0.80

2. Eixample CALIOPE 0.91 -9.62 17.37 1.24 1.08 0.52

CALIOPE-Urban 1.00 9.64 15.60 0.83 1.04 0.60

3. Gràcia-Sant Gervasi CALIOPE 0.91 -10.97 15.44 1.30 1.08 0.82

CALIOPE-Urban 1.00 -7.40 15.33 1.10 1.05 0.81

4. 213 Industria Street CALIOPE 0.75 -19.15 23.51 1.62 1.20 0.68

CALIOPE-Urban 0.95 -13.79 18.90 1.29 1.07 0.68

5. 445 Valencia Street CALIOPE 0.70 -22.05 26.07 1.64 1.20 0.67

CALIOPE-Urban 1.00 3.00 11.25 0.94 1.02 0.65

6. 309 Industria Street CALIOPE 0.95 -7.13 13.33 1.22 1.07 0.78

CALIOPE-Urban 0.95 -7.12 13.32 1.30 1.07 0.68

Conversely, the analytical version of CALIOPE-Urban is shown to produce results for hourly con-

centrations similar to the numerical version in Table 3.5. This result may be interesting for forecasting

applications at the urban scale that require high resolution because the analytical dispersion algorithm

spends approximately half the time computing in comparison to the numerical dispersion algorithm

as shown in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.5: NO2 model evaluation statistics calculated at six sites (described in Sect. 3.2.1 from Chapter 3) during April and May

2013 for hourly concentrations of CALIOPE-Urban, CALIOPE-Urban Analytical or CALIOPE-Urban-nl (Non Local) configura-

tions. Bold numbers represent model results with better performance for each statistic and site.

Site Method FAC2 MB RMSE GeoMean GeoSD r

1. Palau Reial CALIOPE-Urban 0.72 -8.70 21.57 1.28 1.22 0.57

CALIOPE-Urban Analytical 0.69 -10.46 22.44 1.38 1.24 0.56

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.67 3.61 26.34 0.99 1.40 0.55

2. Eixample CALIOPE-Urban 0.86 9.38 26.70 0.83 1.12 0.55

CALIOPE-Urban Analytical 0.87 7.99 26.25 0.85 1.11 0.56

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.61 39.53 54.92 0.57 1.38 0.45

3. Gràcia-Sant Gervasi CALIOPE-Urban 0.79 -7.39 25.11 1.07 1.19 0.52

CALIOPE-Urban Analytical 0.78 -9.29 25.54 1.13 1.20 0.53

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.66 6.00 35.91 0.91 1.43 0.38

4. 213 Industria Street CALIOPE-Urban 0.78 -13.62 26.65 1.30 1.17 0.57

CALIOPE-Urban Analytical 0.76 -14.85 27.22 1.35 1.18 0.57

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.75 1.57 31.12 1.05 1.26 0.54

5. 445 Valencia Street CALIOPE-Urban 0.92 2.92 23.26 0.94 1.07 0.56

CALIOPE-Urban Analytical 0.93 0.87 23.17 0.97 1.07 0.57

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.79 23.72 42.29 0.75 1.19 0.47

6. 309 Industria Street CALIOPE-Urban 0.84 -4.60 22.72 1.05 1.13 0.53

CALIOPE-Urban Analytical 0.83 -6.64 22.94 1.12 1.14 0.54

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.78 11.60 31.13 0.83 1.24 0.58

Figure 3.5 shows NO2 assessment target plots for CALIOPE and CALIOPE-Urban. In the plots

the centred root-mean-square error (CRMSE) for each measurement station is plotted against the

normalized bias. Distance from circle origin gives an estimate for the model quality indicator [MQI;

Thunis and Cuvelier, 2016] that measures general model accuracy depending on measurement un-

certainty. MQI values below 1 (i.e. green shading area) are considered to comply with the model

quality objective. All sites in the CALIOPE-Urban simulation fall within the green shading area (i.e.

complying with FAIRMODE’s model quality objective). In contrast, four out of six in CALIOPE

lie within the green shading area, clearly showing the positive effect of the street-scale model in the

coupled system.
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Figure 3.5: NO2 model assessment target plots for CALIOPE (left) and CALIOPE-Urban (right). Symbols correspond to the six

measurement sites described in Sect. 3.2.1.1 and the MQI for each site is represented by the distance between the circle origin

and the site symbol.

Figure 3.6 shows averaged daily cycles for weekday and weekend periods for the six sites described

in Sect. 3.2.1.1 for CALIOPE, CALIOPE-Urban and CALIOPE-Urban-nl. In general, all systems

show a significant change between weekday and weekend in accordance with observations. The over-

all dynamic is well reproduced by all systems but CALIOPE tends to underestimate the afternoon

levels and to overestimate night-time values. CALIOPE-Urban-nl overestimates night-time values

and morning peaks. CALIOPE-Urban partly corrects CALIOPE afternoon underestimations close to

high traffic (i.e. Valencia Street and Eixample stations) but still underestimates at low traffic sites.

CALIOPE’s tendency to overestimate the evening peak and night values may bring CALIOPE-Urban

to generally overestimate for those hours as found in the literature near road sites [Hood et al., 2018].

However, the vertical mixing implemented in CALIOPE-Urban decreases background concentration

mixing from aloft during night hours because under stable atmospheric conditions vertical mixing is

reduced compared to daylight hours, which are more convective. This effect can be noticed in the

difference between CALIOPE-Urban and CALIOPE-Urban-nl from 00:00 to 06:00 and from 18:00 to

23:00 (UTC) at traffic sites (i.e. sites 2,3,4,5 and 6 in Fig. 3.6), where CALIOPE-Urban concentration

levels correct the night overestimations seen in CALIOPE-Urban-nl. Such a result shows the benefit

of considering the vertical stability in the coupling procedure of the mesoscale and the street-scale

dispersion model.
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Figure 3.6: NO2 average daily cycle at all sites described in Sect. 3.2.1.1 during April and May 2013 for weekday and weekend.

Observations are represented as black coloured lines, red lines are CALIOPE, blue lines are CALIOPE-Urban and green lines

represent CALIOPE-Urban without local developments (CALIOPE-Urban-nl).

There is a noticeable difference between CALIOPE-Urban’s accuracy at 213 Industria Street and

445 Valencia Street given similar observations and CALIOPE levels at both sites. Although both sites

are located in areas with considerable traffic activity, Valencia Street site has higher modelled traffic

emissions, resulting in higher local pollutant concentrations, and a higher density of vehicles per square

kilometre as described in Table 3.1. Consequently, to improve CALIOPE-Urban accuracy, an increase

in local simulated traffic at 213 Industria Street site could bring a model accuracy improvement.

However, the lack of observational traffic count data at the monitoring sites does not permit us to

explore the precision of the input AADT information considered in HERMESv2.0 at those locations.

3.3.2 Spatial variation of NO2 concentrations across the city

We evaluate CALIOPE and CALIOPE-Urban NO2 in terms of spatial variations across Barcelona city

using measurements from 182 valid passive dosimeters as described in Sect. 3.2.1.2. Table 3.6 gives

statistics at the 182 sites where passive dosimeters measured NO2 concentrations for a 2-week period

(28 February-15 March 2017) for CALIOPE, CALIOPE-Urban and CALIOPE-Urban-nl (without

local developments).
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Table 3.6: NO2 model evaluation statistics calculated at 182 passive dosimeter valid sites (described in Sect. 3.2.1.2) during 2

weeks from 28 February to 15 March 2017 for CALIOPE, CALIOPE-Urban and CALIOPE-Urban-nl mean concentrations. Bold

numbers represent model results with better performance for each statistic and site. Results are shown for all (including traffic

and urban background), only urban background and only traffic sites.

Sites Method FAC2 MB RMSE GeoMean GeoSD r

All CALIOPE 0.92 -14.00 21.88 1.30 1.08 0.36

CALIOPE-Urban 0.97 -7.26 17.21 1.20 1.06 0.70

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.98 15.24 28.30 0.81 1.06 0.69

Background CALIOPE 1.00 -2.84 8.08 1.06 1.02 0.66

CALIOPE-Urban 0.97 -7.34 12.71 1.23 1.06 0.54

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 1.00 10.09 15.03 0.82 1.04 0.72

Traffic CALIOPE 0.81 -25.57 30.74 1.60 1.63 0.22

CALIOPE-Urban 0.97 -7.17 20.62 1.17 1.06 0.53

CALIOPE-Urban-nl 0.96 20.17 36.76 0.81 1.08 0.50

Considering all sites, CALIOPE-Urban shows a much better correlation coefficient (0.70 vs 0.36)

than CALIOPE due to its good performance at traffic sites. Compared to CALIOPE-Urban-nl their

correlation is similar. If we consider only urban background sites, CALIOPE shows a greater correla-

tion coefficient than CALIOPE-Urban (0.66 vs. 0.54) and a MB closer to 0. In addition, CALIOPE-

Urban-nl gives a better correlation than both systems. A potential explanation for this result is

related to the error compensation shown in the temporal evaluation (Sect. 3.3.1). CALIOPE and

CALIOPE-Urban-nl may compensate for the underestimation during daytime with the overestimation

during night-time. In contrast, CALIOPE-Urban may not compensate for the daytime underestima-

tions with overestimated night values because the background is reduced due to low vertical mixing

effect during night-time (stable) hours. An enhanced daytime NO2 background contribution would

improve CALIOPE-Urban accuracy at urban background sites.

For traffic sites, CALIOPE shows a strong underestimation (MB = -25.57 µg m−3) and CALIOPE-

Urban gives MB levels closer to 0. CALIOPE-Urban underestimations may be influenced by afternoon

underestimations and a misrepresentation of traffic emissions in some areas of the city. In contrast,

CALIOPE-Urban-nl gives a high MB and the highest RMSE among the three systems. This tendency

to over estimate near traffic of CALIOPE-Urban-nl may be due to the reasons stated in Sect. 3.3.1.

In general, closer to intense traffic CALIOPE-Urban is very sensitive to emissions and its dispersion

characterises the spatial variability for the study period well. Reproducing spatial gradients near

intense traffic is crucial in a city like Barcelona given its high vehicle density and NO2 concentration

levels.

Figure 3.7 shows the difference between CALIOPE and CALIOPE-Urban results and measure-

ments (panels a, b) and scatter plots at all sites (panels c, d) distinguished with colours by site type

(e.g., traffic site, urban background site).
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Figure 3.7: (Top) NO2 concentrations difference (model - observations) for 2-week averaged values during the dosimeter campaign

in 2017; CALIOPE is left (a) and CALIOPE-Urban is right (b). (c,d) Scatter plot of modelled vs. observed concentrations with

colours representing site type (olive green for background and purple for traffic) for CALIOPE (c) and CALIOPE-Urban (d).

Correlation (R) and agreement factor of 2 (FAC2) are computed for all sites.

In Fig. 3.7a the concentration difference map of CALIOPE shows an overall underestimation,

represented by blue dots. This underestimation is found to be systematic at traffic sites in the scatter

of Fig. 3.7c (purple dots), where modelled values barely exceed 50 µg m−3 while most of the observed

values at traffic sites are above that value. In contrast, the CALIOPE-Urban difference map (Fig.

3.7b) shows a more mixed picture with a broader representation of white dots (bias close to 0) but also

more red ones in the city centre and close to the highways. For CALIOPE-Urban’s scatter, most of the

model results at traffic sites are within the 1 : 2 and 1 : 0.5 dashed lines, showing a better agreement

at traffic sites than CALIOPE (Fig. 3.7d). In CALIOPE-Urban’s difference map, we see a spatial

pattern with average bias close to 0 in the city centre, where traffic is denser and close to the highways

surrounding the city. The appearance of red dots may indicate that CALIOPE-Urban overestimates

close to high trafficked areas while CALIOPE underestimates in these areas. This may be due to

an overestimation of traffic emissions or background concentrations in these areas. In contrast, in
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locations where traffic is not very intense (see Fig. 3.2 for NOX emissions) CALIOPE-Urban shows

systematic underestimations. This result may be derived from the systematic underestimation of

midday NO2 concentrations in low-traffic areas as shown in Sect. 3.3.1.

3.3.3 Major uncertainty sources

Here we discuss potential sources of error in our model by analysing episodes when the model was

skilful compared with episodes when the model was not. Our analysis solely considers the meteoro-

logical and background concentration inputs as potential sources of error. While road traffic emission

estimates may introduce large errors, we lack observations of traffic counts at the measurement site

locations to properly assess them.

We calculated daily the RMSE of the hourly modelled NO2 concentrations versus the observed

values at the six sites described in Sect. 3.2.1.1 during the period April and May 2013. For each site

we picked the 10 d with the highest RMSE and 10 d with the lowest RMSE as potential candidates.

Then, we put together the candidates of all sites and we chose the most frequent 5 d (i.e. from good

and bad performance candidate days) for both CALIOPE and CALIOPE-Urban, finding that both

systems share to a large extent the days with skill (four out of five days) and without (three out of

five). This result shows that the coupled system performance is highly dependent on the mesoscale

model performance. To explore errors potentially caused by R-LINE inputs, in Fig. 3.8 we compare

the five days with less skill (i.e. 11, 16, 17 April and 7,8 May) and the five days with more skill (i.e. 7,

20, April and 18, 19, 25 May) with observations for wind speed (ws), street level NO2 and background

NO2.

On skilful days, winds are relatively strong and well represented in WRF (Fig. 3.8a). Poor skills

appear when the observed wind speed is low. Because WRF largely underestimates wind speeds

(Fig. 3.8b) and NO2 concentrations are underestimated under calm conditions (Fig. 3.8d), other

processes (e.g. atmospheric stability) may have a greater importance in this case. In our coupling

under very stable atmospheric situations, dispersion is reduced and background injection from the

overlying atmosphere is limited. This control mechanism adapts the system to specific street con-

ditions, regulating dispersion and background injection. For these days, an extended observational

dataset would be needed to better understand the model behaviour.
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Figure 3.8: Boxplots by time of the day of good (a, c, e) and bad performance days (b, d, f) for CALIOPE-Urban inputs and

observations with dots representing outliers. Panels (a, b) represent WRF and observed wind speeds at Barcelona airport (10m

height); panels (c, d) show observed and modelled NO2 concentrations for the six sites in Sect. 3.2.1.1; panels (e, f) depict

NO2 observed concentrations at the Ciutadella urban background station and background model averaged results at the six sites.

Observed values are orange and modelled results are blue. Light green represents background model results at the surface level.
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To analyse the background concentrations from the mesoscale simulation as a potential error

source, we compared NO2 observations from the Ciutadella urban background station with hourly

modelled concentrations averaged over the six sites. We aimed to compare the modelled background

concentrations (i.e. excluding local vehicular traffic contribution) with the most representative urban

background observation, which in our case is the Ciutadella site. The results shown in Fig. 3.8e,f

represent concentrations provided by upwind CMAQ grid cells depending on wind speed and direction

(blue) as described in Section 2.3.3 from Chapter 2 downscaled to surface level using the vertical decay

method (green). As expected, observed NO2 concentrations on days with calm conditions and there-

fore poor skill are higher than on those with enhanced ventilation and better skills. The background

model reproduces the variation during both types of days well but overestimates concentrations dur-

ing night-time (19:00-22:00 UTC), particularly during days with calm conditions. This problem is

partially corrected by using the background vertical decay method as seen in Fig. 3.8f and in Fig.

3.6. In addition, NO2 concentrations are underestimated at the beginning of the day (01:00-04:00

UTC). The fact that the averaged diurnal cycle in Fig. 3.6 shows similar error patterns suggests that

NO2 background concentrations greatly influence NO2 street level concentrations in agreement with

Degraeuwe et al. [2017].

3.3.4 Hourly variation in street NO2 concentrations

Hourly street NO2 concentrations are expected to vary spatially and temporally with higher values

close to intense traffic sites during rush hour. Figure 3.9 shows high-resolution (10 m × 10 m) NO2

concentration maps at four different hours on Thursday 11 April 2013 (i.e. 00:00, 07:00, 12:00 and

18:00 UTC). This day is chosen because it shows a marked diurnal cycle with maxima consistent with

the morning and evening traffic peaks (i.e. 06:00-07:00 or 18:00-20:00 UTC). Higher concentrations

are found at 07:00 and 18:00 UTC where high traffic emissions are concentrated (i.e. highways

surrounding the city and city centre) because traffic intensity is higher at these hours of the day

and the atmosphere tends to be stable, making pollutant dispersion more difficult. Conversely, lower

concentrations are found at 00:00 UTC due to the lower traffic intensity and at 12:00 UTC. At 12:00

UTC traffic intensity is considerably higher than at 00:00 UTC but the atmosphere is more convective

and pollutant dispersion is enhanced.

In agreement with Duyzer et al. [2015] our modelling results show that the Eixample and Gràcia-

Sant Gervasi traffic stations do not represent the highest NO2 concentrations in Barcelona. The

highest levels are found in street canyons exposed to very high traffic intensity and not as well

ventilated as the above-mentioned locations, and in open areas near highways surrounding the city.

For example, measurements at the 445 Valencia Street site show 20 % higher concentrations than

at Eixample and Gràcia-Sant Gervasi traffic sites on average during the morning peak on weekdays

(see Fig. 3.6). Hence, additional monitoring sites located within highly trafficked streets are clearly
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needed to better represent highest NO2 concentration levels in Barcelona.

Figure 3.9: NO2 high-resolution (10 m × 10 m) concentration maps on 11 April 2013. The resolution is for the entire concentration

map. Panel (a) represents concentrations at 00:00 UTC (2:00 LT); (b) 07:00 UTC (9:00 LT); (c) 12:00 UTC (14:00 LT); and (d)

18:00 UTC (20:00 LT).

3.4 Conclusions

This study describes the development of a coupled regional to street-scale modelling system, CALIOPE-

Urban, which provides high-spatial- and high-temporal-resolution (up to 10 m × 10 m, hourly) NO2

concentrations for Barcelona. It couples the mesoscale air quality forecasting system CALIOPE

(WRF-HERMES-CMAQ-BSC-DREAM8b) with the urban roadway dispersion model, R-LINE. For

each regional 1 km × 1 km grid cell, meteorological data from WRF and background concentrations

from CMAQ are used as input combined with traffic emissions from the HERMES emission model at
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road link level. R-LINE has been adapted to Barcelona’s geometrical conditions by considering spe-

cific meteorology and background concentrations for each street. CALIOPE-Urban NO2 simulations

are compared with CALIOPE and with observations for temporal evaluation, using data from five

traffic sites and one urban background site during April and May 2013, and for spatial evaluation,

with NO2 concentrations measured by 182 passive dosimeters distributed across the entire city during

2 weeks in February-March 2017.

CALIOPE-Urban methodology adapts dynamically to street conditions by coupling the meteo-

rology and background using street-specific surface roughness based on urban geometry. It adapts

the R-LINE dispersion model to compact cities using channelled winds to drive dispersion and us-

ing recalculated meteorological parameters for each street. Regarding background concentrations, it

estimates over-roof levels using an upwind background scheme and gives surface concentrations by

applying a vertical mixing parameterisation based on urban geometry and atmospheric stability. The

upwind background scheme avoids double counting traffic emissions in regional and dispersion models

by using upwind grid cell concentrations to estimate over-roof background concentrations. Doing so

we omit the use of the grid cell over the estimated area, where traffic emissions are considered in the

dispersion model. To estimate background concentrations at surface level, the vertical mixing pa-

rameterisation enhances background mixing from the overlying atmosphere under daytime convective

atmospheric conditions and limits background air mixing during night-time (stable) hours. For the

transition from urban to suburban areas, CALIOPE-Urban implements a smooth variation for wind

conditions, background and total concentrations.

Temporally, CALIOPE-Urban agrees better with observations than CALIOPE at the five traffic

sites evaluated, where the contribution of local emissions predominates. For the urban background site

of Palau Reial, both systems give similar (good) results. For traffic sites, the coupled system shows

better agreement in highly trafficked areas where local dispersion plays a crucial role. Regarding

the diurnal average cycle in the observation sites, both systems follow the overall daily cycle in the

observations but CALIOPE-Urban predicts better morning peaks, and corrects the afternoon levels at

traffic sites as well as the systematic night-time overestimation produced by the regional system. The

vertical mixing of rooftop background concentrations to surface levels based on atmospheric stability

and urban geometry appears to be a good method to correct the strong positive bias of the mesoscale

model under stable atmospheric conditions during the evening.

Spatially, CALIOPE-Urban performs better than CALIOPE at the dosimeters located close to

traffic. This result is because R-LINE explicitly resolves road traffic emission dispersion simulating

the high gradients of NO2 observed levels that occur within a mesoscale system grid cell. CALIOPE-

Urban gives more overestimation close to high trafficked areas. This behaviour may be produced by

an overestimation of traffic emissions in these roads or by underestimating dispersion. For dosimeters

located more than 10 m away from traffic both systems perform reasonably well. The higher the
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traffic in the surrounding area, the better CALIOPE-Urban performance is compared to the regional

system.

When exploring the main error sources, overall both systems produce results that are either ac-

curate or inaccurate on the same days. This fact suggests that coupled system results are highly

influenced by the regional system results. Furthermore, we find that CALIOPE-Urban gives higher

errors (i.e. stronger underestimations) under stable conditions with light winds and low PBL height

than under more convective conditions, with stronger winds and higher PBL heights. Another po-

tential source of uncertainty is the integration within HERMES v2.0 of COPERT IV instead of

COPERT V, which considers diesel NOX exceedances derived from the dieselgate scandal for EURO

5 and EURO 6 diesel cars [Brown et al., 2018]. In future work, we plan to update HERMES v2.0

with the new emission factors released by COPERT V and examine the influence of traffic emissions

in CALIOPE-Urban results. Finally, we consider an additional source of uncertainty, the assumption

of clear-sky conditions in the photolysis rate calculation of the GRS chemistry mechanism.

For high-resolution air quality forecasts, we show that CALIOPE-Urban using either the numerical

or the analytical dispersion algorithm gives good results. However, an entire city system execution

using the analytical configuration takes approximately half the time compared to the numerical one.

Hence, the analytical dispersion algorithm may be a suitable option for forecasting applications when

sources, such as roadways, and receptors are located near the ground.

We show that traffic monitoring stations in Barcelona do not represent the highest NO2 concen-

trations in the city. We find the highest levels in heavily trafficked street canyons that are not well

ventilated and near highways in the city surroundings. As a consequence, we consider that additional

monitoring sites located in these areas may better characterise the range of NO2 concentration levels

in Barcelona and give a better representation of human exposures.

This study has demonstrated that CALIOPE-Urban improves the accuracy of model outputs

estimating NO2 concentrations in Barcelona compared to CALIOPE. The methodology is replicable

in cities where a mesoscale chemistry transport model provides NO2 simulations if urban geometrical

data is available. The next step is to implement CALIOPE-Urban in the operational forecasting

system for Barcelona to provide NO2 concentrations at street level, and explore emissions impacts

due to improved NOX emission estimates.
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Chapter 4

Modelling street-level dispersion of black

carbon in a compact city

4.1 Introduction

In this chapter we model the dispersion of black carbon (BC) at street level in comparison with

measurements of horizontal and vertical BC concentration profiles in several streets in Barcelona, a

compact city with high traffic and population density. The BC is a component of the fine particulate

matter (i.e. PM2.5) that has been found to be harmful to human health showing stronger associa-

tion with short-term health effects than PM10 or PM2.5 [Janssen et al., 2012]. BC is considered a

good indicator of anthropogenic emissions at urban locations because it reflects the impact of traffic

emissions [Querol et al., 2013]. Accurate measurements and modelling results of the spatio-temporal

variation of BC in compact cities, with high population and traffic density, are important to better

understand the impact of local traffic in citizen’s exposure to air pollution. In Barcelona, BC con-

centrations have been recorded since the year 2003 in an urban background site where annual mean

concentrations were 1.36 µg m−3 in 2016 and 1.47 µg m−3 in 2017 and concentration maxima of 12.66

µg m−3 and 17.14 µg m−3 during those periods. According to the local public health agency 100% of

citizens were exposed to PM2.5 levels between 10 µg m−3 and 25 µg m−3 in 2016 [Agència de Salut

Pública Barcelona, 2016].

The observational dataset used in this work includes BC dispersion profiles from open areas and

street canyons, allowing us to evaluate the model dispersion under a variety of urban geometries. We

apply CALIOPE-Urban as described in Chapter 2, tagging street segments within 1 km2 forming

groups dependent on distance to measurements in order to understand the contribution of local

traffic sources to estimated BC dispersion profiles. We conduct an analysis of the model sensitivity

to investigate if the model shows a better agreement with observations when using observed wind

and background conditions compared with using uniquely mesoscale model information as input.
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For emissions, we study the model sensitivity to the use of very high-resolution and dynamic traffic

emissions derived from combining a microscopic traffic simulation model with an instantaneous vehicle

emission model.

Several experimental studies investigated the horizontal and vertical dispersion of air pollutants in

cities [e.g. Roorda-Knape et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2002; Kodama et al., 2002; Tiitta et al., 2002; Naser

et al., 2009; van Drooge, 2013; Kenagy et al., 2016; Xing and Brimblecombe, 2018; Azimi et al., 2018].

Horizontally, gathering simultaneous measurements at increasing distances from emission sources at a

reference height of 1-2m, Naser et al. [2009] measured elemental carbon (EC) concentrations in several

Japanese urban areas finding a decay of the concentrations at 70 m of 45 - 79% compared with the

concentrations at 5 m distance from the road edge. Richmond-Bryant et al. [2017] measured NO2

concentration near a heavy traffic road at different distances from the edge finding steeper gradients

during summer, when there is more convective mixing during the day, compared with winter. Ducret-

stich et al. [2013] found that traffic pollutant concentrations fall-off within 150-200 m from a highway

in the Swiss Alpine Valley. Xing and Brimblecombe [2018] measured horizontal PM2.5 and BC

profiles near parks in Hong Kong finding steeper upwind gradients than downwind. In Barcelona,

Amato et al. [2019] measured horizontal BC dispersion profiles in perpendicular to road edges finding

that the distance at which background levels are achieved is higher near streets with high traffic

intensity. In addition, they found that the concentration patterns are different depending on urban

geometries showing sharper decays in street canyons than in a park. Vertically, measuring air pollutant

concentrations simultaneously at different heights within the building height, Hitchins et al. [2002]

found a fine and ultra-fine particle concentration fall-off of 50 - 60 % from the ground level to the

top of the buildings (24 to 33 m above the surface) in Brisbane, Australia. Chan and Kwok [2000]

found that TSP and PM10 concentrations in a street canyon in Hong Kong decreased exponentially

with height, concluding that PM dispersion is greatly affected by wind direction and the street aspect

ratio (i.e. building height to street width ratio). Johansson et al. [2009] gathered observations of

particulate heavy metals in a trafficked street in Stockholm at street and roof-top level. They found

higher concentrations (more than double) at street level compared to roof-top, arguing that there is

a strong influence of local traffic emissions. For vertical BC profiles in Barcelona, Amato et al. [2019]

found more homogeneous profiles than found by Johansson et al. [2009] and background levels were

not achieved within the building height (approximately 20 m).

With respect to modelling street-level BC dispersion, Tong et al. [2012] combined measurements

and model simulations in a highway-building urban environment in New York finding that the model

tended to underestimate more concentrations in rush-hours compared with nonrush-hours. Xing and

Brimblecombe [2018] applied a model based on the advection-diffusion equation to reproduce the

pollutant concentration fall-off near urban parks (i.e. open area) under calm winds, showing a good

agreement with measurements when the model was fitted with observations. Using uniquely model
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inputs, Huang et al. [2014] applied a CFD model against BC profiles measured downwind in a highway

(i.e. open road) near Toronto (Canada) producing a good agreement with observations beyond 50

m from the road edge. Naser et al. [2009] applied a Gaussian model to characterize BC dispersion

finding that for normalized concentrations, it replicated the observed behaviour on open areas well

but it did not decreased as steeply as the observations in a high building density area. Thus, they

concluded that more complex models like CFD should be used for this kind of applications. However,

the main limitation of CFD like approaches to model street-level dispersion of pollutants over large

areas (i.e. entire cities) is still the extremely high computational resources needed. To the best of our

knowledge there is not a model that have been proven to precisely simulate BC dispersion showing

the model ability to reproduce the concentration decay in trafficked streets in a wide range of urban

geometries in compact cities.

In this work, we evaluate CALIOPE-Urban as described in Chapter 2 with a novel set of observed

horizontal and vertical BC profiles measured in the Barcelona city (Spain) by Amato et al. [2019] in

2016 and 2017. Our aim in this study is to better understand the local dispersion of BC in different

areas of the city and which are the key processes that explain the measured concentrations. For

that, CALIOPE-Urban is used and different sensitivity runs are conducted perturbing meteorology,

background concentrations and emissions.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 describes the observational dataset and the

configuration of the modelling system. Section 4.3 presents the modelling results and the sensitivity

analysis. Finally, Section 4.4 presents the main conclusions of this work.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Observational datasets

We investigate the model performance with a series of horizontal and vertical profiles of BC measured

by the Institute of Environmental Assessment and Water Research of Spain in different streets of

the Barcelona city [Amato et al., 2019]. BC was measured using several AE-51 micro-aethalometers

(Aethlabs) with a time resolution of 30 s spatially distributed (horizontal or vertically) to measure

simultaneously the concentrations. Figure 4.1 shows the measurement locations (orange points for

horizontal and pink points for vertical profiles).

From this dataset, we use the hourly averages of the vertical profiles measured during a period

varying from 4 hours to 4 days between 2.5 m and 20 m height in the facades of 4 buildings. The micro-

aethalometers were located outdoor at each floor from the ground floor to the roof-top. The model

results are compared with individual hourly profiles to assess its ability to simulate their temporal

variability, profile shape and concentration levels. Not all sites covered the same measurement period.

We use the available 70 hours of measurements during 4 consecutive days at the deep street-canyon
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of Torrent de l’Olla (pink d point in Figure 4.1), 7 hours at the open area of Plaza de España (pink

f circle in Figure 4.1) and 7 hours at the street canyon of Villarroel Street (pink e point in Figure

4.1). Regarding the horizontal profiles, a total of 29 profiles were gathered during four different days.

The micro-aethalometers were located starting on a road edge until a maximum distance of 250 m

(the distance between monitors varied among sites from 1 m to 200 m depending on the availability

of space) along pedestrian areas or at very low intensity traffic streets to avoid the interference of

surrounding road sources. The measurements were conducted during 30 minutes between 9 am and 7

pm local time. We use the available 8 profiles measured in the open-road Diagonal Street (orange a

point in Figure 4.1), 9 measured at Eixample district street canyons (orange c point in Figure 4.1), 3

at Ciutadella urban park (orange g point in Figure 4.1) and 4 in the deep canyons of Gràcia District

(orange b point in Figure 4.1). We compare the modelled hourly results with the 30 minute average

concentrations measured by the micro-aethalometers. We find that this dataset is a first step towards

unraveling the spatial dynamics of BC in heterogeneous compact cities like Barcelona and we find

that comparing it with CALIOPE-Urban results can help to better understand the model behaviour

under some specific situations observed in reality.

Figure 4.1: Map with the location of the horizontal and vertical profile measurements gathered by Amato et al. [2019]. The orange

(horizontal) and pink (vertical) dots in the central map represent the location of dispersion profile measurements. The blue dot

represents the meteorological station at Barcelona University and the green dot depicts the background station at Palau Reial

(top legend).The figures on the sides represent examples of the daily average BC emissions (bottom legend) in some measurement

areas: a) Diagonal, b) Travessera de Gràcia, c) Granados-Aragón, d) Torrent de l’Olla, e) Villarroel and f) Plaza de España).

Figure 4.2 shows the normalized BC concentration decay for the horizontal and vertical measured

profiles. We normalize the concentrations by the measurement closer to the road edge (horizontal)

or to the ground (vertical). The profiles clearly show that the horizontal concentration decay is

much steeper than the vertical. The distance where BC concentrations decreases to half the first
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measurement point (the road edge in the horizontal and the ground floor in the vertical) is 26-46 m

for vertical dispersion profiles according to Amato et al. [2019] (i.e. higher than most buildings in

Barcelona city) and 10-25 m for most horizontal ones. The observed concentration decay is different

within the diverse range of urban geometries, showing street canyons a more sudden decay than open

areas and urban parks. Further details of this campaign are discussed in Amato et al. [2019].

Figure 4.2: Fall-off of observed BC concentrations in Barcelona for different horizontal (left panel) and vertical (right) normalized

profiles. Both the horizontal and the vertical dispersion profiles shown are averaged over the available period of time. The colours

represent different areas of the city. The dashed lines depict 50 % of the concentrations fall off.

BC concentrations measured at the urban background monitoring station of Palau Reial (green

point in Figure 4.1) at surface level are used as reference for observed urban background concentrations

in the city in the case of the horizontal dispersion profiles because it is the only urban background

site where BC concentrations are measured and reported in Barcelona [Querol et al., 2013]. For

the vertical profiles measured roof-top concentrations are used as observations reference because the

CALIOPE-Urban method assumes that background conditions are represented by concentrations at

the roof-top level. Wind speed and direction measurements were gathered from a meteorological

station located at the roof of the Faculty of Physics at University of Barcelona (blue point in Figure

4.1). This is the only meteorological station at roof-top level in Barcelona located in a low building

density area. It is chosen to avoid the wind field perturbations that may be derived by the dense

urban geometry in the city centre.

4.2.2 CALIOPE-Urban configuration

We use CALIOPE-Urban as described in Chapter 2. Both CALIOPE, which provides the background

concentrations, and HERMESv3 [Guevara et al., 2019b], which estimates the anthropogenic emissions,

calculate EC instead of BC. We assume that EC can be considered BC following EEA [2018], which

concludes that EC and BC are not distinguishable for road transport emissions due to the uncertainty

on the estimation methodologies. Some experimental campaigns have nevertheless shown that the

ratio of BC to EC can vary significantly dependent upon multiple factors such as emission sources.
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For instance, an experimental campaign performed in 36 schools across the city of Barcelona found

that observed EC is associated linearly with BC measurements (i.e. averaging indoor and outdoor

concentrations) with the following relationship, EC = 0.54 × BC [Rivas et al., 2014]. At the back-

ground station of Palau Reial (green point in Figure 4.1) BC and EC concentrations were measured

from 2003 to 2011 giving a relationship of EC = 0.73 × BC [Querol et al., 2013]. Despite these

results, we decided not to apply any of these multiplying factor to either the observations nor the

model in order to avoid hiding some relevant aspects that can be seen in the raw observations and

model results. This aspect is taken into account in the discussion of this work and model results are

considered to be in agreement with observations when both the observed and the modelled profile

have a similar shape and when the model results are ranging within a factor 2. In this Chapter, we

call this range of values the agreement range. CALIOPE-Urban combines background concentration

of BC from the mesoscale system with local dispersion in the streets of freshly emitted particles from

road traffic. In the urban scale, BC is treated as inert species, which experiences no chemical transfor-

mation within the timescale of concern (seconds to minutes). Because most BC occurs as sub-micron

particles, they are expected to adopt the flow velocity very quickly (i.e., with small Stokes number),

and it is reasonable to assume that they will disperse like gaseous species [Tong et al., 2012].

4.2.2.1 Road transport emissions

Horly and link-level vehicle emissions required by R-LINE are estimated using the bottom-up traffic

emission module from HERMESv3 [Guevara et al., 2019b]. HERMESv3 estimates vehicle-dependent

hot and cold road transport emissions using the tier 3 method described in the 2016 EMEP/EEA air

pollutant emission inventory guidebook [EEA, 2018], which is fully incorporated in the COPERT 5

software. This information is combined with a digitized traffic network that contains specific infor-

mation by road link for daily average traffic, mean speed circulation, temporal profiles and vehicular

fleet composition profiles. For the city of Barcelona, this information was obtained from multiple

sources, including: the local automatic traffic counting network, the results of a remote sensing device

campaign [Barcelona City Council, 2017a] and the TomTom historical average speed profiles [Tom-

Tom, 2019]. On average, the length of street segments in the Barcelona network of HERMESv3 is

approximately 100 metres. HERMESv3 also estimates non-exhaust PM traffic emissions, including

road-surface, tyre and brake wear and resuspension. Specific speciation profiles are used to derive

BC from the total PM estimated emissions. For exhaust and wear emissions, the vehicle and process-

dependent profiles reported by EEA [2018] are used, while for resuspension emissions we consider the

composition measured by Amato et al. [2012].
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4.2.3 Local traffic tagging

In order to better understand the model results and isolate the background contribution from the di-

rect dispersion of the local traffic, we tag the emissions of street segments within 1 km2 (i.e. the local

traffic) centred at the measurement locations of the profiles. We first distinguish between the contri-

bution of the background from the CALIOPE model, which provides regional and urban background

concentrations as an unique contribution, and the contribution from the local traffic dispersion solved

by the R-LINE model. Additionally, we group the street segments within 1 km2 into categories de-

pendent on distance to measurements. Each street segment is assigned to only one category to ensure

that summing all the contributions produces the same result as running all the categories together.

The nearest street segments are represented by those visible from the measurement site. Visible road

segments from the site (i.e. measurement location closer to the road edge) are identified by first cre-

ating a line between the site and the mid-point of each street segment and then intersecting the line

with the building dataset, the segment is considered visible if the line is not intersected. Other street

segments within 1 km2 are tagged by radial distances from the site to the mid-point of the segment

as segments within 191 m, 382 m and 564 m. The distances are based on the Eixample district street

pattern (i.e. a circle of 191 m of radius contains four blocks of buildings) because it is the most

extended geometry in the city and it has the highest population in Barcelona. Figure 4.3 visually

describes the mentioned concepts to tag the road sources. The colours shown in Figure 4.3c are used

in the following sections to identify the BC concentration attributable to the direct dispersion of the

traffic emissions from each segment category. We note that CALIOPE-Urban doesn’t explicitly solve

the exchange of air pollutants between perpendicular segments that may occur by vertical mixing

within the street-canyon and transport above the top of the buildings. This is considered indirectly

by the contribution of the background from the mesoscale model. Thus, the tagging methodology we

propose may underestimate the contribution of some street segments to the receptors of study. This

limitation shall be considered when analysing the tagging results.
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Figure 4.3: Tagging of street segments. (a) Nearest street segments (reddish colour) are represented by those visible from the

measurement site (black dot); (b) other local sources are tagged by radial distances, segments within 191 m are orange, within

382 m (green) and 564 m (blue); (c) output of tagging process representing tagged sources by colours.

4.3 Results and discussion

As described in Section 2.3 from Chapter 2 , CALIOPE-Urban is designed to work with meteorological

and background concentrations of a mesoscale model without incorporating observations at any step.

We already know that errors in the mesoscale model degrades the results of the urban scale signif-

icantly. In Section 4.3.1, we discuss the results of the model compared with the BC measurements

in different areas of the city (i.e. open areas, wide and narrow street canyons). To understand the

model limitations, we explore the role of the meteorology, background concentrations and emissions in

Section 4.3.2, where some sensitivity runs are discussed adjusting the input parameters to the R-LINE

model as if the errors of the mesoscale model were minimized. Finally, Section 4.3.3 discusses the

daily cycle variability of BC concentrations modelled and compared with one vertical profile that was

measuring for 4 consecutive days.

4.3.1 Model performance

We examine a total of 83 hourly vertical modelled profiles in comparison with hourly averaged obser-

vations and 29 hourly horizontal modelled profiles compared with 30 min averages of measurements.

In the sensitivity runs modifying winds and background concentrations, we have used observations

of these variables when the model inputs were not correct to understand their impact on the model

performance. Table 4.1 shows adequate modelled profiles (defined by FAC2 > 0.8). When a profile

results adequate after inputs correction for two groups, only the one with lowest RMSE is chosen. The

wind column is meant for profiles using observed wind speed and direction instead of the mesoscale

input. The background column is for profiles where the background concentrations have been replaced

by observations. Lastly, the column background and wind is for profiles where wind speed, wind di-

rection and background have been replaced by observed values. Using mesoscale inputs only 1 out
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of 29 horizontal profiles and 2 out of 83 vertical profiles are considered correct under the adequacy

criteria (FAC2 > 0.8). This result indicates that there is room for improvement when modelling

specific BC profiles using CALIOPE-Urban and there are several factors influencing the low rate of

adequate profiles. First, the uncertainty in the definition of BC relationship with EC that clearly

impacts our ability to interpret and discuss these results. The amount of adequate profiles would

change if instead of assuming that EC corresponds to BC, we apply the EC = 0.54×BC [Rivas et al.,

2014] relationship. Thus, here it becomes very clear the necessity to develop robust techniques to con-

vert EC to BC from the emission modelling perspective to facilitate the dispersion model evaluation

exercises. Conversely, we find that using observations for wind and/or background conditions improve

the model performance adding 8 new adequate horizontal profiles and 55 vertical profiles. Correcting

the background concentrations using observations in the vertical profiles improves CALIOPE-Urban

performance in general. This result highlights the importance of estimating background conditions

using mesoscale models accurately.

Table 4.1: Modelled profiles with FAC2 > 0.8. Mesoscale inputs means urban model inputs without correction; other columns

represent the variable/s corrected by replacement with observations.

Type of measured profile Mesoscale inputs Wind Background Background and Wind Total

Horizontal 1 3 0 5 9

Vertical 2 2 19 34 57

Figure 4.4 shows the average dispersion profiles for both the observations (black line) and the

CALIOPE-Urban model results (colour lines). In this Section, we discuss the CALIOPE-Urban re-

sults with default mesoscale inputs without any correction (dark blue line). On the horizontal (Figure

4.4ab), the observations average fall-off is similar in both open roads and street canyons in gen-

eral, producing a steeper fall-off in the street canyons within the initial 10-20 m than in open areas.

For these profiles, CALIOPE-Urban follows the main dynamic observed in BC concentrations with

higher concentrations near the road edge tending to lower levels at growing distances from the edge.

CALIOPE-Urban results are in the order of magnitude of the observations and the concentration

levels are within the agreement range (i.e. within a factor 2) in general, but with systematic under-

estimations. An aspect that the model does not adequately reproduce is the steep decay within the

initial 5-10 m.
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Figure 4.4: Average BC dispersion profiles at open roads (Diagonal Street) and street canyons (Eixample district). (a) and (b) are

average horizontal BC profiles while (c) and (d) represent average BC vertical profiles on the morning (5 - 10 UTC) on the open

roads and the street canyons, respectively, while (e) and (f) are their BC vertical profiles on the afternoon (11 - 16 UTC). The

lines show the observations (black line), CALIOPE-Urban using uniquely mesoscale inputs (dark blue), CALIOPE-Urban using

corrected background (light blue), CALIOPE-Urban using corrected winds (yellow), and CALIOPE-Urban using corrected wind

and background concentrations (purple).

For the vertical BC dispersion profiles, we see a marked difference in the morning (Fig. 4.4cd) both

on concentration levels and profile shape between the open area and the street canyon. The average

observed profile in the open area of Plaza de España (Fig. 4.4c) gives very high concentrations in

general (from 4500 to 7000 ng m−3) and it shows higher concentrations at 5-10 m than in the initial

0-5 m. The homogeneous high BC concentrations measured at this open road may be due to its

proximity to a roundabout influenced by several streets that are highly trafficked (see Figure 4.1f).

Then, at higher altitudes the concentration value decreases and the fall-off is more sudden between

15 and 27 m. Regarding the street canyon of Villarroel Street (Fig. 4.4d), the overall concentration

levels are lower than in the trafficked open area and the profile shape is more homogeneous decreasing

in the initial 0-15 m, showing a slightly increase at 15-20 compared with 10-15 and a fall-off between

20-27 m. At the open road the model (dark blue line) is within the agreement range but it tends to

underestimate BC at increasing heights and produces a steeper profile than observed. This tendency

to underestimate at higher altitudes may be caused by the low contribution from the background

compared to observations (at 20-27 m modelled BC is about 2000 ng m−3 and observed BC is 4500

ng m−3). In contrast, at the street canyon the model reproduces the dynamic and the observed levels

reasonably well being within the agreement range at all heights. In the afternoon, both profiles give

lower observed and modelled BC concentration levels than in the morning, a behaviour previously

identified for NO2 concentrations in Chapter 3, due to the enhanced mixing of the convective boundary
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layer and a decrease in traffic intensity. The observed average profile shape at the open road clearly

changes compared with the morning profile while the profile shape is more similar at the street canyon.

The model follows the observed pattern of decreasing BC concentrations, it keeps the agreement at

surface level and it is within the agreement range in general. In Figure 4.4f we see that the model

shows an adequate profile shape compared with observations in the afternoon on the street canyon.

This figure suggests that the vertical distribution of pollutants that we are resolving with a vertical

diffusion following similarity theory is more adequate in street canyons than in open areas.

To illustrate the model behaviour when simulating individual BC dispersion profiles, we show in

Figure 4.5bd the results of an horizontal profile at Travessera de Gràcia Street and a vertical profile

at Villarroel Street respectively. Additional individual BC profiles can be found in the Appendix B.

At the horizontal profile measured in a street with almost no traffic perpendicular to Travessera de

Gràcia Street (i.e. a narrow street canyon with low traffic) shown in Figure 4.5b (the location of the

profile is depicted in Figure 4.1 with label b), the observations show a sudden fall-off within the initial

0-5 m (from 3900 to 1600 ng m−3) and the BC levels are similar from 10 to 40 m. The modelled

initial fall-off is less pronounced than the observed one and the model tends to agree with observations

beyond 10 m distance from the road edge. Figure B.1 in the appendix shows the other horizontal

profiles measured at Gràcia district having a similar behaviour as described here. At the urban-park

of Ciutadella (bottom panels at Fig. B.2 in the appendix) the model results are similar to those in

Gràcia even if the measurements were gathered in an open area. In both cases, a potential source

of error is the underestimation of traffic intensity in the streets that directly affect the measurement

area. These cases illustrate the importance of properly characterizing the emissions. Conversely, the

street canyons of the city centre Eixample district that is highly trafficked (top panels at Fig. B.1)

show a similar behaviour but the model gives higher concentrations thanks to the stronger signal of

the emissions. The model tends to underestimate BC concentrations at the initial 10 meters and gives

more accurate results beyond this distance from the trafficked street.

For the vertical profile measured in Villarroel street canyon shown in Figure 4.5d (the location

of the profile is depicted in Figure 4.1 with label e), we see that the observed concentration levels

under this high trafficked hour are higher at lower heights than at higher altitudes (about 4700 ng

m−3 at 5 m and 3000 ng m−3 at 10 m). The model reproduces the initial fall-off well, which is

mostly influenced by the proximity to the traffic emission source near the ground, but overestimates

the background levels (pink). This overestimation may be due to a CALIOPE overestimation of the

concentration levels within the city centre. Figure B.4 in the appendix shows the vertical profiles in

the same location (Villarroel Street) from 7 to 14 UTC. It shows a very homogeneous observed profile

at times that are not influenced by the traffic rush hours, which the model can reproduce both in

profile shape and concentration levels in general. The model has more difficulties to represent BC

profiles in the morning transition between stable to convective atmosphere (9 to 12 UTC).
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Figure 4.5: Horizontal and vertical BC dispersion profiles. (a) and (b) are for Travessera de Gràcia Street while (c) and (d)

represent Villarroel Street. Left panels represent the street segment categories and right panels show the performance against

observations (black dots) and the contributions of groups of street segments in colours.

The inputs of road-link emissions, meteorological fields and background concentrations may explain

some of the differences found when comparing model results and observations. Investigating their

influence in the model is the aim of Section 4.3.2. Additionally, our model does not resolve some

micro-scale processes that may have a great importance in the fall-off within the initial 5-10 m in

the horizontal. For example, it does not explicitly resolve the traffic produced turbulence that is

considered to govern mixing near traffic mostly under calm winds [Kumar et al., 2011]. However, the

model has an initial vertical dispersion of roadway emissions which acts as a proxy of traffic-induced

turbulence. In previous roadway studies [Snyder et al., 2013; Heist et al., 2013] this same approach

has been used in the median of the roadway for Caltrans Highway 99 [Benson, 1989] and results are

accurate when compared to near-road measurements. Other potential causes are the air pollutants

recirculation that is typically resolved using box-models in street canyon models [Vardoulakis et al.,

2003], a process that we do not currently resolve at street level in the system.

4.3.2 Sensitivity runs

For some dispersion profiles, the results may not be adequate due to a lack of accuracy of the inputs

to the urban dispersion model as recently identified by Silveira et al. [2019]. Thus, in some cases

improving the inputs accuracy may bring a more accurate profile to characterize the BC dispersion.

In order to study the model sensitivity, we correct some inputs to R-LINE dispersion model using

observations and re-run the simulations. In this section, we analyse the model sensitivity to updated

inputs of meteorology, background and emissions.
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4.3.2.1 Meteorology

As described in Chapter 2 the meteorological input data fromWRF’s bottom layer needed by R-LINE,

which are assumed to represent meteorological conditions at building height, are wind direction and

speed at a reference height within the surface layer, planetary boundary layer height, Monin–Obukhov

length, surface friction velocity, convective velocity, surface roughness height, temperature and surface

heat flux. For meteorological input correction, we use the wind speed and direction measured at

the meteorological station of the Barcelona University (blue point in Figure 4.1) and we don’t use

turbulent parameters because the later are not available in any meteorological station in Barcelona

city. Although the winds in this area of the city may not be completely representative of the winds over

all the entire city, it provides a good indication of the biases of the WRF model. Thus, only sensitivity

to wind speed and direction is discussed in this Section. Input modelled winds from WRF at building

height are considered correct if the wind speed falls within a factor of two of the observations and if

the wind direction falls within 30 degrees difference with observations. In the case that this criterium

is not fulfilled, WRF wind inputs are replaced with the observations to investigate the influence of

correcting winds. In Table 4.1 we show that correcting winds improves the model performance in 3

horizontal and 2 vertical profiles. When combined with the correction of background concentrations

the amount of adequate profiles increases to 5 horizontal and 34 vertical profiles. These results

suggest that the model is sensitive to the wind characterization at rooftop level, where CALIOPE-

Urban requires wind input data. However, the observed winds may not precisely represent the local

conditions in the streets where the profiles measurements were gathered because they are specific of

the area around Barcelona University. With regard to the average BC dispersion profiles, Figure 4.4

shows that the model results with corrected winds (yellow line) are very sensitive for the horizontal

profiles but the impact is negligible on the vertical ones that remains very similar to the initial

CALIOPE-Urban run (dark blue line). This difference may imply that the result on the horizontal

is more dependent on the street-scale dispersion than the vertical, which has a greater influence of

the background concentrations mixed through vertical exchange with over roof air. Focusing on the

horizontal average profiles (Figure 4.4ab) we find that in open areas the model is more sensitive than

in the street-canyons. In open-areas, the model using corrected winds is able to reproduce the high

concentrations observed in the 0-5 m from the traffic street increasing the concentrations from 3500

to 8500 ng m−3 (obervations 9000 ng m−3). Although the uncertainty in the BC conversion from

EC in emissions does not allow to discuss in detail the change in model performance, we find that

correcting winds has a positive impact in the shape of the profile and in the BC concentration level

compared with observations in both open areas and street canyons. For example, in the street-canyon

the enhancement of the concentration in the initial 0-5 m increases concentrations from 3500 to 6000

ng m−3, resulting into concentrations within the agreement range (within a factor 2).
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As example of specific behaviour at one of the profiles, we show in Figure 4.6 the horizontal profile

at Granados Street (i.e. almost no traffic) perpendicular to a very trafficked street (i.e. annual average

daily traffic equals 77000 vehicles per day), the location of the profile is depicted in Figure 4.1 with

label c. Fig. 4.6a shows the categorization of the streets as defined in Section 4.2.3. The streets

directly affecting the measurement site (nearest streets are red in Fig. 4.6) have an annual average

daily traffic (AADT) of about 77000 vehicles per day while the other street segments within the 1 km2

have on average and AADT of about 25000 vehicles per day in the HERMESv3 traffic characterization.

We find that correcting the model input for wind speed and direction with observations (Fig. 4.6d)

improves the system performance producing a more accurate modelled profile, within the agreement

range and showing a steeper fall-off that is similar to the observed one, compared with the profile

using mesoscale inputs (Fig. 4.6c). Specifically, it allows the system to produce a higher level of BC

concentrations within the initial 20 metres (e.g. at the closest site about 9000 ng m−3 compared with

5000 ng m−3) as necessary to better capture the observed patterns. Using the corrected winds the

model falls within the agreement range at all distances from the road edge and using WRF winds the

model starts within the agreement range at 20 m distance.

Figure 4.6: Sensitivity to wind speed and direction at the horizontal dispersion profile of Granados - Aragón Streets. Panel (a)

shows the street segment categories, panel (b) is the comparison between observed and modelled winds, where the black circle

represents wind direction and intensity for observations (white) and WRF model (red). Each circle represents a 2 m/s increase.

Panel (c) shows the modelled concentration levels and contributions against measurements (black dots) using uniquely mesoscale

model data as inputs. Panel (d) represents the contributions using corrected wind speed and direction.

Figure 4.6b shows the discrepancy between modelled and observed winds, where the red arrow

represents WRF wind and the white arrow represents the observed wind. WRF over-roof wind was

higher and directed parallel to the street but using the observations as input the wind speed is slowed

down and the wind is directed almost perpendicular to the street, reducing the ventilation in the

street. Thus, BC concentrations are enhanced at the measurement locations that are closer to the
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road edge resulting in an initial fall-off that better matches observations and giving model results

within the agreement range. As it was shown on the NO2 evaluation in Chapter 2 Section 3.3.3 about

the main error sources, under calm winds and very stable conditions our modelling system tends to

underestimate air pollutant levels. Under these conditions, the accumulation and recirculation of

pollutants in the street may play a crucial role but we do not consider this processes in our modelling

system, being a current limitation.

4.3.2.2 Background

A challenge that most multiscale modelling systems face when simulating BC or EC at street-level

is that mesoscale models tend to underestimate this variable. Over Europe, it has been found that

European models have a normalized mean bias (NMB) of -40% in PM2.5 [Im et al., 2015]. Specifically

for EC, Prank et al. [2016] evaluated the performance of four mesoscale models in Europe in 2005

finding that for the EC in PM2.5 the median scaled bias (i.e. bias divided with the mean observed

value) was -0.45. In CALIOPE the total carbon, which includes both BC and organic carbon, has

been found to be underestimated a factor 2 in Barcelona on average [Pay et al., 2012]. In this work

the modelled background from the mesoscale model is considered correct if its value is within a factor

of two of the BC observations from background measurement sites. For modelled background not

meeting the criteria, their value is replaced with the observations to analyse the sensitivity of the

modelling system to a change in background concentrations. For background input correction, we

use measurements from the Palau Reial air quality station (green dot in Figure 4.1) at surface level

in case of the horizontal dispersion profiles and for the vertical profiles we use measured roof-top

concentrations as explained in Section 4.2.1.

In Table 4.1 we show that correcting background improves the model performance in 19 vertical

profiles but it does not contribute with any new adequate horizontal profiles. When combined with

the wind correction the correct profiles increase to 5 horizontal and 34 vertical profiles. These results

indicate that the model is more sensitive to the background concentrations at the vertical profiles

than at the horizontal ones. At the horizontal profiles, where most profiles already had an adequate

background (i.e. 16 out of 29), the correction mainly add a constant concentration but the shape of the

profile does not change. In contrast, for the vertical profiles the change in concentrations is not uniform

in the profile because it depends on the atmospheric stability. For the average BC dispersion profiles,

Figure 4.4 shows that correcting background concentrations (light blue line) produces a modelled

profile within the concentration levels of observations at open roads and street canyons but it tends

to overestimate close to the ground at open roads. Given the uncertainty on EC to BC conversion of

about a half of the observed values, these results need to be taken carefully. Conversely, correcting

the background does not seem to have a clear impact on the horizontal profiles.

In Figure 4.7, we show the model behaviour at Villarroel Street vertical profile for three hours in
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the morning to afternoon transition period. The model is able to reproduce the shape of the profile

in general showing higher concentrations near the ground than rising towards the top of the building

(Fig. 4.7abc). The profile shape is very similar when the background is adjusted (Fig. 4.7def),

reducing in some cases significantly the bias. The model overestimates the background concentrations

at 8 UTC (Fig. 4.7a), then it underestimates the background levels in the transition hours from stable

to convective atmosphere at 10 UTC (Fig. 4.7b) and it is within the agreement range at 14 UTC (Fig.

4.7c). The shape of the profile at 8 UTC is nicely captured by the model with a steep increase close

to the ground. But this behaviour persists at 10 and 14 UTC, while the observations show that the

highest concentrations are around 5-10 m. In general, it seems that the model tends to mix too much

vertically during the convective boundary layer that may explain the underestimation of the model

at 10 UTC. In contrast, when the background concentrations are corrected at Figure 4.7def we find

that the system performance is improved at this transition hours producing more accurate modelled

profiles. Note the influence of traffic during rush hours in both the model and the observations with

enhanced near-surface concentrations.

Figure 4.7: Sensitivity to background concentration levels at Villarroel vertical profile.(a,b) and (c) panels represent modelled

results using only mesoscale model inputs and (c,d,e) are resulting from the use of background observations as input to R-LINE.

Top panels show contributions and performance at 8 UTC, middle panels at 10 UTC and bottom panels at 14 UTC.

4.3.2.3 Road traffic emissions

In this section we hypothesize that modifying road traffic emissions could potentially improve the

model performance in the horizontal profiles, and most clearly within the initial 0-10 m. This hypoth-

esis is based on the fact that HERMESv3 estimates hourly road traffic emissions using the average
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speed model COPERT V, which cannot account for particular congested situations of interest (e.g.

increase in emissions due to stop-and-go conditions) [e.g. Smit et al., 2010]. Since horizontal profile

measurements were gathered during periods of 20-30 minutes, we may be missing detail in the emis-

sions due to the use of hourly modelled data. Moreover, previous works have already highlighted the

importance of using detailed and very high-resolution traffic emission estimates when performing air

quality modelling studies at the urban scale [e.g. Borrego et al., 2016]. In order to overcome this

limitation we aim to quantify the variability of the emissions during one hour to identify if real-world

driving characteristics (e.g., stops in traffic lights, acceleration, deceleration) would significantly mod-

ify the model results. To do so, we aim to compare R-LINE results using HERMESv3 raw emissions

with R-LINE using very high-resolution (i.e. second-by-second) and dynamic traffic emissions derived

from combining a microscopic traffic simulation model with an instantaneous vehicle emission model.

The comparison is performed at the open road of Diagonal Street (the location of the profile is de-

picted in Figure 4.1 with label a). We choose this profile because it is in an area that has a traffic

count measurement site and because it is influenced by a traffic light that increases the number of

vehicles in start-stop driving pattern.

We first simulate the vehicle movement with the microscopic traffic simulator AIMSUM Next

[AIMSUN, 2019], which records the position and speed of each vehicle at a time step of one second. The

AIMSUN simulation is performed using an stochastic traffic assignment and the default parameters for

cars and buses typologies. Vehicle recorded speeds are then passed to the microscopic vehicle emission

model PHEMLight [TUG, 2017]. PHEMLight uses the estimated vehicle’s driving pattern together

with vehicle characteristics data to compute instantaneous values of engine power and engine speed

(i.e. 1 s). These values are then used to determine the associated emission factors [Hausberger et al.,

2009]. Exhaust emissions are then calculated based on the vehicle specific power with 1 s temporal

resolution using a vehicle type categorization based on the Barcelona vehicle fleet composition profile

from HERMESv3. For each street segment, we aggregate emissions at high temporal resolution

(i.e. 1 min) and estimate their variability using the relative standard deviation. Finally, we apply the

estimated variability to the hourly modelled emissions calculated by HERMESv3 at each nearest street

segment (i.e. those visible from the measurement sites) to obtain a scenario of high emissions, adding

the relative standard deviation at each street segment, and another of low emissions, substracting the

relative standard deviation.

Figure 4.8 shows a comparison between the emissions of HERMESv3 and those computed with

PHEMLight for a crossing in Diagonal Street (Figure 4.1a). This area, in which profile measurements

were gathered, is characterized by high annual average daily traffic (AADT, 78000 vehicles per day).

Fig. 4.8a shows the hourly emissions for a weekday daily cycle for HERMESv3 (blue bars) and PHEM-

Light (orange bars) accompanied by the AADT in both models (colour lines). PHEMLight PM10

exhaust emissions are found to be greater than HERMESv3 emissions specially on hours with high
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traffic (i.e. 09h UTC, about 20%). This difference can be explained by the fact that the congestion

influence is explicitly included in the PHEMLight calculations while HERMESv3 neglects the impact

of acceleration/deceleration and traffic lights. As shown in Figure 4.8b, minutely emissions estimated

at 09 UTC using PHEMLight (vertical orange bars) have a significant variation (i.e. standard devia-

tion about 50%) that results in a higher value of the hourly average emissions (orange horizontal line)

when compared to HERMESv3 results (blue horizontal line). This hour of the day is shown because

it is the time at which measurements were recorded. This crossing is influenced by a traffic light that

increases the number of vehicles in start-stop driving pattern, increasing emissions as a consequence

in comparison to HERMESv3 emissions that neglects the impact of traffic lights in this street with

high annual average daily traffic (78000 vehicles per day).

Figure 4.8: Difference in PM10 exhaust emissions (gkm−1h−1) between HERMESv3 and PHEMLight for a crossing in Diagonal

Street. (a) Hourly emissions in UTC (left axis) and traffic flow intensity (right axis) for both models. (b) PHEMLight minutely

emissions of 9 UTC (vertical bars) and the hourly mean value for both models HERMESv3 and PHEMLight (horizontal lines).

For emissions, orange colour depicts PHEMLight and blue is HERMESv3. For traffic flow, yellow is PHEMLight and gray is

HERMESv3.

Figure 4.9 shows the modelled BC contributions using hourly HERMESv3 emissions for an hori-

zontal profile measured at Diagonal Street and the error bars representing the impact of perturbing

emissions on the nearest street segments using the intra-hourly variability estimated with PHEMLight.

We modify only the emissions from the nearest streets to isolate the impact of the emission changes

from only one category of streets from the others. The nearest street segments are the ones contribut-

ing more to the initial 0-10 m, where the model clearly tends to underestimate BC concentrations.

We find that the model is very sensitive to the emission variability derived from the results calculated

combining AIMSUN and PHEMLight. We see that most of the observations within the initial 50 m

fall in the range of values covered by the simulations that consider the intra-hourly variability (3 out

of 5). Thus, taking into account emissions at higher temporal resolution may be helpful to explain

the uncertainty of the model results, when measurements are averaged over periods below an hour.

However, the model does still not capture the steep increase in concentration near the main traffic
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lane.

Figure 4.9: Sensitivity to an increase of temporal resolution in the calculation of emissions at Diagonal street. The right figure

shows the modelled concentration levels and contributions against measurements (black dots), where error bars show the variation

of modelled BC concentrations resulting from emissions perturbation and colours depict the contribution of each source.

It is necessary to consider other sources of uncertainty linked to the estimation of traffic emissions,

namely activity factors (e.g. AADT, speed, vehicle fleet distribution), emission factors and speciation

profiles. For example, EC and BC in the emission estimation are assumed to be equal. If the

relationship EC = 0.54 × BC (see Section 4.2.2) would be applied to the BC observed levels the

uncertainty would be greater. The observations would range from about 8400 to 15500 ng m−3 in the

measurement site closest to the road edge.

4.3.3 Temporal variability of vertical BC dispersion profiles in the deep street

canyon

Within the observational dataset there are simultaneous measurements at different heights of BC

concentrations during 4 consecutive days in the deep street canyon of Torrent de l’Olla Street (Fig.

4.1d). The deep canyon has an aspect ratio ranging from 1.3 to 2.0 and only one road lane with

circulating traffic going in the north-west to south-east direction. The AADT in that road lane, the

nearest to the measurement site, is about 9000 vehicles per day. In the surroundings, there is a street

with an AADT of about 55000 vehicles per day intersecting with the deep canyon on its northern end at

240 m distance from the measurement site. Figure 4.10 shows the time series of the BC measurements

in a background station (Palau Reial in black) and at the deep canyon measurement location (red)

that was closer to the ground at 6 m height during the period of measurement from 17th to 20th

November 2015. During these days there was a high pressure system over the Iberian Peninsula that

brought stable atmospheric conditions, absence of rain and light winds. Thus, BC concentrations

were high at Palau Reial (e.g. almost reaching the 2015 concentration maxima of 13.49 µg m−3) and

even higher at the deep canyon. We note that in Chapter 3 we found that CALIOPE-Urban gives

stronger underestimations for NO2 under these conditions.
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Figure 4.10: BC concentrations measured at Palau Reial background station at 3 m height (green point in Figure 4.1) represented

by a black line and Torrent de l’Olla (Fig. 4.1d) in red at 6 m height during the period from 17th to 20th November 2015.

Figure 4.11 shows 16 out of the 70 hourly BC vertical dispersion profiles at the deep canyon with

the aim of investigating the ability of the model to reproduce the temporal variability in this site.

Note that here we use CALIOPE-Urban results with the default mesoscale inputs with no correction.

The measured profiles (black dots) are subject to significant temporal changes during the period of

study. We find specially relevant the high BC concentrations measured during night-time (oscillating

between 2000 and 12000 ng m−3) and the sudden increase during rush-hours (ranging between 2500

and 16000 ng m−3) with the concentration maxima being recorded at the height of 17.5 m at 9 UTC

on Wednesday 18th. The shape of the measured profile is typically very homogeneous and it shows

higher BC concentrations closer to the ground during rush-hours.
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Figure 4.11: Modelled BC concentration vertical profile and observations in the street canyon of Torrent de l’Olla for the period

from 17th to 20th November 2015. Chronologically, starting from top-left panel at 13 UTC and then following with bottom panels

and right panels, the different panels show the BC concentration profile at a specific hour. The dots are observations and the

modelled contributions of groups of street segments and background are represented with colours.
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In the figure we see that the observed concentration levels have a higher variability than the model,

reaching values close to 15000 ng/m3 at hours with high traffic intensity (i.e. 6-9 UTC and 18-21

UTC). In contrast, the model does not reach 7500 ng/m3 on those hours, which represents the lower

bound of the agreement range, given the very low contribution from the nearest street segments and

the sometimes low contribution from background. Regarding the profile shape, observations are very

homogeneous in the vertical at any time including traffic peak hours. In Figure 4.11g,i,n,o we see that

the model reproduces the profile shape well, proving some positive indication about the assumption

that mixing between background and street air depends on atmospheric stability and urban geometry

as described in Chapter 2. Regarding the local traffic contributions, the nearest street segments (red)

give a low contribution to the BC concentrations and the segments within 382 m, including the street

with an AADT of 55000 vehicles per day, produce the largest contribution.

We find that the model results during hours with convective boundary layer (11-13h in Figure

4.11aeip) do not reproduce the shape of the observations. Figure 4.11ae show observed profiles with

higher concentrations close to the ground, while the model provides a more constant profile mainly

dominated by the background concentrations (pink colour). This may indicate that the model does

not adequately simulate the traffic emissions at that time. In addition, Figure 4.11i shows a very low

modelled profile in comparison with observations that could be due to excessive vertical mixing or

lack of background concentrations. In the figure, the shape of the background is uniform and probably

very underestimated in most cases.

With respect to the modelled profile shape during the morning rush-hours, which mainly occur

during the transition from stable to convective PBL (6-8h in Figure 4.11hno), we find that the model

gives adequate shapes and concentration levels, within the agreement range. For example, the model

follows the observed profile shape at 7UTC on the 19th (Fig. 4.11h) giving concentration values around

the lower bound of the agreement range. The profile shape is composed by: a marked background

contribution (pink) at roof-top level (50% of the total) that decreases towards the ground (15%) due to

its atmospheric stability dependence (i.e. more stable less mixing between over-roof and street air); a

local traffic contribution that is higher close to the ground (85%) and decreases towards roof-top level

(50%) and is mostly marked by the high traffic intensity street at 240 m (green). This result is a good

example of how our parameterisation of the vertical mixing to estimate background concentrations

within the street that considers atmospheric stability and urban geometry works.

Some model limitations are identified in the profiles, particularly during the evening rush-hours.

This period is characterized by the transition from the convective to stable PBL and an increase of

the traffic intensity between 17-21UTC. In Figure 4.11bfjk, the results of the model follow a different

shape compared with the observations, where the maximum concentrations are observed near the

ground as a clear signal of the increase in traffic emissions. However, the model is not able to capture

such increase and the concentrations are notably decreasing towards the ground. We would expect a
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similar result as the one seen during the morning rush-hours (Figure 4.11hno). Possible explanations

to this model result point to the background concentrations, the vertical mixing of the background

with the direct traffic emissions, and the traffic emission temporal profiles. First of all, the background

concentrations are significantly lower compared with the observations, which if adjusted; the model

bias would be significantly reduced. The reason of such underestimation at the mesoscale is not clear,

but could be in part attributed to an underestimation of emissions. Regarding the vertical mixing,

the atmospheric stability in the model is already strong enough during that period that results in an

overestimated relaxation of the vertical mixing of the background concentrations within the street-

canyon. This results in a marked decrease of the background contribution to the BC concentration

towards the surface. Finally, the contribution of the direct traffic emissions appears to be significantly

low in the model compared with the morning rush-hours (Figure 4.11hno). During the morning,

this contribution explains more than 80% of the total BC concentration at surface, while during the

evening period only a 30-50%. This may be explained by an underestimation of the emissions due

to an inaccurate emission temporal profile for the traffic. However, it is important to highlight that

the peak in traffic emissions happens in periods where the PBL is strongly increasing or decreasing.

Some small temporal shifts in either traffic emissions or the PBL may have a strong impact in the

model concentrations due to the vertical mixing and dilution processes.

Other vertical profiles are provided in the appendix. We find similar model behavior in the street

canyon at Villarroel Street (Figure B.4). For example, at 7-8 UTC the observed pattern is very

similar in the street canyon (Figure B.4) and in the deep canyon (Figure 4.11hno) but the model

shape differs. The main difference between these two cases is that the street canyon is located in the

highly trafficked Eixample district (Fig. 4.1e) and the measurement site is exposed to 17000 vehicles

per day on the nearest street segment and 35000 vehicles per day in a street at 100 m distance from

the measurement site. Thus, the direct contribution from the local traffic is greater than in the deep

canyon. In the case of the open area at Plaza de España (Fig. 4.1f), in Figure B.3 we show that

modelled profiles are mostly influenced by the high traffic intensity (AADT about 50000 vehicles per

day) in the nearest street segment to the measurement site. Close to the ground, the model shows

an intense signal coming from the nearest segments that decreases fast while rising to higher floors.

This behaviour is very different compared to the deep canyon that maintains the direct contribution

from traffic at different floors in the street. The winds are assumed to be stronger in open areas

than in street canyons enhancing the dispersion of pollutants. However, the observations show an

homogeneous profile in the vertical that may be due the accumulation of BC within the network of

streets surrounding the measurement site.
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4.4 Conclusions

In this work we investigate the skills of CALIOPE-Urban, a computationally efficient solution to

model urban street-scale steady-state air pollution dispersion, to simulate BC dispersion profiles in

compact cities using observational data from an experimental campaign in Barcelona city (Spain).

The observational dataset covers a wide range of urban geometries, including open roads and street

canyons, showing a deep fall-off in the horizontal dispersion profiles within the initial 5-10 m and a

very homogeneous vertical profile that does not reach background concentrations within the build-

ing height. CALIOPE-Urban simulations using mesoscale data (i.e. meteorology and background

pollutant concentrations) and COPERT-derived hourly road traffic emissions as input are compared

with observed dispersion profiles first. Then, we analyse the sensitivity of the system to changes in

background and wind speed and direction by using observations instead of modelled results. In addi-

tion, we analyse the impact of considering calculated emissions on a second-by-second basis using a

combination of a microscopic traffic model and an instantaneous emission model. Finally, we analyse

the modelled temporal variability compared with an observed vertical dispersion profile in a deep

street canyon during four days.

At the horizontal profiles, we find that the model reproduce the profile shape well including

a steeper fall-off within the initial 5-10 m, which is more pronounced in the observations. Potential

causes of this marked initial fall-off on the observations are the traffic turbulence in the vehicular wake,

air pollutants recirculation and particle deposition/resuspension. These are processes that we do not

currently explicitly resolve at street level in the system. In the vertical, the model generally reproduces

the homogeneity of the observed profile well. We find that our methodology to estimate vertical mixing

based on atmospheric stability and urban geometry, which controls background concentration injection

within the street, gives better performance in street canyons than in open roads.

Regarding the sensitivity of the model to perturbing R-LINE model inputs, we find that correcting

background concentrations and wind speed and direction using observed values tends to produce a

better agreement with observations in the BC profiles compared with using uniquely mesoscale model

data as inputs. In the horizontal profiles, we find that correcting wind conditions provide a more

precise modelled profile. In the vertical profiles, we find that background correction plays a more

important role given the homogeneity of the profile. These results highlight the importance of the

inputs’ accuracy of meteorological fields and background concentrations using multiscale models to

resolve street-level pollutant dispersion. Regarding traffic emissions, we investigate the impact of

considering emissions derived from an instantaneous emission model (PHEMLight) instead of from an

average speed emission model (COPERT). We estimate the intra-hourly variability of traffic emissions

at each street segment combining a microscopic traffic simulator (AIMSUM) with PHEMLight, which

allows to explicitly include the congestion influence in the emission calculation. When applying the
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estimated intra-hourly variability to perturb hourly COPERT-derived emissions, we find that BC

modelled concentrations cover a wider range of values that contains the observed values in one of

the horizontal profiles measured in an open trafficked street. Thus, we find that CALIOPE-Urban is

sensitive to emission changes derived by an increase in temporal resolution from 1 hour to 1 min and

it partially explains the uncertainty of the horizontal modelled profiles.

With respect to the temporal variability of the BC vertical profiles, we find that the observations

give a higher variability than the model, which tends to underestimate BC concentrations in the

rush hours. This may be caused by underestimating background and traffic emissions in the system.

Furthermore we find that the model characterizes the profile dynamic well in many hours providing

evidence of the agreement of our method with observations when estimating the vertical distribution

of traffic pollutants in compact cities.

The high uncertainty on the emissions characterization of PM exhaust speciation that considers

practically equal EC and BC has a great impact when investigating the ability of a model to simulate

BC at high-resolution in Barcelona. This is due to the fact that in Barcelona it has been found

experimentally that BC concentrations double EC concentrations, an information that it is not avail-

able on the emission characterization side making more tedious the task of comparing model outputs

with observations. Thus, from our experience it would be relevant to gaining knowledge about robust

techniques to transform EC emissions to BC emissions in order to decrease the uncertainty in the

model evaluation exercise when dealing with BC concentrations.

This work is intended to contribute to the scientific community towards a greater understanding

of the BC dispersion profiles in compact cities like Barcelona for both observations and multi-scale

dispersion models. We consider that an observational dataset covering a broader spatio-temporal

context (e.g. different urban geometries during at least one year) of horizontal and vertical profiles

could help to make these modelling tools more robust to simulate horizontal and vertical BC dispersion

profiles.
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Chapter 5

Modelling the impact of excess

diesel-related NOX light duty vehicle

emissions on air quality in Barcelona city

5.1 Introduction

We present a study of the impact of excess diesel NOX emissions on air quality in Barcelona city

using CALIOPE-Urban. Excess diesel NOX emissions refer to the diesel NOX emissions surpassing

legal limits (i.e. the standards) in real-world driving conditions. It was initially documented by

Weiss et al. [2011] in Europe and Thompson et al. [2014a] in the United States (US), who conducted

a field study to measure NOX emissions under real-world driving conditions from three diesel cars

built by European manufacturers. They found that these cars complied with the US standards in

the laboratory testing but they were ’de-greened’ in real-world driving conditions emitting between

5 and 35 times the US standards. This finding and the subsequent studies aiming to estimate excess

diesel NOX emissions under real-world driving conditions in Europe and other world regions [e.g.,

Velders et al., 2011; Franco et al., 2014; Ntziachristos et al., 2016; Sjodin et al., 2018; Dallmann

et al., 2018, 2019] contributed to generate a sufficient knowledge base to enable robust studies on

its impact on air quality and health. Globally, for the year 2015 excess diesel NOX emissions have

been associated with 38000 PM2.5 premature deaths [Anenberg et al., 2017]. The impact of excess

diesel NOX emissions has been studied using mesoscale air quality models at low resolution (i.e. in

the scale of kilometres). Chronologically, Barrett et al. [2015] first investigated the impact of excess

diesel NOX emissions on PM2.5 concentrations for the cars manufactured by Volkswagen on United

States, applying a statistical method based on results from GEOS-Chem chemistry-transport model

at 50 km resolution for the years 2008 to 2015. At the global scale, the impact of excess diesel

NOX emissions in PM2.5 and ozone concentrations was investigated by Anenberg et al. [2017] for
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the years 2015 and 2040 using GEOS-Chem at 2° × 2.5°, downscaled to 0.1° × 0.1° resolution using

PM2.5 concentrations based on observations of remote sensing aerosol optical depth. On Berlin, the

impact on air quality of NO2 concentrations derived by excess diesel NOX emissions were studied

by Von Schneidemesser et al. [2017], who applied the mesoscale model WRF-Chem at 1 km × 1 km

resolution with the TNO-MACIII emission inventory during July 2011, focused on diesel light-duty-

vehicles (LDV) omitting Euro 4 vehicles using a top-down technique to estimate their emissions. On

Germany, the impact of PM2.5 and ozone concentrations derived by excess diesel NOX emissions on

health and the derived costs were studied by Chossière et al. [2017] using GEOS-Chem at 0.25° ×

0.3125° resolution for the year 2013 and later applying a similar methodology to estimate the impact

over Europe [Chossière et al., 2018]. Lastly, over Europe too, it was studied by Jonson et al. [2017]

who used the EMEP/MSC-W chemical transport model at 0.1° × 0.1° resolution for the year 2013.

Despite all the aforementioned studies, and to the best of the author’s knowledge, the impact of

excess diesel NOX emissions has not yet been studied using high-resolution pollutant concentrations

(i.e. in the scale of metres) provided by a consistent multi-scale modelling approach from mesoscale

to street-scale as suggested for impact studies by Borge et al. [2018]. This issue remains critical

considering the current scientific evidence suggesting that short-term effects of air pollution may

cause detrimental effects on citizens’ health, particularly among vulnerable populations [e.g., Barnett

et al., 2005; Lanki et al., 2006; Villeneuve et al., 2006; Chiusolo et al., 2011; Chen et al., 2012; Liang

et al., 2019].

In this chapter we present an assessment of the impact of excess diesel-related NOX emissions

of LDV on Barcelona city’s air quality at multiple spatial resolutions. We focus on NO2 because

Barcelona city has been exceeding the annual limit value set up by the European Air Quality Directive

(40 µg m−3) since the year 2000 and there is sufficient evidence on its effect on citizen’s health.

PM2.5 concentrations are not considered in this study to focus on NO2, the air pollutant exceeding

legal hourly limits in the period of study. We do not study the impact on CO2 because it has been

found that both diesel and petrol cars emit similar amounts of this gas under real-world driving

conditions [Helmers et al., 2019]. We estimate NO2 concentrations over Barcelona city during a

period of 2 weeks, which includes an air pollution episode. We model NO2 concentrations at 4 km,

1 km and street-level resolution (i.e. 20 m) using the multiscale modelling system CALIOPE-Urban

(Figure2.6d in Chapter 2) for two scenarios: Baseline and Standard limits diesel NOX emissions. The

Baseline scenario represents real-world driving conditions and the Standard limits scenario represents

diesel emissions complying legal standards. We first compare the simulated NO2 at street level with

CALIOPE output data at 4 km (CALIOPE-4km) and 1 km (CALIOPE-1km) resolution during the

study period for the Baseline scenario for the available monitoring stations in Barcelona. We then

run the scenario of excess diesel NOX emissions for the three resolutions to obtain a model property

associating NO2 concentrations with the difference between concentrations from each scenario. We
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apply the obtained association to assess the potential change in observed concentration levels if diesel

LDV would have complied with legal European standards during the air pollution episode. We end

by investigating which areas of the city received a higher impact in the locations where vulnerable

citizens develop their daily activities.

Additionally, we investigate the added value of applying a street-scale air quality modelling tool

by comparing the estimated high-spatial-resolution (i.e. in the scale of metres) NO2 concentrations

against the results of the mesoscale model with lower spatial resolution (i.e. in km scale). Our

hypothesis is that impact studies (i.e. air quality, health) based on modelling data of pollutant

concentrations at high-spatial-resolution in cities result in more adverse effects as outcome than those

using lower resolution models. In the research literature, most works aiming to investigate the influence

of model spatial resolution on air quality and health deal with resolutions from 36 to 1 km [e.g.,

Arunachalam et al., 2006; Pay et al., 2014; Thompson et al., 2014b; Paolella et al., 2018; Jiang

and Yoo, 2018], which are not sufficient to capture intra-urban and near-roadway exposure gradients

[Greco et al., 2007; Karner et al., 2010; Borge et al., 2014]. To capture these gradients, epidemiological

studies related to air pollution are applying models at finer resolutions. For example, Khreis et al.

[2018] estimated the burden of childhood asthma in Bradford (UK) using a land use regression model

and an urban dispersion model at 100 m × 100 m resolution. In addition, Achakulwisut et al. [2019]

calculated globally the annual number of new paediatric asthma cases imputable to NO2 exposure

using NO2 concentrations from a land use regression model at 100 m × 100 m resolution developed

by Larkin et al. [2017].

We are aware of the limitations of our study, which could have errors in the simulation of the

pollutant concentrations derived by uncertainties propagated from emissions, meteorology, background

concentrations, etc.. Conversely, the fact that CALIOPE-Urban and its lower resolution input provider

CALIOPE have been evaluated by Benavides et al. [2019] and Pay et al. [2014] among others support

the assumption that our methodology is reliable to conduct this study.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents and describes the observational dataset

and model setup used to define the emission scenarios for the period of study. Section 5.3 presents

and discusses the emissions and air quality modelling results. Finally, Section 5.4 summarizes our

main conclusions.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Domain and period of study

We choose Barcelona city (Figure2.6d in Chapter 2), which covers an area of 101 km2, for this study

because it is a densely populated and trafficked (about 5500 vehicles km−2) urban area where the

majority of passenger cars are diesel (65 %) [Barcelona City Council, 2017a]. The road transport is
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the main contributor to the chronic NO2 exceedances that have been recorded since the year 2000

in the city. According to the local Public Health Agency about 70% of its 1.6 million citizens were

exposed to NO2 concentration levels above the annual air quality limit value in 2017. These NO2

exposure levels were associated with about 929 premature deaths in Barcelona city in 2017 [Agència

de Salut Pública Barcelona, 2018].

The simulation period for the case study is from the 9th to the 25th of November 2017. During

this period the NO2 hourly limit set up by the European AQD (200 µg m−3) was exceeded two

times at the Gràcia-Sant Gervasi (i.e. Gràcia) traffic monitoring station in Barcelona. The registered

high concentration levels were a consequence of an air pollution episode characterized by a strong

atmospheric stability and temperature inversion, stagnated air, calm winds and low precipitation.

The selection of the year 2017 is also motivated by the fact that during that year a remote sensing

campaign was performed in multiple locations of Barcelona city, which allowed to obtain a dataset of

real-world measured emissions and vehicle fleet composition profiles [Barcelona City Council, 2017a].

5.2.2 Observational datasets

We use hourly NO2 concentrations reported by the official monitoring network in Catalonia (XVPCA)

for the year 2017 in the only two traffic stations available in Barcelona (i.e. Gràcia and Eixample)

and in one of the urban background stations (Palau Reial) as shown in Figure2.6d in Chapter 2. The

measurements are applied to analyse the model performance at different resolutions.

5.2.3 CALIOPE-Urban configuration

We use CALIOPE-Urban using the configuration described in Chapter 2 with some modifications.

For the mesoscale model, the simulations are initialised with the ECMWF reanalyses (ERA-Interim),

the boundary conditions for chemistry from CAMS reanalysis of atmospheric composition and the

pollutant emissions are obtained from the HERMESv3 multi-scale atmospheric emission modelling

framework [Guevara et al., 2019a,b]. For the European parent domain (EU-12km) HERMESv3 is run

using the TNO-MACIII inventory [Kuenen et al., 2014] for European countries and the HTAPv2.2

inventory [Janssens-Maenhout et al., 2015] for countries outside Europe. For the nested mesoscale

domains covering the Iberian Peninsula (IP-4km) and Catalonia (CAT-1km) the same approach is

applied except for Spain, where high resolution detailed emissions are estimated using the bottom-up

module of HERMESv3. To obtain high-resolution concentration maps for the entire Barcelona city,

we set the domain over Barcelona city as the minimum rectangle where Barcelona municipality is

contained and extended it by 250 m buffers that include the highways surrounding the city (Figure

2.6d in Chapter 2). This domain is covered by a regular receptor grid of 20 m resolution.
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5.2.3.1 Road traffic emissions

Road traffic emissions are estimated using the bottom-up traffic emission module from HERMESv3

[Guevara et al., 2019b] for the IP-4km and CAT-1km mesoscale domains as well as for the BCN-

20m urban domain, which allows maintaining a consistency between the different scales. Estimated

hourly link-level vehicle emissions are mapped onto the gridded mesoscale domains (IP-4km and

CAT-1km) and adapted to the requirements of R-LINE using spatial operations and writing functions

implemented within HERMESv3. In all three cases, HERMESv3 estimates hot and cold exhaust road

transport emissions combining the tier 3 method described in the 2016 EMEP/EEA air pollutant

emission inventory guidebook (fully incorporated in the COPERT 5 software) with a digitized traffic

network that contains specific information by road link for daily average traffic, mean speed circulation,

temporal profiles and vehicular park profiles. For the city of Barcelona, this information was obtained

from multiple sources, including: the local automatic traffic counting network, the results of a remote

sensing device campaign [Barcelona City Council, 2017a] and the TomTom historical average speed

profiles [TomTom, 2019] based on data gathered in 2015 and 2016. The emissions from HERMESv3

incorporate an extended set of streets that were not present in the NO2 evaluation of Chapter 3.

HERMESv3 also estimates non-exhaust PM traffic emissions, including road-surface, tyre and brake

wear and resuspension. For wear emissions, the emission factors proposed by the 2016 EMEP/EEA air

pollutant emission inventory guidebook are used. In the case of resuspension the emission factors are

derived from a measurement campaign performed in Barcelona [Amato et al., 2012]. In HERMESv3,

the correction factors taking into account mileage (i.e. degradation factors) that were reported by

COPERT 5 only for gasoline vehicles are extended to diesel vehicles. For EURO 2 and EURO 3,

this extension considers a deterioration of tailpipe NOX emissions of 22 % and 10 % respectively,

as suggested by Chen and Borken-kleefeld [2016]. Additionally, Grange et al. [2019] have recently

found a marked temperature dependence for diesel LDV on NOX emissions that it is not integrated in

COPERT 5. However, the potential impact in Barcelona may be low compared with northern cities,

where temperatures below zero degrees are easily reached in winter.

Apart from road transport, HERMESv3 also estimates the emissions released from other anthro-

pogenic sources, namely power and manufacturing industries, residential and commercial combustion,

other mobile sources (i.e. agricultural machinery, landing and take -off cycles in airports, shipping

activities in ports and recreational boats) and agricultural activities. All these emission sources are

considered in the mesoscale model and their contributions are taken into account in the street-scale

model through the background concentrations.
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5.2.4 Emission scenarios

Two emission scenarios are defined to quantify the effect of excess diesel-related NOX in Barcelona

City: (i) the Baseline scenario and (ii) the Standard limits scenario. We define the Baseline scenario as

our best estimate of NOX emissions under real-world driving conditions for Barcelona city in 2017. We

assume that HERMESv3 currently incorporates emissions representing real-world driving conditions.

This hypothesis is based on three different facts, namely: (i) the use of COPERT 5 real-world adjusted

NOX emission factors for EURO 5 and 6 diesel vehicles, (ii) the inclusion of mileage correction factor

for diesel vehicles based and (iii) the good agreement observed between the emission factors estimated

by HERMESv3 and measured during the Remote Sensing Device (RSD) campaign performed in

Barcelona [Barcelona City Council, 2017a] (Figure 5.1). As shown in Figure 5.1, the combination

of COPERT 5 emission factors with the degradation factors produces reasonably agreement with

the RSD-derived NOX emission factors for the most present EURO categories. COPERT-derived

emission factors were calculated considering an average speed of 28 kmh−1, the same one at which

RSD measurements were performed. This speed value is within the range of the common vehicle’s

average speed within the urban area of Barcelona [Barcelona City Council, 2017b]. In Table 5.1, the

two vehicle fleet distributions used in HERMESv3 for Barcelona city are shown. The profiles divide

the road network within Barcelona city into 2 zones (i.e. ring roads and urban streets within these ring

roads) to consider differences in the composition of the circulating vehicles. Diesel LDV predominate

in both the urban fleet (60.2%) and in the ring roads (61.6%) vehicle fleet distributions. The main

difference between both distributions is that diesel trucks are more frequent in the ring roads (8%)

than in the inner city (1%), while mopeds are not allowed to circulate in the ring roads (0% versus

2.6%).
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Table 5.1: HERMESv3 vehicle fleet for Barcelona city (%). The urban area represents the region within the sorrounding ring

roads and the ring roads represent the highways sorrounding the city. Only the vehicle categories with a percentage higher than

1 are shown.

Vehicle type Fuel Euro category Urban area (%) Ring roads (%)

EURO 2 2.1 2.2

EURO 3 8.2 8.5

Passenger cars Diesel EURO 4 13.0 13.2

EURO 5 13.7 14.0

EURO 6 9.5 9.7

EURO 2 0.6 0.7

EURO 3 2.7 2.7

Light commercial vehicles Diesel EURO 4 4.0 4.1

EURO 5 5.6 5.7

EURO 6 0.8 0.8

Passenger cars Petrol all 19.5 20.0

Light commercial vehicles Petrol all 0.3 0.3

Motorbikes Petrol all 11 6.5

Mopeds Petrol all 2.6 0

Trucks Diesel all 1 8

Buses Diesel all 2.4 1.2

Buses Natural gas all 1.0 0.3

Buses Hybrid all 0.5 0.3

Figure 5.1: Comparison between diesel passenger cars emission factors (gkm−1) derived from a RSD campaign performed in

Barcelona [Barcelona City Council, 2017a] and emission factors reported by different versions of the COPERT emission factor

model. Emission factors are estimated at an average speed of 28 kmh−1. RSD is red, COPERT 5 using degradation factor is blue,

COPERT 5 is grey and COPERT 4 is white.
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On the other hand, the Standard limits scenario represents the NOX emissions that diesel LDV

would ideally have if these vehicles were compliant with the EU legal limits [European Commission,

2007]. For this scenario, we assume that emission limits should not be exceeded for light passenger

and commercial vehicles under real-world driving conditions following the European Commission

regulation 2016/646. The real-world traffic NOX emissions estimated by HERMESv3 are transformed

to emissions complying with the EU legislation using the scaling factors developed by Anenberg et al.

[2017] for diesel LDV from EURO 3 to EURO 6. These scaling factors are reported by vehicle type

and EURO category and are based on an extensive review of previous works measuring real-world

vehicle’s emissions. The scaling factors are used to estimate standard limit emissions by correcting the

real-world NOX emission factors considered in HERMESv3 for each vehicle type and EURO category.

In the present study, emissions from older diesel LDV (i.e. pre-EURO1, EURO1 and EURO2) are not

considered in the scaling process due to their low share reported in the vehicle composition profiles

(about 3%). Similarly, no scaling factors are applied to diesel HDV and bus emissions, since they only

represent about 1% and 2.4% of the circulating vehicle fleet composition within the city.

Table 5.2: Diesel LDV real-world emission factors from HERMESv3 estimated at 28 kmh−1, EU legal emission limits and standard

limit scaling factors for NO[X] adopted from Anenberg et al. [2017]

Vehicle type Fuel Euro category Real-world NOX (gkm−1) NOX emission limit (gkm−1) Standard limit scaling factor

EURO 3 0.88 0.50 0.60

LDV Diesel EURO 4 0.66 0.25 0.31

EURO 5 0.69 0.18 0.23

EURO 6 0.57 0.08 0.17

Besides the COPERT 5 constants used to calculate vehicle emission factors, the bottom-up traffic

module of HERMESv3 also includes scaling factor parameters (defined as 1 by default) that user can

modify to tune the original emissions. This functionality is used in the present work for adjusting

the default EURO 3 to EURO 6 diesel LDV emissions based on the scaling factors reported by

Anenberg et al. [2017]. One of the main uncertainties of our methodology is to assume constant scaling

factors. The COPERT 5 original emission factors considered in HERMESv3 are speed-dependent and,

therefore, the scaling factors to make them complying with the European legal standards should also

depend on the average speed. For instance, the emission factors for diesel passenger cars EURO 5

at an average speed of 20, 28 and 80 kmh−1 are 0.79, 0.69 and 0.48 gkm−1, respectively. Therefore,

the associated scaling factors to make them complying with the legislation should be 0.22, 0.26 and

0.37. Using static scaling factors based on an average speed of 28 kmh−1 may imply that in certain

streets we are underestimating or overestimating the emission reductions. While this assumption will

probably have a low impact at the city level (i.e. compensation of under and overestimations) it may

have a larger effect in specific streets where the average speed differs significantly from the 28 kmh−1

reference value.
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5.2.5 Excess diesel NOX emissions

Table 5.3 shows the annual NO, NO2 and total NOX traffic emissions estimated for Barcelona city for

the Baseline and the Standard limits scenarios. We find that NOX traffic emissions would decrease

around a 27% if diesel LDV would comply with EU standard limits. The decrease is much higher

when looking at primary NO2 emissions (49%). This is explained by the larger contribution of NO2

primary emissions from diesel LDV compared to other vehicles. For example, Carslaw et al. [2016]

estimated the trend in NO2/NOX ratio for cars based on a remote sensing campaign from 2012 and

2013. They found that the ratio for diesel cars EURO 4, 5 and 6 ranges from 25% to 34% and for

petrol cars of the same EURO categories ranges from 5% to 12%.

Table 5.3: Estimated annual NO, NO2, and NOX traffic emissions (Tg) for the year 2017 in Barcelona for all the vehicle types for

the Baseline and Standard limit scenarios, and the reduction in traffic emissions (%) that is calculated by (Baseline - Standard

limits) ÷ Baseline.

Configuration Name NO NO2 NOX

Baseline 5348 1331 6679

Standard limits 4163 681 4844

Reduction in traffic emissions (%) 22% 49% 27%

Figure 5.2 shows the spatial distribution of NOX traffic emissions in Barcelona city at road-link

level for both scenarios and their relative percentage difference. The impact on NO2 emissions, with

a relative difference ranging from 40 to 60%, is greater than it is on NO, ranging from 20 to 40%.

Conversely, the relative difference in NOX emissions is ranging from 0 to 10% in the harbour area

(where the fleet is dominated by heavy duty vehicles), from 20 to 30 % in the very built-up city centre

district, and from 30 to 40 % on most of the other districts in the city and the ring roads.
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Figure 5.2: Estimated annual NO, NO2 and total NOX traffic emissions (kgkm−1) for the year 2017 in Barcelona city for the

entire vehicle fleet for both Baseline and Standard limits scenarios, and the relative percentage difference computed using the

Baseline as reference value.

5.3 Results

Section 5.3.1 shows the model performance for the Baseline scenario. Section 5.3.2 presents the impact

of excess NOX diesel LDV emissions on modelled concentrations and the role of spatial resolution

on this impact assessment. In Section 5.3.3, we derive modelled concentration relationships between

Baseline and Standard limits scenario to estimate the potential change on NO2 observations.

5.3.1 Model evaluation of the Baseline scenario

In this section we present the evaluation of the Baseline scenario run using the performance metrics

described by Chang and Hanna [2004]. The performance statistics used here are the fraction of model

results within a factor of two of observations (FAC2), the correlation coefficient (R), the mean bias

(MB) and the root mean square error (RMSE). The mathematical expressions of these statistics can be

found in the Appendix A. CALIOPE-Urban is run locating a receptor at 3 m height in the monitoring

site coordinates. For the mesoscale model the value from the cell falling over the site is used.

Table 5.4 shows the statistics computed using the modelled and measured concentrations at each
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one of the selected observational sites (Section 5.2.2). Figure 5.3 shows the NO2 average daily cycle

during weekday and weekend at the Gràcia urban traffic station. In both cases, we compare the results

of the CALIOPE-4km, CALIOPE-1km, and CALIOPE-Urban runs to assess the difference in perfor-

mance derived from the increase of the modelling system’s spatial resolution. As mentioned before,

the study period is characterized by very high NO2 concentration levels (e.g. average concentration

of 78 µg m−3 in Gràcia station) and the system generally tends to underestimate them. Regarding

the mesoscale results, it is observed that both CALIOPE-4km and CALIOPE-1km largely underesti-

mate observed concentrations at the two urban traffic sites (MB between -34.01 µg m−3 and -21.26

µg m−3). At these two sites, the increase of spatial resolution from 4km to 1km does not provide

significant improvements of the model performances (i.e. decreasing NO2 bias by only around 2 µg

m−3). These results are in-line with previous findings evaluating the CALIOPE system at multiple

horizontal resolutions [Pay et al., 2014]. At the urban background site, the increase of spatial reso-

lution from 4km to 1km even degrades the performance of the system, with CALIOPE-1km largely

underestimating NO2 concentrations. The difference in performance between the mesoscale model

runs may be caused by the so-called double penalty in which mesoscale models incur when used at

high resolutions. Spatio-temporal errors in winds may have stronger impact in higher resolution runs

due to the lack of numerical diffusion inherent to coarser resolution runs.

CALIOPE-Urban performs well (i.e. MB equals -5.53 µg m−3 and -5.17 µg m−3, respectively) at

the urban background site of Palau Reial (Figure2.6d in Chapter 2). The greatest difference between

CALIOPE-Urban and the mesoscale CALIOPE system performance is produced at Eixample and

Gràcia traffic sites (Figure2.6d in Chapter 2) due to the direct contribution of local traffic. At the

Gracia site, CALIOPE-Urban reduces the underestimation observed with the mesoscale system by

approximately 50% (MB equals -16.21 µg m−3), while there is a switch from underestimation to a slight

overestimation of the observed concentrations (MB equals 4.16 µg m−3). The different behaviours

observed at each site may be related to the specific characteristics of each location. While Eixample

is located at the highly trafficked centre of the city (Figure2.6d in Chapter 2), the signal of the traffic

emissions in the surrounding area of the Gràcia site is not as strong as in Eixample. In addition,

Gràcia site may be very influenced by the urban background coming from the city centre, which can

specially impact this site under stagnated air periods like the one studied in this work.

As shown in Figure 5.3, both the mesoscale (CALIOPE-4km, CALIOPE-1km) and street-scale

(CALIOPE-Urban) results are capable of reproducing the weekday and weekend averaged daily cycles

observed at the Gràcia site. The overall dynamic is well reproduced by all the modelled results,

CALIOPE-Urban providing higher and more accurate NO2 concentrations than the ones modelled

by CALIOPE-4km and CALIOPE-1km, particularly during the first half of the day and morning

peak. Comparing these results with the ones shown in the evaluation of April-May 2013 (Table 3.3 in

Chapter 3) we find that the model performance is very consistent. For both periods, CALIOPE-Urban
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tends to overestimate NO2 concentrations in the Eixample site while some underestimation is observed

at Gràcia site. This may be explained by the specific location of the receptors used to compare the

model with the observations or to uncertainties associated to the traffic emissions estimated with

HERMESv3 (see Section 3.3.3 about the main error sources of CALIOPE-Urban in Chapter 3). As

discussed in Section 4.3.2.3 of Chapter 4, the use of an average speed traffic emission model (i.e.

COPERT 5) does not allow to explicitly include the congestion influence in the emission calculation.

This may have an impact in locations like Gràcia, where may stop-and-go situation occur due to the

geometric and traffic light configurations of the streets surrounding the observational site.

Apart from that, we observe that the models tend to underestimate more NO2 concentrations

in the period from 9th to 25th of November 2017 than in April-May 2013. It can be explained by

the high NO2 concentration levels that were measured during the air pollution episode (14 to 24 of

November) characterized by very stable atmospheric conditions. We attribute the model’s bias during

such period to the difficulties of the meteorological mesoscale model WRF to reproduce very stable

atmospheric conditions.

Table 5.4: NO2 model evaluation statistics calculated at Palau Reial, Eixample, and Gràcia sites (Figure2.6d in Chapter 2)

from 9th to 25th November 2017. Statistics are computed with model hourly results of CALIOPE-4km, CALIOPE-1km and

CALIOPE-Urban domains. Bold numbers represent model results with better performance for each statistic and site.

Site Method FAC2 MB RMSE r

1. Palau Reial CALIOPE-4km 0.65 -5.53 27.78 0.58

CALIOPE-1km 0.54 -18.66 34.11 0.49

CALIOPE-Urban 0.62 -5.17 28.91 0.51

2. Eixample CALIOPE-4km 0.75 -21.26 35.97 0.57

CALIOPE-1km 0.76 -19.36 33.44 0.65

CALIOPE-Urban 0.86 4.16 31.27 0.57

3. Gràcia CALIOPE-4km 0.57 -34.01 48.81 0.48

CALIOPE-1km 0.57 -33.04 46.57 0.57

CALIOPE-Urban 0.81 -16.21 36.04 0.58
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Figure 5.3: NO2 average daily cycle at Gràcia site (Figure2.6d in Chapter 2) for the period from 9th to 25th of November 2017

for weekday and weekend. Observations are represented in black lines, CALIOPE-Urban in red, CALIOPE-1km in blue, and

CALIOPE-4km in green lines.

5.3.2 Impact of excess NOX diesel LDV emissions on NO2 modelled concentra-

tions

Table 5.5 shows the observed and modelled average NO2 concentrations at the three selected mea-

surement stations (Section 5.3.1) for the Baseline and the Standard limits scenarios, and their relative

percentage differences for the period of study. For all the working domains, the Standard limits sce-

nario was run using the same model configurations as in the Baseline scenario and only changing the

estimated road traffic emission inputs.

Table 5.5: Observed and modelled NO2 average concentrations (µg m−3) for the Baseline and the Standard limits scenarios

during the study period (9th to 25th November 2017). Modelled concentrations are presented for the mesoscale (CALIOPE-4km

and CALIOPE-1km) and street-scale (CALIOPE-Urban) systems. The relative difference (diff) is computed using the Baseline

as reference value.

monitoring site obs CALIOPE-4km CALIOPE-1km CALIOPE-Urban

Baseline Std limits diff (%) Baseline Std limits diff (%) Baseline Std limits diff (%)

Palau Reial (bg.) 47.0 41.4 35.6 13.9 28.6 24.0 16.3 41.3 33.6 18.6

Gràcia (traffic) 78.0 44.1 37.3 15.5 45.0 36.8 18.3 61.8 48.3 21.9

Eixample (traffic) 75.2 53.8 46.5 13.6 55.9 45.5 18.5 79.3 61.3 22.7

The average NO2 observed concentrations are significantly high at the three sites, specially at

the two traffic stations (around 75 µg m−3) where results almost duplicate the EU annual mean

concentration limit value (40 µg m−3). For the Baseline scenario, the CALIOPE-Urban provides

the best estimate when compared with observations as discussed in Section 5.3.1. As expected, the

reduction of diesel-related NOX emissions in the Standard limits scenario results in a decrease of the

modelled NO2 levels for all the working domains. Nevertheless, the magnitude of this decrease is not

uniform across the different domains; the higher is the model horizontal resolution the larger is the

absolute and relative differences of modelled concentrations beween emission scenarios. At the Palau
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Reial urban background site, relative decrease of modelled concentrations goes from 14 % (CALIOPE-

4km) to 16 % (CALIOPE-1km) and 18 % (CALIOPE-Urban), while at the duple Gràcia-Eixample

traffic sites the relative decrease moves from 14% (CALIOPE-4km) to 18% (CALIOPE-1km) and 22

% (CALIOPE-Urban). Our initial hypothesis that modelling air pollutant concentrations at high-

spatial-resolution in Barcelona city may produce more adverse effects as outcome than using lower

resolution models, is confirmed as we raise the resolution in the city. We find that at high-spatial-

resolution we better reproduce the observations in the city for both open areas and trafficked zones

and the impact of the scenario gets stronger. Therefore, we can infer that the 20 m resolution is giving

us the best image of what would really happen in the city.

Figure 5.4 shows the average NO2 concentration levels during the air pollution episode estimated

by CALIOPE-Urban at 20 m resolution for the Baseline and the Standard limits scenario and for their

relative percentage difference. We focus on the period with the highest concentration levels, including

the days in which the exceedances of the European hourly limit values (200 µg m−3) occurred at

Gràcia station (i.e. Fridays 17th and 24th). The Barcelona City Council’s air pollution episode

protocol establishes a first level of activation alert when hourly concentrations exceed the value of

140 µg m−3 at any of the official stations [Barcelona City Council, 2017c]. We take this value as the

reference to select the period with higher concentrations. This period starts on the 14th of November

and finishes on the 24th of November 2017.

The largest differences between scenarios (i.e. ranging from 25% to 30 %) are found in the areas

with the highest NOX traffic emissions (Figure 5.2). These areas are mainly the ring roads and

some major streets that act as the main entrance routes towards the city centre. Additionally, some

districts are more affected than others to the excess diesel emissions mainly due to the combination

of the aspect ratio of the streets and the traffic intensity. The Eixample district is one of the most

affected by the different scenarios. In the harbour surrounding area, the modelled impact is lower

than in other parts of the city due to the high share of diesel HDV operating there (around 45% of

the total circulating vehicles). As mentioned before, these results are due to the fact that we have

neglected the excess diesel trucks NOX emissions in this study. Overall at the Barcelona city level,

the relative percentage difference between emission scenarios is above 20%.
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Figure 5.4: Average NO2 concentrations during the air pollution episode (14th to 24th November 2017) for Baseline scenario,

Standard limits scenario and the relative percentage difference computed using the Baseline as reference value.

5.3.2.1 The role of spatial resolution

To better understand the impact of the emission changes in different streets of the city and the role

of the spatial resolution, we analyze the change of NO2 concentrations between the Baseline and the

Standard limits scenario per type of station and level of concentration. The scatter plots from Figure

5.5 show the relationship between the hourly concentrations from the Baseline scenario (horizontal

axis) and the difference between scenarios (vertical axis) for the three modelling system resolutions (4

km, 1 km, 20 m) at the three selected stations (Section 5.3.1). For each modelling domain (CALIOPE-

4km, CALIOPE-1km and CALIOPE-Urban), the results shown in the left and right panels differ in

how the differences between scenarios (vertical axis) is calculated. The left panels represent the

absolute differences (Baseline scenario - Standard limits scenario, in µg m−3) while the right panels

represent the relative difference computed by dividing the absolute difference by the concentrations

from the Baseline scenario. In each panel, we also compute the regression lines and the coefficient

of determination for the weekday (black lines) and weekend NO2 concentrations (red lines). The

absolute difference panels (Fig. 5.5acegikmoq) show always an increase of the difference between the

two scenarios when we increase the NO2 concentrations. High correlations are found between the

absolute difference and the Baseline concentration in all cases for CALIOPE-4km and CALIOPE-

Urban (r2 above 0.7) and slightly small for CALIOPE-1km. The regression lines have an increasing

slope when we move from background to traffic sites during weekdays, and when we increase the model

resolution. However, not all model resolutions show the same steep increase in the response. The

mesoscale models, CALIOPE-4km and 1km, have similar slopes per type of station while CALIOPE-

Urban clearly differentiates the response between a background and a traffic site during weekday
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periods. The slope in Palau Reial and Eixample are 0.13 and 0.16 with CALIOPE-4km and 0.16 and

0.36 with CALIOPE-Urban. Note the similar behavior of the models during weekend periods, when

the sudden decrease in traffic emissions within the city results in a response mainly dominated by the

background concentrations. During weekend periods, the slopes in all stations and with all models

varies around 0.15.

When looking at the relative difference (Fig. 5.5bdfhjlnpr), a clear pattern arises from the results.

As discussed in Section 5.3.1, CALIOPE-Urban shows the best skills to represent both background

and traffic site concentrations. This fact results in a much clear response of the high-resolution model

to the scenario under study. The different response of the background and the traffic sites during

weekday and weekend is summarized with the CALIOPE-Urban results (Fig. 5.5flr). Traffic sites

show a marked difference between weekday and weekend that is not seen in the background site.

During weekdays, the traffic streets have a much significant response to the excess of NOX LDV

emissions when the NO2 concentration in the street increases (relative percentage differences increase

from 15 to 30% in Eixample site when the concentration increase). This can be explained by the

strong contribution of direct traffic emissions to the NO2 concentrations in the street-canyon. During

the rush hours, where traffic emissions are at their peak, the difference between scenarios in the NO2

concentrations is mainly dominated by the direct reduction of traffic emissions at the street segment,

while during night-time when there is less traffic at the specific street the response is mainly driven

by the urban background concentrations. The urban background concentrations show a much smooth

response to the change in emissions, though still significant (15-20% of relative percentage difference

across all concentration ranges). We need to consider that the urban background concentrations are

not only driven by the emissions from traffic of the city but by other emission sources within and

outside the city that remain unaltered by the change of diesel NOX emissions. This behaviour is

also observed during the weekends, where the results of CALIOPE-Urban in traffic stations behave

like the urban background station. All three sites show relative percentage differences around 20%

slightly decreasing with the concentration. Now, the effect of changing the LDV diesel emissions is

more significant with lower NO2 concentrations (negative slope). Although being counter-intuitive,

this can be explained by the fact that the traffic flow during weekends is significantly different than

during weekdays. During the weekends, the traffic in the city centre is very low and the peak occurs

in late Sunday at the ring roads and the main entrance streets. Thus, the emission change impact is

more evident in those roads than in the city centre, which is mainly dominated by the background

concentrations.

Although the mesoscale models already provide some information about the response of the system

to a change in the emissions within the city, the results are significantly underestimated when we

compare them to the CALIOPE-Urban. The two mesoscale models show a response less defined in

the relative difference scatter plots that indicates a limitation describing the dispersion within the
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Figure 5.5: Impact of excess diesel NOX emissions from LDV per street segment in Barcelona city. Colours represent the slope

(%) of the linear models associating the difference in NO2 concentrations between scenarios with the concentrations from the

Baseline scenario. The period goes from 9th to the 25th of November 2017.

streets. This result again confirms the need to use refined high-resolution models to assess the impact

of specific measures within a city and provides a better understanding of the role of the background

concentrations and the direct emission sources.

In summary, Figure 5.6 synthetizes the impact of the excess NOX diesel LDV emissions. It

quantifies how sensitive are the different street segments of the city to the excess NOX emissions. For

each street segment and for weekdays, we have computed the slope of the regression lines (in %) of

the absolute difference as estimated for Figure 5.5. This information is then plotted in Figure 5.6 to

clearly identify which street segments are more sensitive to the excess NOX diesel LDV emissions.

Thus, a street with a higher slope in % is expected to have a greater impact of the excess NOX

emissions than a street with a lower slope. The figure shows that the impact is higher in the very

built-up district in the city centre and in the ring roads surrounding the city, where there is more

traffic and the NOX emissions are higher. There, slopes range between 30-40%. It is interesting to

see that some segments of one specific street may behave differently even in distances below hundreds

of meters. Note that the figure only presents information in street segments where we have emissions

from traffic.
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Figure 5.6: Relationships between NO2 concentrations of Baseline and Standard limits scenarios using linear models at each road

link from the 9th to the 25th of November 2017 for weekdays.

5.3.3 Potential change on observed NO2 concentrations

In this section we investigate how the NO2 observation levels would change if the excess of NOX diesel

emissions would not have occurred. To allow a precise estimation of this change, it is necessary to

limit the model uncertainties and errors on the calculation. To do so we apply the behaviour identified

in the model (Section 5.3.2.1) in order to scale the observations to their potential value in the context

of the Standard limits scenario. We use the linear model’s equation derived in Figure 5.5 for the

relative difference as follows:

NO2limits = NO2obs−NO2obs · (i+ s ·NO2obs) (5.1)

where NO2obs is the concentration observed in one of the measurement sites, i is the intercept and

s is the slope of the regression line, and NO2limits is the potential concentration that the monitoring

site would measure in the Standard limits scenario.

Figure 5.7 summarises the potential change on observed NO2 concentration levels during the air

pollution episode (14th to 24th November 2017) derived from the introduction of the complying diesel
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Figure 5.7: Daily maximum NO2 concentrations (µg m−3) at (a) Palau Reial, (b) Gràcia and (c) Eixample measurement sites. The

solid lines represent actual observations (black), observations scaled with complying diesel LDV emissions based on CALIOPE-4km

resolution results (green), same based on CALIOPE-1km (blue), and CALIOPE-Urban (purple). Dashed lines represent activation

levels of the air pollution episode according to Barcelona City Council [2017c]: 140 µg m−3 is the first level of activation (yellow),

160 µg m−3 is for preventive warning (brown), and 200 µg m−3 is the episode declaration level (red).

LDV in Barcelona. Figure 5.7abc show the daily maximum NO2 concentrations at each one of the

monitoring stations. The horizontal dashed lines represent the different levels of activation of the

pollution episode protocol in Barcelona. The yellow line at 140 µg m−3 corresponds to the first

level of activation (i.e. attentive monitoring), the brown line at 160 µg m−3 is the second activation

level (i.e. preventive warning), and the red line at 200 µg m−3 is the level at which the episode is

declared. The black line represents the actual observations. The measurements show that the three

sites reached the first activation level, Eixample and Gràcia reached the second activation level (i.e.

3 and 4 times respectively) and only Gràcia reached twice the episode declaration level. Applying the

compliant diesel LDV emissions using Equation 5.1 (colour solid lines in Figure 5.7), we find that the

measurements under the Standard limits scenario would never exceed the activation levels in Palau

Reial, only the first level of activation twice in Eixample site if we use CALIOPE-4km results, ant the

preventive warning in Gràcia site three times with CALIOPE-4km. Note that using the CALIOPE-

Urban results only Gràcia station would exceed the first level of activation once for the whole episode,

none of the two other sites would exceed any activation level.

Gràcia site deserves special attention due to the exceedances of the hourly limit concentration

for episode declaration. In that site we find that all the model resolutions scale the observations

below the hourly limit. Thus, all resolutions agree that hourly NO2 concentrations would not exceed

the limit to declare the episode at any of the measurement sites in Barcelona if diesel LDV would

complied with the EU standard limits. In addition, we find relevant that the potential change of

observed NO2 based on CALIOPE-Urban results is greater than the potential change for the 4 km

and 1 km resolution models near the traffic. For example, on the 17th and the 24th in Gràcia site the

daily maxima were 219 µg m−3 and 216 µg m−3 respectively. The potential change on the observed

maxima these two days for CALIOPE-4km would be about 18% less, for CALIOPE-1 km about 29%

and for CALIOPE-Urban about 33%. For CALIOPE-Urban the potential change in observations due

to diesel LDV complying with standard limits results in only two exceedances of the first level of
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activation in the three sites.

We consider this methodology as a good estimate to scale actual observations to the ones that

would be observed under specific air quality scenarios. The model behavior described in Section

5.3.2.1 has shown to be robust enough to support this approach, and one could apply Equation 5.1

to an annual timeseries to quantify how the annual mean concentration would change under specific

emission scenarios.

5.4 Conclusions

In this Chapter, we applied CALIOPE-Urban to estimate NO2 concentration levels under two different

emission scenarios, Baseline and Standard limits, aiming to investigate the impact of NOX emission

exceedances from diesel LDV on air quality over Barcelona and to understand the impact of increasing

the resolution from 4km to 1km to 20 m resolution on the results. We study an air pollution episode

in November 2017 with very high NO2 concentration levels. During such an episode the vulnerable

population is affected more, being a clear example of health inequality. The year 2017 is chosen

because the most recent vehicle fleet characterization in Barcelona was done during that year. To the

best of our knowledge this work is the first of its kind investigating diesel LDV excess NOX emissions

impact over a city at high spatial resolution during an air pollution episode.

Modelled concentrations were evaluated against measurements for the base case scenario. The

model performance is similar to the evaluation at Chapter 3 with CALIOPE-Urban giving better

results close to traffic and similar to mesoscale at background stations. The change in modelled

emissions due to the decrease of emissions derived by the Standard limits scenario is clear, a decrease

on the order of 30% in total NOX and 50% in total primary NO2 is sustained on the entire city. This

translates in a reduction of NO2 concentrations at street-level around 14, 17, 20% using CALIOPE-

4km, CALIOPE-1km and CALIOPE-Urban, respectively.

We studied the impact of model resolution (4 km, 1 km, 20 m) by isolating the differences in

concentrations between scenarios using a simple relationship provided by linear models. We built

linear models associating the NO2 concentration differences between scenarios with the NO2 concen-

trations from the Baseline scenario. We first obtained this relationships at three traffic monitoring

site locations finding that increasing the spatial resolution the impact of the excess NOX diesel LDV

emissions is greater. This association becomes specially clear at the locations of the traffic monitoring

sites. We then extended this property to all the street segments of the entire city to investigate the

sensitivity of different areas of the city to the excess NOX emissions. We find that the areas with

higher NOX emissions that are located both in the very built-up city centre and in the ring roads are

the most sensitive to the excess of emissions. So a marginal increase on NO2 concentrations in these

areas is expected to have more impact derived by the excess of emissions than in other areas of the
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city. Our results indicate that high-resolution models should be the preferred option in cities with a

considerable traffic density when planning air quality and health impact assessment studies.

We applied the linear models associating NO2 concentration levels with the difference between

scenarios to investigate the potential impact of the excess NOX diesel LDV emissions on observed NO2

concentration levels. We find that the different activation NO2 levels of the protocol for air pollution

episodes from Barcelona City Council would not have been exceeded if the diesel LDV would complied

with standard EU limits. Citizens exposure during the air pollution episode is found to be highly

impacted by diesel LDV NOX excess emissions specifically for the vulnerable population in their daily

activity centers. Figure 5.8 shows the impact of excess diesel NOX LDV emissions at the locations

where children and older people develop some of their daily activities. The left panels show the average

NO2 concentrations at these locations during (24h) for the Baseline scenario. The right panels show

the average NO2 concentrations difference (%) between Baseline and Standard limits scenarios relative

to the Baseline scenario. Regarding children exposure, higher average NO2 concentrations (a) are

found at schools located in the very built-up district in the city centre (Eixample). This spatial

pattern coincides with the street segments that are more sensitive to the excess NOX diesel LDV

emissions (Section 5.3.2.1). Looking at the older people activity centers, a similar pattern occurs

(c,d). Thus, according to these results during the air pollution episode of November 2017 children

and older people in Eixample district were exposed to the highest NO2 concentration levels and were

the most impacted by the excess of NOX emissions from diesel LDV. This result is shown as example

of application of the impact study and as a motivation for future work.
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Figure 5.8: Average NO2 concentrations at activity centers for vulnerable population during the air pollution episode (14th to

24th November 2017). At schools, (a) represents the average NO2 concentrations for the Baseline scenario and (b) the relative

percentage difference computed using the Baseline as reference value. At older people activity centers, (c) is the average NO2

concentrations for the Baseline scenario and (d) is the relative percentage difference.

The impact of air quality model resolution has been proven to play a crucial role in this study,

showing that a higher resolution can explain more differences between scenarios in a dense city like

Barcelona and subsequently if applied to a health study, it can produce a pronounced health impact

result. Thus, caution shall be put in modelling studies where resolution are around the kilometer

scale knowing that there is a limitation on processes within the cities. This is the case of all the prior

studies dealing with the diesel NOX emissions scandal. This study is the first step of a research effort

to investigate the impact of the diesel LDV NOX emissions in Barcelona city and we plan to expand

it to other air pollution episodes and to a longer period of at least one year to estimate the impact

on citizens health.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and future works

In this thesis a coupling between mesoscale and street-scale air quality models has been developed

for Barcelona city (Spain). The new coupled system, CALIOPE-Urban, has been evaluated in spe-

cific studies for NO2 concentrations and BC dispersion within street-canyons, and further applied to

estimate the impact of excess diesel NOX emissions in Barcelona’s NO2 concentrations at different

spatial resolutions. The main results derived from these specific works are summarized in the follow-

ing Section 6.1, while a series of recommendations and research lines for future work are provided in

Section 6.2. Lastly, general comments about the future of cities are shared in Section 6.3.

6.1 Summary

In Chapter 2, a coupled system between regional and street-scale has been developed for urban air

quality forecasts. The main objective of the new system is the understanding of the main processes

governing air pollution in cities like Barcelona, widely heterogeneous and compact, and finding ways

to model it efficiently in terms of accuracy and computational resources for its final application as

a forecasting tool. Given that traffic was known to be the main contributor to air pollution in the

city, which can be spread to big cities around the world, we focused on refining the dispersion of

traffic pollutants within the streets. Our starting point was the mesoscale air quality forecasting

system CALIOPE, which is based on HERMES (emissions), WRF (meteorology) and CMAQ (chem-

istry) models, and provides detailed prediction of the state of the atmosphere at the kilometer scale

resolution. Previous works of the group and the scientific community have shown the limitations

of mesoscale models to represent the processes occurring at the street-scale within a city. In order

to fill the gap between the mesoscale and the street-scale we have proposed a new coupled system

between the CALIOPE mesoscale system and an urban scale component. The literature review led us

to choose a Gaussian model, the urban roadway dispersion model R-LINE, to simulate the dispersion

of air pollutants within the streets and use it as our urban scale component. Its low computational
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cost and open source code gave us flexibility to adapt the model to our needs (i.e. application over

an entire city and fast computation to provide urban air quality forecasts on time in the future).

The developments of the new modelling system, CALIOPE-Urban, have focused on Barcelona city

(Spain), but the methodology may be replicated for other cities in the future. In CALIOPE-Urban,

WRF drives pollutant dispersion and CMAQ provides background concentrations to R-LINE. Key

features of our system include the adaptation of R-LINE to street canyons, the use of a new method-

ology that considers upwind grid cells in CMAQ to avoid double counting traffic emissions, a new

method to estimate local surface roughness within street canyons, and a vertical mixing parametriza-

tion that considers urban geometry and atmospheric stability to calculate surface level background

concentrations.

In Chapter 3, an investigation of CALIOPE-Urban’s skills to simulate NO2 concentrations in

different streets of Barcelona city has been conducted. Our aim has been to produce more accurate

NO2 concentrations with CALIOPE-Urban, the coupled system, than with the mesoscale system alone

and give a more realistic representation of NO2 spatial distribution and temporal variability across

the city. Both CALIOPE and CALIOPE-Urban have been evaluated using two sets of observations.

The temporal variability has been evaluated against measurements from five traffic sites and one

urban background site for April-May 2013. While both systems have shown a fairly good agreement

at the urban background site, CALIOPE-Urban has shown better skills in traffic sites. The spatial

variability has been evaluated using 182 passive dosimeters that were distributed across Barcelona

during two weeks for February-March 2017. In this case, the coupled system has also shown a more

realistic distribution than the mesoscale system, which systematically underpredicts NO2 close to

traffic emission sources. Thanks to the use of model results and observations, we have shown that

traffic monitoring stations in Barcelona do not represent the highest NO2 concentrations in the city.

We have found the highest levels in heavily trafficked street canyons that are not well ventilated and

near the ring roads of the city. When exploring the main error sources, we have found that CALIOPE-

Urban gives higher errors (i.e. stronger underestimations) under stable conditions with light winds

and low PBL height than under more convective conditions, with stronger winds and higher PBL

heights. Overall CALIOPE-Urban has improved mesoscale model results, demonstrating that the

combination of both scales provides a more realistic representation of NO2 spatio-temporal variability

in Barcelona.

In Chapter 4, an evaluation of CALIOPE-Urban’s ability to simulate the dispersion of Black Car-

bon (BC) at street level in Barcelona city has been presented. CALIOPE-Urban results have been

compared with measurements of horizontal and vertical BC concentration profiles from an experimen-

tal campaign in heterogeneous urban settings. In the observations, we have found a deep fall-off on

the horizontal dispersion profiles within the initial 5-10 m and a very homogeneous vertical profile

that does not reach background concentrations within the building height. CALIOPE-Urban simu-
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lation using uniquely mesoscale data as input have been compared with observed dispersion profiles.

At the horizontal, we have found that the model reproduce the profile shape well including a steeper

fall-off within the initial 5-10 m, which is significantly more pronounced in the observations. In the

vertical profiles, the model has generally reproduced the homogeneity of the observed profile well.

Our methodology to estimate vertical mixing based on atmospheric stability and urban geometry has

given a better performance in street canyons than in open roads. We have investigated if the model

bias is reduced when meteorology and background concentration observations are provided as input

to R-LINE. We have found that correcting background concentrations and wind speed and direction

using observed values has produced a better agreement with observations in the BC profiles compared

with using uniquely mesoscale model data as inputs. The model showed more improvement correcting

wind conditions in the horizontal profiles, and background concentrations in the vertical profiles. In

addition, we have found that CALIOPE-Urban is sensitive to emission changes. We have estimated

the intra-hourly variability of emissions and applied it to perturb emission inputs to R-LINE. We

have found that BC modelled concentrations cover a wider range of values that contains the observed

values in one of the horizontal profiles measured in an open trafficked street. We have investigated the

temporal variability of the BC vertical profiles finding that the observations give a higher variability

than the model, which has underestimated BC concentrations in the rush hours. This work has been

helpful to gain a better understanding of the processes governing the dispersion of BC in Barcelona

city.

Finally in Chapter 5, the importance of resolving urban processes and providing high-resolution

pollutant concentration estimates has been explored from an applied perspective. CALIOPE-Urban

at 20 m horizontal resolution has been used to study the impact of excess diesel light duty vehicles

(LDV) NOX emissions on air quality in Barcelona city in comparison with CALIOPE at 4 km and

1 km resolutions. Excess diesel NOX emissions refer to the diesel NOX emissions surpassing legal

limits (i.e. the standards) in real-world driving conditions. We have studied an air pollution episode

in November 2017 characterised by very high NO2 concentration levels. Our hypothesis has been that

impact modelling studies over cities that are based on modelling data of pollutant concentrations at

around the kilometer resolution result in under-estimated effects as outcome compared with those

using high-spatial resolution. We have defined two modelling cases: (1) the Baseline scenario as our

best estimate of NOX emissions under real-world driving conditions for Barcelona city in 2017, and

(2) the Standard limits scenario as the NOX emissions that diesel LDV would ideally have if these

vehicles were compliant with the EU legal limits. Then, we have run both CALIOPE and CALIOPE-

Urban. Comparing the model results for both scenarios we have found that NOX traffic emissions

in Barcelona city would decrease about a 30% if diesel LDV would comply with EU legal limits. As

a consequence, NO2 concentrations at street-level have been found to be reduced about 14% using

CALIOPE 4 km, 17% using CALIOPE 1km, and 20% using CALIOPE-Urban. We have isolated the
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differences in concentrations between scenarios to study the impact of model resolution (4 km, 1 km,

20 m) using a simple relationship provided by linear models. We have found a greater impact of the

excess NOX diesel LDV emissions with an increasing model resolution. Aiming to understand the

impact of excess emissions in different areas of the city, we have applied the linear models derived

using CALIOPE-Urban to all the street segments of the city. We have found that the areas with

higher NOX emissions that are located both in the very built-up city centre and in the ring roads

are the most sensitive to the excess of emissions. Finally, we have investigated the potential impact

of the excess NOX diesel LDV emissions on observed NO2 concentration levels applying the linear

models associating NO2 concentration levels with the difference between scenarios. We have found

that the NO2 concentration activation levels of the protocol for air pollution episodes from Barcelona

City Council would not have been exceeded if the diesel LDV would have complied with the standard

EU limits. This work indicates that a higher resolution model like CALIOPE-Urban can explain more

differences between scenarios in a highly trafficked city like Barcelona. Thus, if applied to a health

study it can produce a more pronounced health impact result.

6.2 Future works

The research context for urban air pollution modelling studies involves many aspects among which we

highlight three of them for future scientific work: improvement of the model, improvement of the final

results and transferability of the results. Here, we suggest some research lines and recommendations

to follow in order to achieve scientific progress in the coming future in the mentioned aspects.

First, towards improving the ability of the multi-scale modelling system to resolve urban atmo-

spheric processes. We consider relevant to work on better understanding the interaction between

micro-scale meteorology and air pollutant dispersion. Specifically, it would be useful to work on

gaining understanding about the connection between micro-scale and mesoscale meteorology under

stable atmospheric conditions. In this thesis we have identified that CALIOPE-Urban underestimates

air pollutant concentrations under stagnated air conditions in periods of atmospheric inversion with

stability. It would be useful to work on reducing the bias of the meteorological mesoscale model when

simulating very stable atmospheric conditions. In addition, we recommend to incorporate in the

multiscale modelling chain the ability to reproduce the accumulation and recirculation of pollutants

in the street that may be crucial under these conditions at street-scale. Another aspect for future

work towards improving urban atmospheric processes is the street chemistry. In the last years, we

have recognized a growing interest from the epidemiological research community in having access to

high spatio-temporal resolution PM2.5 and ultrafine particles concentration data. Mesoscale models

have methodologies to estimate secondary particles formation that are necessary to provide a more

realistic estimate of the fine and ultrafine portion of particle concentrations. In contrast, there are
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very limited efforts on adapting these techniques to urban dispersion models. The same applies for

VOCs secondary gases that are not resolved yet at street-level within dispersion models. Conversely,

when planning the future of the city the three dimensions of the city would have to be considered.

To date we did not find any extensive model evaluation where models are shown to be very precise

reproducing at every height the air pollutant levels over entire cities. We suggest that more research

should be done to improve the ability of the models to simulate air pollution dynamics at every height

within the street.

Second, on how to improve the accuracy of the air pollutant concentrations provided by high-

resolution models. Several research groups are working on fusing modelled and observed data to

produce the most accurate air pollutant concentration maps of the city. In Chapter 4 we found

that model results can improve if more accurate inputs are used when estimating BC gradients in

Barcelona. A more complete observational dataset of air pollutant concentration gradients, both

horizontal and vertical, in different areas of the city could improve the ability to simulate concentration

levels. In addition, if this dataset would provide information on real-time it would be very helpful to

update the air pollutant concentration map produced by the model and to better predict the future

concentration levels. On the other hand, another research line is illustrated by Joseph Spadaro (World

Health Organization) in this personal communication (2nd August 2019) providing feedback about

CALIOPE-Urban: "it would be useful to derive a simple method that relies mainly on a few key

parameters that are more or less easily obtained by an analyst to make a "reasonable" prediction of

the exposure for use in an health impact assessment. There are many places around the world that do

not have required data or in-house expertise or financial resources to carry out the type of work you

have done". This can be potentially done combining model results with observational datasets from

new satellites that provide air pollutant concentrations with global coverage using machine learning

techniques. Another line is related to exposure studies, which are tending to be more dynamic by using

citizen position and other information from their mobile devices at changing locations through the

day to better characterize their exposure to air pollution. Thus, there is a growing importance of the

adequacy and specificity of high-resolution air pollutant modelled concentrations. A potential research

line could be to update the model information using localized information provided by citizens (e.g.,

amount of vehicles and vehicle types passing through a street) or urban infrastructure (e.g., static

cameras already placed in the city with the ability to recognize vehicle plates) to better characterize

emissions in the model.

Third, on the model applications and transferability of the results. There is a growing social trend

towards more informed citizens in both the causes and the consequences of air pollution. For example,

in Barcelona one of the co-founders of the civic platform for better air quality in Eixample district

Eixample Respira created a web application aiming to show parents the air pollutant concentration

levels that their children are exposed to in schools. It uses air pollution data for Barcelona city that has
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been recently opened by a start-up company. This increase of access to tailored air pollution data may

increase the pressure on decision makers and urban planners to improve urban health taking action

at community, urban and metropolitan levels. More informed citizens may ask for more transparent

decisions, using open data, opening model code sources and sharing the model configurations. Thus,

air quality models may tend to be exposed to a growing audience of informed citizens. In this context,

we suggest to work on better understanding when it is time to share and/or open the air pollution data

of the city answering the question: when is the result from the air pollution model precise enough to

share its results openly with the society? Conversely, an epidemiologist who has collaborated in this

thesis, David Rojas, highlighted the interest of his scientific community in source specific information.

They would like to know where are the pollutants coming from, for some specific episodes/scenarios,

places or human exposures. Ideally, they would like to have access to source specific information

in cities to make easier the diagnosis of urban health issues. We recommend to work on source

apportionment studies that combine all the scales, from the mesoscale to the street-scale. Lastly,

but not less important is the necessity to provide access to air quality models to citizens in general.

Nowadays, there are several initiatives involving citizens in science and decision making. However,

to the best of our knowledge there are no scientific projects that are sharing the air quality models

with citizen to involve them in designing scenarios of environmental policies to improve air quality in

cities. We recommend to share the technology of the air quality models with citizens in general, so

they can participate in designing the city of the future.

6.3 The city of the future - a new decision making culture

I envision a new culture of decision making based on data in the urban context in the coming 20

years in cities, specially in places where urban dynamics data will be accessible. The data layer will

become more accepted by citizens because it will be more robust and approximated to the reality.

Thus, citizens will make decisions based on this data layer that will contain historical, real-time and

future predictions of relevant urban health variables (e.g. air pollution, noise, heat, pollen, green and

exercise areas). I foresee an interesting urban planning challenge coming with this future scenario

that can learn a lot from the history of the extension of Barcelona. In the XIX century, a genius

catalan civil engineer named Ildenfons Cerdà projected the extension of Barcelona (i.e. the current

Eixample district) as a more equal and healthy city. His project won against a project that was

based in industrial cities from the United Kingdom (e.g. Manchester) that had a more unequal

distribution of the space that was thought to maximize production in the factories. Nowadays in

already industrialized countries the factories are not located within the city and it is not a topic of

discussion who should live nearby these typically unhealthy areas. In addition, some needed resources

as water or energy supply tend to be equally distributed creating an illusion of equality. However,
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urban health issues in cities are still present (e.g. air pollution as discussed in this thesis) and their

impact affects citizens differently depending on their characteristics and on the areas of the city where

they live their day. For example, it seems to me contradictory that currently citizens in Eixample

district, the most densely populated, breathe the most polluted air of Barcelona city. The city dreamed

as equal and healthy has become the unhealthy one because there are mini-factories (i.e. the cars)

emitting air pollutants all over generating a health cost on the local citizens for "free". What will

happen when this kind of information about urban health issues consolidate? What would happen if

most citizens learn how to translate the air pollution levels into health impacts like they learn today

how to sum two numbers?

In my personal opinion, we are still on time to unearth the roots that generated this health

issue renovating the dreams of equal and healthy cities. I prefer to believe in that future than in a

context where ’business as usual’ behaviour makes this a perennial problem. I don’t want to work to

generate a consistent, precise and credible data layer of air pollution in each street if it is going to

be exclusively used to allow people with more economic power to live in areas where the air is more

’breathable’. I want to believe that the society, including the urban air pollution scientific community,

will use this information to diagnose the most pressing urban health problems and to propose and

implement the most reliable solutions. In my opinion polluting the air can not be ’free’ because it is

generating a huge cost for the society and the volume of cars has to be drastically reduced all over

the cities to make them more equal and healthy. I believe that air pollution in cities is a problem of

urban or metropolitan scale that has to be faced at that scale first by drastically reducing the traffic

volume and then accompanied by small scale measures that make these changes unchangeable. I think

that researchers and other experts building this credible data layer are in part responsible for this

foreseeable future when urban health data will be more robust and there will be a culture of making

decisions based on this data. In my opinion our responsibility is to make this data layer and the

models we use to generate it as truthful, equally accessible, interoperable and as open as possible.
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Appendix A

Description of model evaluation statistics

Here we define the model evaluation statistics used to compare observed measurements (obs) with

modelled concentrations (mod): the geometric mean bias (GeoMean), the fraction of model results

within a factor of two of observations (FAC2), the geometric standard deviation (GeoSD), the corre-

lation coefficient (R), the mean bias (MB) and the root mean square error (RMSE).

GeoMean = exp (ln (obs)− ln (mod)) (A.1)

FAC2 = 0.5 <=
modi
obsi

<= 2.0 (A.2)

GeoSD = exp

(
ln (F )√

2 eri−1 (AF )

)
(A.3)

R =
(obsi − obs) (modi −mod)

σmod σobs
(A.4)

MB =
1

n

n∑
i=1

modi − obsi (A.5)

RMSE =

√∑n
i=1(modi − obsi)2

n
(A.6)

where, mod are modelled concentations; obs are observed concentrations; overbar (d) represents the

average over a dataset d; F is considered to be 2; eri is the inverse of error function; AF is the

proportion of the ratio; σd is the standard deviation of d; n is the number of paired modelled and

observed concentrations and subscripts represent a value between one and n. For further details on

the evaluation statistics we refer to Chang and Hanna [2004].
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APPENDIX B. EXTENDED EVALUATION OF BC DISPERSION PROFILES

Figure B.1: Evaluation of modelled BC concentration horizontal decay against observations on street canyons. Panels above

represent model behaviour at the street canyons of Eixample district and panels below are for Gràcia, the old district. The dots

are observations and modelled contributions of groups of street segments and background are represented with colours.
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APPENDIX B. EXTENDED EVALUATION OF BC DISPERSION PROFILES

Figure B.2: Evaluation of modelled BC concentration horizontal decay against observations on open areas. Panels above represent

model behaviour at the open road of Diagonal Street and panels below are for Ciutadella urban park area. The dots are observations

and modelled contributions of groups of street segments and background are represented with colours.
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APPENDIX B. EXTENDED EVALUATION OF BC DISPERSION PROFILES

Figure B.3: Evaluation of modelled BC concentration vertical decay against observations on the open road of Plaza de España.

Chronologically, starting from top-left panel at 6 UTC and then following with bottom panels and right panels, the different panels

show the hourly variation of the hourly BC concentration decay. The dots are observations and modelled contributions of groups

of street segments and background are represented with colours.
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APPENDIX B. EXTENDED EVALUATION OF BC DISPERSION PROFILES

Figure B.4: Evaluation of modelled BC concentration vertical decay against observations on the street canyon of Villarroel Street.

Chronologically, starting from top-left panel at 7 UTC and then following with bottom panels and right panels, the different panels

show the hourly variation of the hourly BC concentration decay. The dots are observations and modelled contributions of groups

of street segments and background are represented with colours.
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